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ABSTRACT
A Mass Media Campaign to Promote
Divorce Adjustment
by
James C. Gardiner,

Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State University,

1982

Major Professor:
Dr. Elwin Nielsen
Department: Psychology

Intr oduction.

This study produced and evaluated

a mass media

campaign designed to promote emotional adjustment to divorce.
Hypotheses.

(a) Sending a promotional

persons will increase

their

reported

(b) Divorced persons who report
report
light

greater

utilization

to divorced

of the campaign.

heavy utilization

of the campaign will

emotional improvement than divorced persons who report

or no utilization
Method.

newsletter

A field

of the campaign.
experiment was conducted in rural

The names of all recently

northern Utah.

(less than 12 months) divorced persons were

obtained from the county clerk and randomly divided into an
experimental

group, who received

campaign, and a control

group.

a newsletter

The five-week media campaign included

10 radio shows, 16 newspaper articles,
the campaign, 101 subjects

promoting the media

and 29 television

were interviewed

shows.

regarding their

media

After

xi
use.

They also completed a posttest

anxiety,

depression,

hostility

and retrospective

pretest

of

(measured by the SymptomCheck List

90-R), and attachment.
Results.
subjects.

The campaign was reportedly

Hypothesis 1 was weakly supported.

the newsletter

reported

using statistically

events (X = 4.95) than subjects
(X = 3.12).

with newsletter
supported.

statistically

events).

and hostility

receipt

greater

more media

was only 3.2%.

in media use
Hypothesis 2 was

improvements in anxiety,
than light

users (0-2

in emotional improvements

with media use ranged from 1 to 5%. Those who reportedly

spent time with significant
significantly

of variance

(but not attachment)

The percentage of variance

associated

significantly

Heavy campaign users (3+ events) reported

significantly

depression,

Subjects who received

who did not receive the newsletter

However, the percentage

associated
partially

used by 77.2% of the

greater

others

after

the divorce reported

emotional improvements than those who did not

spend time with others.

The highest degree of reported

improvement was reported by those who reported
time spent with significant

others,

emotional improvement was reported

emotional

both heavy media use and

while the lowest degree of
by subjects

who reported

little

or

no media use and no time spent with confidants.
(176 pages)

CHAPTER
I
I NTROOUCT
ION

The Problem
Durinq the past 25 years,

social

documenting the psychological
Those difficulties

difficulties

include depression,

attachment to the ex-spouse,
parentinq

researchers

associated
anxiety,

resentment,

problems, increased

have begun

anger, linqerinq

loneliness,

psychopathologv,

with divorce.

quilt,

suicide,

fear,

and many other s

(see, for example, Berman & Turk, 1981; 8loom, Asher, & White, 1978;
Brown, Feldberg,

Fox, & Kohen, 1976; 8rown, Felton,

1980; Chiriboga & Cutler,

1977; Chiriboga,

Goode, 1956; Gray, 1978: Hetherinqton,

Roberts,

Whiteman, & Manela,
& Stein,

1978;

Cox, & Cox, 1977; Kraus, 1979;

& Kelly, 1980; Weiss, 1976; Zeiss, Zeiss, & Johnson, 1980).

Wallerstein

Kitson and Raschke (1981) reviewed the current

literature

on divorce

and concluded:
Study after study reports that the divorced are
less well adjusted than the married or the widowed.
They are more 1ikel v to have symptoms of physical
and psycholoqical disturbance.
(p. 17)
Hetherington

and her associates

(1977) studied

48 divorced couples and

reported:
We didn't find a sinqle victimless divorce ...
At
least one member of each family reported distress
or showed a neqative chanqe in behavior,
particularly
durinq the first year.
(p. 46)
The side effects
isolation
activity

of these emotional conditions

often include

from a formerly enjoyed social mainstream and a decreased
level.

Many divorced persons have described

a meaqer

2

existence,
their

where they frequently

stay in bed for many hours beyond

sleeping time and isolate

These behaviors
interest

identify

themselves from the world around them.

them as an "at risk"

of prevention-oriented

efforts

qenerally
it

in effect

For

(1978) emphasized the need for

in behalf of persons experiencinq

They lamented that "there

the

mental health professionals.

example, Rloom and his associates
preventive

qroup and raise

are no crisis

in our society"

intervention

for marital

marital

breakdown.

orocedures

breakuo, and declared

to be
an irresistible
candidate for preventive
intervention programs that are well thouqht out,
economically feasible,
and subject to careful
evaluation.
(p. 888)
Recent developments in the mass communication field

the mass media could be a helpful
adjustment to divorce.
have a qreater

tool for solvinq the problem of

It was reasoned that a media camoaiqn would

probability

of reachinq isolated

persons than would a self-help
other prevention-oriented

recently

inter~ention.

divorced persons would call

the media events.

well organized,
events.

divorced

need to be promoted throuqh

special

attention

sent to
to a media

the probability

that those persons would

Such a newsletter

would need to be brief,

easy to read, and informative

about upcominq media

It would need to sell divorced persons on the benefits

tuning in to a radio show, readinq a divorce-related
or checking out , a library

or

However, even a mass

The idea was raised that a newsletter

campaign and would increase
utilize

and inactive

qroup, divorce adjustment class,

communication campaign would likely
outreach efforts.

suqgest that

book on divorce.

of

newspaper article,

3

To summarize the problem, divorce and its related
stressful

to many persons.

preventing

the disorders

Few programs exist
associated

adjustment,

no controlled

power of radio,
relief

from the stresses

available
target

studies

for

While mass media

have investigated

the

newspapers, magazines, or books to provide
associated

with divorce.

on whether a promotional newsletter

group can increase

are

for promotinq emotional

scientific

television,

in our society

with divorce.

campaigns are a promisinq alternative

difficulties

Also, no evidence is

that

is sent to a media

utili zation of a media campaign.
Objectives

The major objectives

of this

whether a promotional newsletter

study were:

sent to recently

would increase the number of divorce-related
utilize,

and (b) to investigate

influence

media events they would

whether a mass media campaign could

were:

(c) to design and execute a

adjustment media campaiqn to provide information

the emotional effects

of divorce,

the campaiqn reached recently
to provide information
designers
persons,
adjustment

on coping with

(d) to determine the extent to which

divorced persons in the target

area, (e)

for mental health decision makers and campaign

about the feasibility

of media campaigns for divorced

and (f) to add to the general knowledge about divorce
in the areas of support from friends

psychotherapy,

attitudes

number of children,
variables.

divorced persons

emotional adjustment to divorce.

The secondary objectives
divorce

(a) to determine

toward divorce,

sex of respondent,

and family,

length of marriage,
and other pertinent

use of
age,

4

Hypotheses
The obiectives,

rationale,

anrl theoretical

formulations

of this

study led to the followinq hypotheses:
1.
report

Divorced persons rece ivinq a media-oromotinq newsletter
utilizinq

will

more divorce -r elated mass media events (i.e.,

newspaper articles,

radio shows, maqazine articles,

and books) than divorced oersons not receiving

television

shows,

a media-promotinq

newsletter.
2.

Divorced persons reportinq

heavy utilization

prornotinq mass media campaign will report
depression,

anxiety,

hostility,

divorced persons reoorting
promoting media campaign.

greater

of an adjustment-

decreases

in

and attachment to the ex- spouse than

light or no utilization

of an adjustment-

5

CHAPTER
II
RELATED
LITERAT
URE
This review of literature

includes five sections.

divorce adjustmen t is examined, includinq
with marital
time tables

First,

the difficulties

associated

breakup, the sources divorced persons turn to for help,
for recovery,

Second, the field

and factors

of prevention

provide a model of intervention
communication field
health-related

are presented.

influence

of mental disorders
for this

study.

adjustment.
is reviewed to

Third, the mass

is examined, with emphasis on media effects

information

on the receptivity

that

campaigns.

of the residents
Finally,

and

Fourth, data that have bearing

in the locale chosen for the study

the implications

drawn from the literature

search are summarize d.
Divorce Adjustment
Emotional Diff i cult i es
Associated with Divorce
This study limited
problems experienced
related

effects

its focus to the post-divorce

by the divorcing

on children

Bane, 1976; or \.Jallerstein

partners.

While the divorce-

are highly important (see,
Ri Kelly,

emotional

for example,

1980), it was believed that

promoting emoti onal recovery for the divo rcing parents would indirectly
benefit

the children.

Also, a more limited

focus made the study more

manageable .
Three commonly reported
are depression,

anxiety,

emotional

and hostility

problems associated

with divorce

(see, for example, Chiriboga &

6

Cutler,

1977: Chiriboqa et al.,

Hetherington

guilt,

Depression is normally associated

shame, hopelessness,

of fear of the future,
parent,

cheated,

and loneliness.

of being alone.

or from present

often arise from the

partners,

from feeling

frequently

associated

with

is attachment (see, for example, Berman & Turk,

divorce and separation

1980; Hetherington

1979: or \~eiss, 1976).

et al.,

1977; Spanier & Casto,

Weiss (1976) introduced the concept of divorce-

rel ated attachment as follows:
...

of being a single

and past fights.

Another important emotional state

marriages

of loss,

Anxiety comes as a result

Hostilities

business between the divorcing

1981; Brown et al.,

with feelings

the added responsibilities

or the strain

unfinished

&

1977; Spanier & Casto, 1979; or Wallerstein

et al.,

Kelly, 1980).

1978; Hackney & Ribordy, 1980;

"there persists

after

a sense of bonding to the spouse ...

the end of most
" (p. 138).

He

observed that while other dimensions of the marriage relationship
(e.q.,

warmth, sexua l attraction,

away soon after

separation,

ex-spouse persists
results

trust,

respect,

for an uncomfortably lonq time.

office

can bitterly

prolonged absence from the ex-partner
relationship

It explains

their

in divorce.

research

how the

qo out as lovers at niqht.

Only

and development of a new

can help dissolve

attachment.

(1980) found that attachment is distinguishable
distress

Attachment often

oppose one another in court or at the lawyer's

during the day, then secretly

heterosexual

fade

the attachment or sense of belonging to the

in ambivalence toward the ex-spouse.

ex-partners

or friendship)

Brown et al.

from generalized

They developed a measure of attachment,

demonstrated that divorced men experienced more

and by

7

attachment than divorced women. Their prototype
person was a man whose wife initiated
consider

divorce as a solution,

counselinq,

Their factor

analysis

separation,

who was late to

who had involvement with marriage

and who had frequent

Turk (1981) also studied

of the highly attached

visits

with his ex-wife.

Berman and

problems and concerns of divorced persons.

of a problem checklist

they labeled "former spouse contacts."

accounted for a factor

Their items were similar

those used by Brown et al.

(1980) to measure attachment.

that former spouse contact

was hiqhly related

to

They found

(p<.001) to mood state.

In summary, attachment has emerged as an independent concept in the
divorce rec overy literature,

which suggests that attachment be

accounted f or by the serious

divorce adjustment researcher.

Other emotional and behavioral

states

commonly linked with separa-

tion and divorce are f ee linqs of rejection,
unattractiveness,
lessness,

guilt

loss of identity

incompetence, helplessness,

(Hetherington

(Weiss, 1976), loneliness

Wallerstein

& Kelly,

1980), resentment

self-esteem

(Gray, 1978; Hetherington

(Brown et al.,
et al.,

marital

status

linking

and concluded that divorced and separated
than any other marital

status.

that deaths by homicide, deaths from disease,
vulnerability

1976), and low

1977; Spanier & Casto,

Bloom et al. (1978) reviewed the studies

rates

to motor vehicle

accidents,

and admissions to mental hospitals
than among married or single

1977), rest-

(Spanier & Casto, 1979~

1979).

higher suicide

et al.,

rates

suicide

to

persons have

They also reported
of disease,

involvement in al coholism,

were higher amonq divorced persons

persons.

8

Factors Associ ated with
Emotional Adjustment
The divorce adj ust ment r esearch to date has identified

several

conditions

that make emotional adjustment to divorce difficult.

conditions

include an unexpected separation

(Goode, 1950; Spanier &

Casto, 1979), having the spouse suggest the divorce
having a short time to consider getting

(Goode, 1956),

a divorce (Goode, 1956), bei ng

opposed to or ambivalent about the divorce

(Goode, 1956; Spanier &

Cast o , 1979), being a womanwith traditional
al.,

Those

feminine values (Bloom et

1978), being a male (Kitson 1{ Raschke, 1981; Zeiss et al.,

1980),

having the family disapprove of the marriage or the divorce (Blair,
1970; Goode , 1956), having dependent children
being pl aced in a lower socioec onomic status

(Kitson & Raschke, 1981),
by the divorce (Bl air,

1970; Goode, 1956), remaining attached to the ex-spouse (Weiss, 1976),
having a des ire to punish the ex-spouse (Goode, 1956), experiencing
discrimination
establish

as a result

of divorce (Goode, 1956), and failing

to

a new set of fri ends (Spanier & Casto, 1979).

On the other hand, divorce adjustment has been demonstrated as
easier

under the following conditions:

having had an active role in

the divorce decision

process (Kitson & Raschke, 1981), maintaining

social

and havinq a strong support system (Berman &Turk,

participation

1981; Kitson & Raschke, 1981), havinq a meaningful religious

hiqh

affilia-

tion (Kitson & Raschke, 1981), and being a female with nontraditional
gender role values (Kitson & Raschke, 1981; Zeiss et al.,

1980).

Help-Seeking Behaviors
A number of research

studies

have investigated

divorced persons seek when recovering.

Chiriboga,

the types of help
Coho, Stein,

and

9

Roberts (1979) investigated
California

behaviors of 310 northern

the help-seeking

persons who filed

They found that over 80%

for divorce.

turned to another person or persons for help.

Womenwere somewhat more

to seek help (87%) than were men (77%).

likely

source turned to for help was a friend

The most frequent

(72% for womenand 50% for men).

The other commonly used sources of help were the spouse, counselors,
relatives,

and parents.

It

was noted that 39%of the men and 32% of

the womenturned to the spouse for help in recovering
of separation.
most helpful

In fact,

the men rated the spouse as the potent i a 11y

source of support.

of help that was actually
of the women indicated

the most helpful,

the spouse.

only 4% of the men and 2%

The most highly rated sources of

(18% for the womenand 19%for the men).

From their
Wallerstein

However, when asked to rate the source

(32% for the women and 29% for the men) and

help were friends
counselors

from the effects

five-year

study of the post-divorce

and Kelly (1980) reported

the womensought professional

process,

that 20% of the men and 44% of

counseling

for dealing with divorce.

Most of the male therapy seekers souqht individual
the womenwere equally divided between individual

counseling,

while

and group therapy.

Kitson and Raschke (1981) commented that while the therapy-seeking
behaviors of divorced persons have been documented, no data were
available

on the outcomes of divorce counseling.

Sabota and Cappas (1979) investigated
series

of four lectures

divorcing
attitude

persons.

the attitudinal

results

of a

on divorce adjustment give n to 39 divorced or

They documented significant

toward "myself, divorce,

separation,

positive
children,

changes in
work, the
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present,

the future,

changes in attitudes

and remarriage."

They found no significant

toward "marriage,

men, women, love, and finances."

A weakness in the Sabota and Cappas study was that no control
included,

making it impossible to determine whether the changes were

due to the lectures
friends,

group was

or to other factors

psychotherapy,

such as interaction

with

or passage of time.

In summary, it has been shown that approximately 80% of divorced
Approximately 30%

persons turn to others for help with adjustment.
seek out professional
While both friends

therapists,

and therapists

known to date about the objective

and around 60% confide

in friends.

were rated as helpful,

little

is

outcomes of helping behaviors.

Timetable of Divorce Recovery
There is disagreement
amount of time required
disagreement

in the divorce literature

for successful

Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality

the

This

of recovery.

the Beck Depression Inventory,

Inventory,

and Multiple Affect

Check List to 74 persons who were divided into four groups:

happily married,
divorce,

divorce recovery.

is due in part to a lack of definition

Hackney and Ribordy (1980) administered

Adjective

regardinq

undergoing marriaqe counseling,

and divorced for six to 12 months.

showed three phases of divorce adjustment.

The results
The first

period,

with a sharp rise

pattern

was observed in the marriage counseling

that had filed

in depression,

for divorce.

.

anxiety,

for

of their

study

was a traumatic

and hostility.

This

group and the group

The second phase of divorce adjustment was

a period of prolonged stress,
ings had been initiated

having filed

which lasted

unti l the divorce proceed-

The f i nal phase was termed readjustment.

It
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occurred between six and 12 months after

the divorce became final.

They found that persons who had been divorced from s ix to 12 months
were not siqnificantly

different

from happily married persons on the

emotio nal adjustment indicators .
ment usually

lasts

They conclud ed that divorce ad.iust-

from six to 12 months .

However, a weakness of the

Hackney and Ribordy study is that it utilized
attempted to generalize

about developmental

a convenient sample and
processes from qroups that

may not have been comparable.

In addition,

their

study concluded at 12

months and did not investigate

divorce adjustme nt after

the first

year.
Hetherinqton

et al . (1977) sturlied the post - divorce adjustment of

48 divorced couples and their

children

for two years.

They conc luded

that
Most members of divorced families were more disturbed and were copinq less well at one year followinq divorce than at two months following divorce.
( p. 42)

They also observed a marked period of readjustment
during the second year after

the divorce.

and improvement

However, they cautioned that

even at the end of the seco nd year, "th e i r continuing

probl ems show

that many have not yet completely escaped the after math of divorce"
( p. 46).

Following a five-year
and Kelly

(1980) reported

time of divorce,
feelings

study of 60 divorced fa milies,
the following timetable

of recovery.

the persons experienced depression,

of a new beginning.

to experience depression,

hostility,

At 18 months post-divorce,

loneliness,

and anger.

Wallerstein
At the
and

they continued

They had also
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improved their

parentinq

of five years,

just over 50% of the divorced persons were in the rang e

of qood adjustment.

skills

and self-concepts.

Wallerstein

They also reported

satisfactorily

adjusted

Finally,

at the end

and Kelly concluded that the averaqe

womantook three years to stabilize,
two years.

Finally,

while the averaqe man recovered in

that one-third

of their

sample were not

at the end of five years.

Spivey and Scherman (1980) studied

terns of divorced women. They divided their

the adjustment pat-

sample into six groups:

divorced Oto 6 months, divorced 12 to 18 months, divorced 3 1/2 to
4 1/2 years,

divorced 6 1/2 or more years,

newly married (less

than six

months), and married without any major changes in the past six months.
They concluded that
The first six months after filing for divorce are
the most stressful,
but indicators of maladjustment
are likely not to appear until six months to a year
later.
After 3 1/2 years from filinq for divorce,
stress and indicators of maladjustments in divorced
womendo not differ from those in continuously
married women. (p. 57)
From the findings

to date, the best estimate

of average time

needed for divorce adjustment is two years for men and three years for
women. Individual

differences,

variables

above in the section

outlined

level of pre-divorce
titled

stability,

and the

"Factors Associated with

Emotional Adjustment" should also be taken into account when attempting
to predict

a timetable

of recovery from divorce.
Prevention

The review of literature
and separation

are stressful

has established
for most parties

thus far that divorce
involved,

that the

l3

average person takes between two and three years to recover from
divorce,

and that as many as one-third

significant

of divorced persons maintain a

level of maladjustment for five years or more.

these compelling findinqs,
many cases,

relatively

few specialized

divorced persons adjust.
literature,

indicatinq

After their

Bloom and his associates

a clear need for intervention
proqrams exist
exhaustive

study designed to reduce or control

(p. 886).

This section

model for intervention

to uncover a sinqle

these stresses"
on

in search of an appropriate

with the problem of divorce adjustment.

Goldston (1977) defined primary prevention
disorders

for helaing

of the review explores the literature

of mental disorders

in

review of the divorce

(1978) "failed

controlled

primary prevention

Despite

of mental and emotional

as
those activities
directed to specifically
identified
vulnerable high-risk groups within the community who
have not been labeled as psychiatrically
ill and for
whommeasures can be undertaken to avoid the onset
of emotional disturbance and/or to enhance their
level of positive mental health.
(p. 27)

Earlier,

Goldston (1969) labeled prevention

important facets
(p. 199).
television,

as "the most

of a comprehensive community mental health program"

He advocated the use of mass media such as films,

pamphlets,

radio , and other media to bring mental health messaqes to

the community.

He lamented that too often a "shotgun" educational

approach is used.

That is, general messages about mental health are

given to the general community.
persons who receive them.
primary prevention.
specialized

efforts

Those messages seldom apply to the

Goldston advocated a "rifle"

approach to

The mental health educator should select

group in need of intervention,

construct

a

a pertinent
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message to help the qroup, and use cost-effective

means to put the

messaqe across.
Bloom et al. (1978) applied the concept of prevention
disorders

to divorce adjustment,

callinq

marital

of mental

disruption

an irresistible
candidate for preventative intervention programs that are well thought out,
economically feasible,
and subject to careful
evaluation.
(p. 888)
They further

advocated that

a limited i ntervention program be undertaken for a
randomly selected group of persons undergoing
marital disruption.
The program need not be more
than six months in length and should start as soon
as possible after the physical separation of the
couple.
(p. 888)
Hollister
helpful

(1977) provided a stress-oriented

for this

study of prevention

of primary prevention

and divorce adjustment.

proposes four possible

(a) management of the sources of stress,
building
first

resistance

two strategies,

stress,

to stress,

building

intervention

divorce
stress
variety

(b) avoidance of stress,

and (d) stress

to stress,

may be useful

is early and before the stresses
The fourth strategy,

was the most appropriate
adjustment.

reaction

by the time divorce occurs.

resistance

on the divorced person.
to stress,

strategies:
(c)

management. The

with divorce adjustment because the sources of

are well established

strategy,

prevention

His model

management of the sources and avoidance of

are not helpful

stress

model which was

if the

have a significant

effect

management of reactions

model to apply to the problem of

Since divorced persons have likely

and have reacted with depression,
of other negative

The third

anxiety,

experienced

hostility,

emotions, the role of the prevention

or a
aqent
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is to teach divorced persons how to manage extreme emotional reactions.
Hollister

defined stress

reaction

management as

preventinq the person's response to stressors from
compoundinq his problems or becoming more damaging
than the impact of the stressors.
(pp. 45-46)
He proposed that the prevention

agent

Organize educational,
anticipatory guidance or qroup
experiences that can desensitize persons to stressors in order to diminish or modify the inappropriate response.
(p. 46)
Hollister

(Note 1) also introduced the concept of "strens."

According to Hollister,
person's

life.

a stren is a factor

It can be a friendship,

that builds strength

a hobby, a feeling

accomplishment at a iob, or a membership in a supportive
Prevention

specialists

The divorce adjustment
important factors

of
group.

can help divorced persons manage stress

teachi nci them how to find and utilize
literature

appropriate

in a

by

and powerful strens.

has emphasized how strens

to Dromote recovery from divorce-related

are
stressors

(see, for example, Berman & Turk, 1981; Kitson & Raschke, 1981; Zeiss
et al . , 1980) .
Foley and Gorham (lg73)
health professionals

challenged

to utilize

prevention-oriented

mental

newly developed mass media techniques

for reaching persons needing mental health support by asserting
there must be developed new techniques of prevention with a psycholoqical, educational, and
motivational thrust--a thrust that has much in
commonwith the techniques utilized by mass media
and desiqned to create a climate for optimal selfactualization.
Today the structural
foundation for
research and exoerimentation in primary prevention
exists in the technical fields of mass communications.
(o. 105)

that
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Finally,

the President's

Commission on Mental Health (1978)

recommended promoting mental health through public education.
commission challenqed

The

community mental health programs to

impart mental
beneficial to
people acquire
may contribute
mental health

health information, to foster practices
people's mental health, and to help
knowledqe, skills,
and attitudes which
directly to their mental health and the
of their famili es. (p. 23)

They emphasized that "local media can be a stronq tool in this process"
(p. 23).

In summary, the literature
number of ideas for this
developing specialized

on primary prevention

study,

including

programs to assist

manaoement approach to prevention,
from the field

targeting

contributed

a

groups,

"at risk"

those groups, using a stress

and utilizing

techniques

available

of mass communication to implement prevention

programs.
Mass Media Effects
Before embarking on a study of the use of mass media to promote
divorce adjustment,
media be instrumental
that question,
effects

a fundamental question was asked:
in effecting

the review presents

changes in the audience?

investigations
conditions

a description

of mass media information

for successful

To answer

an overview of early thinking

of mass communication, a short description

approaches to media effects,

Can the mass

and unsuccessful

on the

of current

of recent scientific
campaigns, and a list
media campaigns.

of
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Early Approaches to Media Effects
Communication scholars
past 50 years or more.
qenerally

have studied mass media effects

for the

Durinq the 1g3os anrl 1940s, researchers

concluded that the mass media had a powerful effect

audience.

That is, a communicator who preoared a message and presented

it over the mass media with a specific
successfully

on the

reach the qoal.

qoal in mind, was likely

That early conclusion

to

about media effects

has been ca lled the "hyoodermic needle" or "bullet"

model of mass

communication (Atkin, 1981; Severi n~ Tankard, 1g79).
The 1950s and 1%0s have been labeled the "limited
of thinking
soci o logical

about mass media effects.
studies

of media effects

needle model, and theorists

Berelson,

hypothesis,

which stated

opinion leaders
pooulation"

failed

researchers

beqan drawino more conservative

conclusions

A study in the late 1940s by

and Gaudet (1948) oriqinated

the "two-step flow"

that "ideas often flow from rad io and print to

(Katz, 1957, p. 61).

This hypothesis

for the limited media effects

during the 1g5os and 1960s.

expanded to the "multi-step
interpersonal

to confirm the hypodermic

and from those to the less active

pri mary explanations

oeriod

Ourinq that time a number of

about the outcomes of mass media efforts.
Lazarsfeld,

effects"

sections

of the

became one of the
found by many

The two-step

flow was later

flow," which emphasized the many complex

channels that messages may take when influencing

individuals.
Another explanation
minimal influence

offered

by communication scholars

often found by the media studies

Klapper (1960) stated

that

for the

was reinforcement.
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Within a given audience exposed to particular
communications, rein f orcement, or at least constancy
of opinion, is typically found to be the dominant
effect; minor change, as in intensity of opinion, is
found to be the next most common: and conversio n is
typically found to be the most rare . (o. 15)
Selectivity

was introduced

as a mediat inq factor

whether a media campaign has an effect
selectivity

were discussed

which hel ps dete rmine

on t he audience .

by Klapper:

Selective

Three types of

exposure is defined

as the "tendency of oeople to expose themselves to mass communications
in accord ,vith their

existinq

existing
that

and interests

" (p . 19).

unsyrnpat:1etic rnaterial
a person's

ooinions

Selective

and to avoid
oerception

emphasizes

tendency to see or hear messaqes in a way consistent
beliefs,

after

hahits,

or knowledqe.

Selective

exposure to a messaqe, individuals

or incomplete portions
as a "protective

of the message .

net in the service

retention

posits

tend to recall

Klapper described

of existing

with

dist orted

se l ectivity

predispositions"

( p. 25).

While the socio l oqically-oriented
field

studies

researchers

of mass communication effects,

psycholoqically-oriented

investiaators

experiments on t he effects

were conducting

a qroup of

were conductinq

of persuasive

commu
nic ation.

concluded that media pre sentatio ns can have a positive
However, the effects
communication

depend on such variables

source (Hovland, Janis,

both sides of an issue is presented

& Sheffield,

Field,

the persuasibility

They generall y
effect.

as the cre dibility

& Kelley,

1953),

of the

whether one or

by the source (Hovland, Lumsdaine,

1949 ) , whether or not fear

Feshbach, 1953),

labor atory

appeals are used (Janis

of the audience (Janis,

Lint on, Graham, Cohen, Rife, /1.helson,

&

Hovland,

Lesser, & King, 1959),

the

l9

condition

of the communication channel (Festinqer

Thus, the early research
produced conflicting

on the effects

results.

researchers

other hand, the initial
by the psycholoqical

and

(see Rosnow & Robinson, 1967).

numerous other factors

the socioloqical

& Maccoby, 1964),

of mass communication

On the one hand, the field

studies

of

found support for limited effects.

studies

in the field

researchers

on source, message, channel,

and the laboratory

found more powerful effects,

and receiver

On the

variables

studies
depending

that were

manipulated.
Contemporary Approaches to Media Effects
Severin and Tankard (1979) characterized
"moderate effects"

period of thinkinq

divided the current
approaches:
settino,

thinking

information

and cultural

The information

their

about mass communication into four

seeking,

uses and qratifications,

agenda

seeking approach to mass communication effects

attitudes.

have focused on factors

investiqations

Studies

of selective

exposure, which

other than information

than a singular
usefulness

desire

seeking

Researchers have determined that

seeking are many times more important

for information.

of the information,

entertainment

in the area of information

that determine the communication receiver's

choices of messages to attend to.

receiver

They

that people seek out information that supports or reinforces

existing

factors

about mass media effects.

norms.

grew out of scientific
predicts

the 1970s as the

value, variety,

intrinsic

Those factors
interest

and personality

(Severin & Tankard, 1979).

include

in the subject,

characteristics

of the
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The uses and gratifications
that people utilize
needs .

approach to media effects

the media to fulfill

s ocial

and psycholoqical

It focuses on "what peoole do with ,11edi a rather

media do to people" (Roberts & Bachen, 1981, p, 315).
multi-cultural
utilizing

studies

identity,

social

contact,

about the world (Roberts & Bachen, 1981).
approach has been criticized
empirical

demonstration

use, and f or relying

than 1-1hat th e
Extensive

of the needs that oeople apparently

the mass media have been clustered

seeking personal

postulates

into four basic areas:
entertainrrient,

s

for lackinq

needs that motivate media

too heavily on self-report

been a valuable contribution

and knowledqe

The uses and qratification

for beinq atheoretical,

of the hypothesized

by

fulfill

to theory building

data.

However, it has

in the field

of mass

communication, in that it chanqed the emnhasis from the audience as
passive recipients

of messages to the audience as active participants

the communication process .
The agenda settinq
ability

approach to mass media effects

of the media to "select

and emphasize certain

emphasizes the
issues and

thereby cause those issues to be perceived as important by the public"
(Severin & Tankard, 1979, p. 253).
phrase illustrates
print media:

Cohen's (1963) frequently

quoted

approach, as it applies

to the

the aqenda setting

"It may not be successful

people what to think,

but it is stunninqly

readers what to think about" (p. 13).
researched

much of the time in tellinq

durinq the past decade.

successful

Aqenda settinq

in tellinq

its

has been heavily

Roberts and Bachen's (1981) review

cited qrowing evidence that the mass media can cause audience interest
in the issues presented.

Newspapers apparently

are the most powerful

n
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medium for setting

local aqendas, while television

most powerful agenda setter
1977).

for national

The aqenda setting

hypothesis

issues

appears to be the
(Palmqreen & Clarke,

has thus become establis hed as an

important area of mass communication researc h.
The cultural
postulates

norms approach to mass communication effects

that the media create

the culture's

standards

behavior and living

of conduct,

patterns

(1970), who pooularized
can reinforce

cultural

images in the receivers'
and thus indirectly

norms idea, stated

norms, activate

behaviors,

but cannot convert or chanqe well established
Ball-Rokeach (lq82)
"integrated
tripartite

expanded the cultural

model of media effects"

that the media
norms,

DeFleur and

norms approach into an

(p. 251).

They presented

a

among society,

the

as an audience member. Media effects

are

viewed as dependent on the individual's

relationship

of society.

with the media and

society,

as well as the condition

predicts

that when a high degree of change and conflict

society,

"dependence on media information

(p. 241).

DeFleur

or even create

norms.

model that emphasizes interdependence

media, and the individual

influence

(Severin &Tankard, 1979).

the cultural

minds about

For example, the model

resources

is present

in

is intensified"

Also,
The greater the need, and consequently the stronger
the dependency ...
the greater the likelihood that
the information supplied will alter various forms of
audience cognitions, feelings,
and behavior.
(p. 241)

In summary, modern approaches to mass media effects
more emphasis on the receivers
methodological

have placed

as active users of the media, the

approaches have become more sophisticated,

and the
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theories

and models of communication have become more complex than in

the early days of mass communication research.
exDlanations

that account for more factors

The result

has been

in the communication

Process.
Severin and Tankard (1979) assert
cation

is entering

that the field

a period when theorists

have a strong influence

of mass communi-

will conclude that the media

on the audience.

They cite successful

information campaigns as evidence for a "powerful effects"
mass communication.
studies

The following

that have contributed

section

rliscusses

media

model of

a number of

to that line of thinking.

Media Information Campaigns
Nowthat an overview of approaches to mass communication effects
has been presented , a number of research
effectiveness

of media information

(1981) distinguished

studies

that

investigated

campaiqns are reviewed.

between information

and persuasion

Atkin

campaigns.

Persuasion campaigns are desiqned for commercial or political
Information campaigns are intended to benefit
a whole by presenting
appropriate

patterns

effectiveness,

information
of behavior"

Atkin (1981) stated

individuals

the

purposes.

or society

"designed to teach audiences more
(p. 265).

Commenting on their

that:

mass media information campaiqns can be moderately
successful under certain conditions; the key issues
involve defining criteria
for success, distinguishing
various types of effects, and identifying the
maximizing conditions for impact. (pp. 266-267)
Examples of successful
(1973) on safe driving;

campaigns are those reported

by Mendelsohn

Maccoby, Farquhar, Wood, and Alexander (1977)

as
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on reduc inq heart disease

risk;

McAlister,

Puska, Koskela, Pallonen,

and Maccoby (1980) on modifyinq smokinq behaviors;

Douqlas, Westley,

and Chaffee (1970) and Baran (1977) on changing attitudes
retardation;

Haefner (1976) on hiring the disadvantaged,

Three of the above studies
The first
(1970).

mental retardation,

community, received

One town, designated

as the experimental

five newspaper feature

week advertisement,

posters

items in church bulletins,

a 4-H Club meeting presentation,

in a church, and a store display
persons.

articles,

attitudes

made by mentally retarded
group.

Pre and post

were taken six months apart in both

Statistically

toward retardation

community, while no significant
community.
either

significant

were reported

changes in

in the experimental

chanqes in knowledge level in

community or the control

community.

supported the idea that a media campaiqn of a social
impact on attitudes

subjects

chanqes were observed in the control

There were no significant

the experimental

numerous

a meeting on mental retardation

towns in randomly chosen homes. There were 85 experimental
subjects.

a mental

speakers at three service

of articles

measures of knowledqe and attitudes

The campaign

in local businesses,

The second town served as a control

and 60 control

toward

a six-month media campaign designed to improve

included 20 news stories,

radio spots,

below.

conducted in two Wisconsin towns with pooulations

and knowledge about mental retardation.

retardation

detail

experiment on knowledqe and attitudes

between 4,300 and 4,800.

clubs,

in qreater

and others.

study was conducted by Oouqlas, Westley, and Chaffee

It was a field

attitudes

are discussed

toward mental

of the receivers .

This study

issue can have an
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The second study, oublished by Farquhar, Maccoby, Wood, Alexander,
t~eyer, Nash, and Stern (1977),

BrO\vn, Haskel 1, McAlister,

Breitrose,

Maccoby and Farquhar (1CJ75), and Maccoby et al. (1977), was also a
field

experiment,

with populations

conducted in three northern

California

between 12,500 and 14,800.

communities

The purpose of the study

was to determine "whether community health education can reduce the
risk of cardiovascular

disease

...

11

(Farquhar et al.,

1977, p. 1192).

Two of the three communities were qiven a media campaign that

50 television

spots,

radio soots,

several

hours of radio programminq, weekly newspaper

and printed materials

campaign lasted

programming, over 100

three hours of television

columns, newspaper advertisements,
posters,

included

newspaper stories,

mailed to the subjects.

nine months durinq the first

three-month period of measurement.

billboards,
The mass media

year, followed by a

Durinq the second year another

nine-month campaign was launched, with measures aqain taken durinq the
last three months of the year.

Persons in the second community who

were determined as high risk for heart disease
of Cardiovascular

Risk) were also given individual

on how to reduce cardiovascular
the

media-plus-counseling

11

isolated
qroup.

11

risk.

group.

The dependent variables

This community was designated
The third

community, which was

measured in the study included

saturated

smoked per day, plasma-cholesterol,

Risk.

and qroup counseling

from the media that reached the other two, was a control

knowledge of risk factors,

loqistic

(by the Cornfield Scale

function

of risk,

fat intake,
systolic

number of cigarettes

blood pressure,

multiple

and the Cornfield Scale of Cardiovascular

All of the above measures were taken in all three communities at
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the beginning of the study.
disease risk in the control

By the end of the first
grouo had increased

year, the heart

8%, while the media-

onl y qrouo decreased 5% in risk and the media-plus-counseling
risk decreased 13%. During the second year the control

group's

group 's risk

decreased 1%, while the media-only group decreased an additional
The media-plus-counseling

grouo decreased

By the end of two years,

there was no significant

in risk siqnificantly

difference

between

group.

Both groups

more than the control

Maccoby and Farquhar study reportedly
can be as effective

5%.

in risk by an additional

the media- only group and the media-plus-counseling
decreased

13%.

group.

Thus, the

demonstrated that the mass media

as rnedia- olus-counseling

in reducing the risk of

heart disease.
The third

study that has important implications

divorce adjustment was conducted hy McAlister et al.

for this

study of

(1980).

They

launched a nationwide campaign in Finland to promote cessation
smoking.

The mass media campaign consisted

televised

group counseling

broadcast

on Finnish television

was first

promoted through personal

sessions

of seven 45-minute

with 10 smokers.

The campaign was

over a month-long period.
letters,

press conference.

and led self-help
worked together

200 volunteer

groups that watched the television
to stop smoking.

conducting two national
presentation)

In addition,

The campaign

newspaper articles,

announcements, promotions in medical and nursing journals,
national

of

radio

and a

leaders

formed

presentations

The campaign was evaluated

by

surveys (one before and one afer the media

and by studying a group of smokers for six months

following the media campaign.

The national

survey estimated

that

and
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250,000 individuals
estimated

followed at least

four of the seven sessions.

80,000 to 100,000 of the 250,000 were smokers.

of the sample viewed the program with a supportive
study estimated

that

non-smoking period.
estimated

1% of the smokers in Finland
The cost effectiveness

at $1 for each s ix-month success.

An

Ten percent

group.

The panel

achieved a six-month

of the proqram was
The authors of the stud y

concluded:
If media-assisted
self-help
is indeed an effective
way of providing behavioral counselina on a large
scale, the role of the behavioral science
professional
may shift somewhat from direct
provider of treatment toward media producer.
(McAlister et al., 1gso, p. 378)
Conditions for Successful and
Unsuccessf ul Media Campaign s
A number of conditions
the success or failure

of media information

campaigns, when properly
knowledge, attitudes,

have been established

designed,

as contributing

campaiqns.

First,

can have a significant

and behaviors

of receivers.

(1979, 1981), campaiqns were generally

successful

(a) The audience was sufficiently

messages.

The campaign had adequate volume and repetition
and times that were readily

(b) The campaign was presented
influential

medium, followed by newspapers,

(c) The sources who presented
goal was to change attitudes
expert,
beliefs,

social

exposed to the
on communi-

to the receivers.

which is the most
radio,

and magazines.

the messages were trustworthy,
or behaviors.

if the goal was to increase
va lues,

available

via television,

impact on the

when the following

were met:

channels

context,

media

According to Atkin

conditions

cation

to

(d) The sources

knowledge.

and behavioral

if the
had to be

(e) The attitudes,
patterns

of the
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audience were analyzed prior to the campaign.
influences

on the receivers

were considered

campaiqn.

The communicators knew what social

competing with when attempting
recipients

had an intense

to influence

in a clear,

Messages were presented

in concentrated

(e.g.,

(e.g.,

form, rather

(1) Two-sided arguments were effective

a need for action).

(k)

portrayed

by a

situation.

point of view from that

successful.
condition

(such as educational
technically

what has been unsuccessful

Reaching the audience was a necessary

for influencing

the receivers.

in marginal time slots
television

when they called

but not

(b) Campaigns

or on unpopular media

or pamphlets).

(c) Lenqthy,

worded programs were tuned out by receivers.

receivers.

(d) Campaigns

for vague, poorly defined responses from

(e) Highly entrenched attitudes

and behaviors were

to change with media campaigns.

Finally,

McGuire (lg81) provided a framework for planning an

information

for

(a) Campaigns with heavy message flow were not

when presented

effective

than over a long

by the source.

necessarily

difficult

(i)

when the audience was resistant

be exposed to the opposite

campaign designers:

failed

(h) The

style.

to the fear-arousing

Second, Atkin (1979, 1981) outlined

failed

presented.

when realistically

source who proposed a solution

sufficient

(q) The

enqagino, entertaining

establish

Strong fear appeals were effective

presented

the receivers.

to a problem), while emotional messaqes were

used to arouse motivation

or would later

forces they were

(j) Rational messages were used to reduce drives

provide a solution

credible

when designinq the

need for the information

messages were presented

period of time.

(f) Interpersonal

campaign.

The communication campaign organizer
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should review the realities
survey the sociocultural
population,

of the situation,
situation,

develop the target

examine the ethics,

map the mental matrix of the target

themes, construct

the advice Atkin has given, and evaluate

the communication with

the effectiveness

of the

campaign.
Local Studies
Three studies

of mass media impact have been conducted in Box

Elder County, !Jtah, the site of this

study.

The first

was a media

usage survey conducted by Barney and Johnson (~ote 2).
70.8 % of the 202 persons surveyed reqularly
and Journal,
features

which is a locally

subscribed

They also reported

that 37.6% of

to the Oqden Standard Examiner.

Examiner is a daily newspaper published
miles from Box Elder County.
Other locally

received the Box Elder News

published semi-weekly newspaper that

local news and advertisinq.

the respondents

They found that

in Oqden, Utah, which is 20

It has a daily circulation

of 50,000.

produced mass media sources in the county include the

Tremonton Leader-Garland Times, and AM-FMradio station

KBUH. Barney

and Johnson reported that 5.4% of those surveyed subscribed
Tremonton Leader-Garland Times, and that 8.9% indicated
station

The

they listened

to the

KBUHas the

to "most often."

The second media study in Box Elder County was conducted by the
experimenter

to determine the audience size of a weekly newspaper

column appearing in the Box Elder News and Journal and a weekly
30-minute radio show presented on KBUH. Both media presentations
been running for over a year, were on various family life

had

themes, and
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were produced by the experimenter.

Telephone interviews

with 156 Box Elder County residents

whose names were randomly selecte d

from the telephone directory.

The resoondents

were conducted

were read a list

of

local media features

and asked whether they had read or heard them.

Included in the list

were the weekly newspaper column and radio show.

Fourteen percent responded that they had heard the radio show only, and
18% said they had read the newspaper column only.

Ten percent said

they had both heard the show and rea~ the column.

Thus, a total

of those surveyed were apparently
by the experimenter.
efforts

three-media

number of the local citizens.

local study was conducted to analyze the impact of a

event on the subject

of agoraphobia (fear of public

During a two-week period,

places).
made.

The first

lasted

approximately 20 minutes.

discussion

to the local media efforts

It was concluded that the mass media education

were reachinq a substantial

The final

third

attending

three mass media presentations

was a CBStelevision

of agoraphobia,

"60 Minutes" presentation,

News and Journal.

which

produced by the experimenter

on KBUH. The
in the Box Elder

Fifty names were randomly drawn from the local

telephone directory

and 50 interviews

was found that 20% of the respondents
only, 12% had viewed the television
the radio show only.

No one reported

were conducted by telephone.

It

had read the newspaper column
presentation
attending

only, and 2% had heard
to more than one

Thus. 34% of the persons surveyed apparently

one segment of a three-media
reportedly

were

The second was a 25-minute radio

was a newspaper column on agoraphobia presented

presentation.

of 42%

presentation.

read the local newspaper column.

attended to

The large st group
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The results

of these three local studies

show that the residents

of Box Elder County are attend inq to both local and regional
efforts.

Those findings

media

provided a foundation for the decision

to

conduct a mass media campaign in Box Elder County to promote divorce
adjustment.
Summaryof Implications
In summary, the following

ideas from the review of literature

had direct

bearing on the development of this study.

frequently

documented emotional effects

anxiety,

hostility,

adjustment

(a) The most

of divorce are depression,

and attachment to the ex-spouse.

is related

(b) Divorce

to having had an active role in the decision

divorce and being able to form a new support system.
persons seek help for divorce recovery.
counselors,

the most difficult

(c) Most divorced

They turn to friends,

and family members for assistance.

is apparently

to

(d) Divorce adjustment

durinq the first

year.

On the

average, emotional recovery from divorce takes two years for men and
three years for women. (e) Reviewers and researchers
prevention
efforts.
intervention

advocate the use of mass media techniques
(f) Hollister's

stressor-strens

can be effectively

associated

for preventive

applied to divorce adjustment.

with divorce.

and manage the

(g) The health-related

mass communication literature

concluded that media campaigns can

successfully

and behaviors,

conditions

change attitudes
are met.

of

model of preventive

Divorced persons can be taught to maximize strens
emotional stresses

in the field

provided the right

They include using a credible

source,

adapting to
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the needs of the audience,
effective
that

presentinq

medium at an accessible

includes realistic

locale chosen for this
been responsive

an appealing message on an

time, and usinq a two-sided

fear appeals.

(h) Research conducted in the

study has demonstrated that the residents

to the local and reqional

previous media efforts

approach

of the experimenter.

have

mass media as well as to the
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CHAPTER
III
METHOD

Chapter III details
major topics
prevention

the methodoloqy utilized

include the research

desiqn,

in this study.

the subjects,

campaign, the data and instrumentation,

The

the mass media

and the statistic

al

analyses.
Desiqn
The hypotheses of this

study were tested

by conducting a field

experiment with divorced persons in a western rural
separate

desiqn was used to test

hypothesis,

which stated

oromoting newsletter

each of the two hypotheses.

that divorced persons who receive

will utilize

persons who do not receive
on ly control

a newsletter,

randomly assigned to either

inq divorce-related

condition

of a five-week locally
both the newsletter

the newsletter
received

p. 25).

1963,

(newsletter

The

involvement) which

The subjects

vs. no newsletter).

condition

a media-

with a "posttest-

or no newsletter
a three-page

radio shows, newspaper articles,

in the no newsletter

interviewer

.vas tested

1

desiqn included one independent variable
had two values (newsletter

The first

more media events than divorced

qroup des i qn" ( Campbe 11 & Stanley,

Those in the newsletter

community. A

were
condition.

letter

promot-

and books.

did not receive the letter.

At the end

produced mass media campaign, the subjects

and no newsletter

conditions

did not know which experimental

in at the time of the interview,

were interviewed.

condition

thus eliminatinq

Those

in
The

each subject was

a possible

source of
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interviewer
utilizing

bias.

The number of media events the subjects

was recorded,

study.

and that became the dependent variable

The posttest-only

hypothesis
internal

control

sensitization

advantages,

including

and statistical

of the

group design was chosen to test

1 because it is a true experimental
validity

reported

design and offered many

control

of pretest

regression.

Hypothesis 2, which stated

that divorced persons who utilize

mass media campaign will report

greater

positive

a

emotional changes than

persons who do not use a media campaign, was tested with a
"nonequivalent
stated

control

that while this

designs,

group design."

Campbell and Stanley (1963)

design is weaker than most true experimental

it
does provide information which in
would rule out the hypothesis that
The control group, even if widely
method of recruitment and in mean
the interpretation.
(p. 50)

The same subjects
hypothesis

2.

Since the subjects

assigned to utilize
had to wait until
subject

reported

(reported

were utilized

to test

both hypothesis

or not utilize

the media campaign, the experimenter

the end of the campaign and determine whether each
using the campaign .

Thus, the independent variable

use of media campaign) was a "self- selected"
to use in quasi-experimental

Stanley,

The subjects

1963).

1 and

in design 2 could not be randomly

it is legitimate

light

many instances
X has an effect.
divergent in
level, assists in

users (those who reported

designs

variable,

which

(see Campbell &

were divided into two media use groups:
utilizing

and heavy users (those who reported

two or fewer media events)

using three or more events).

After
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the media campaiqn was completed and the reported media use for each
subject

had been determined,

depression,
subject

anxiety,

the depende nt variables

and hostility)

were measured by having each

complete a questionnaire.

desiqn was used and the subjects
treatment

conditions,

in the first

Since a nonequivalent

the experimenter

qrouo

only" measurement method utilized

design was inappropriate

to use.

A pretest-posttest

considered for the test

However, the anticipated

control

were not randomly assigned to

the "posttest

design was originally

(attachment,

difficulty

of hypothesis

in locating

seek a more efficient

2.

the subjects

means of testinq

twice made

the hypothesis.

An innovative method of measurement mentioned by Campbell and Stanley
(1963) and further

developed by Howard, Ralph, Gulanick, Maxwell,

~ance, and Gerber (1979) was utilized
efficiency

to the data collection

"retrospective

pretest,"

with present reactions
have reacted
reported

pretest/posttest
ing a variety
expressiveness,

process.

on a posttest,

anxiety,

or

to respond first

then to respond as they would
manipulation.

procedures with then/post

The authors

methods.

After administer -

of measures (e .q., dogmatism, assertiveness,
and the Helping Questionnaire)
they found the then/post

to actual changes with the above self-report
Therefore,

The subjects

Called the "then/post"

of experiments that compared the use of traditional

with varied subjects,

method.

the desiqn and add

this method asks the subjects

prior to the experimental

a series

to strengthen

the then/post

were first

and hostility

self-

in different

settings

procedure more sensitive
measures than the pre/post

method was adopted for this

asked to rate their

study.

atta chment, depression,

at the end of the media campaign .

Then they
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were asked to rate those same emotional states

as they remembered them

five weeks before.
Subjects
Target Population
The target

population

for this

than one year) persons living
rural

areas,

services

where self-helo

are limited

where families

study was recently

in a rural

area.

divorced (less

was reasoned that in

It

divorce qroups and other varieties

(see Wedel, 1969; or Jeffrey

and other natural

of

& Reeve, 1978), and

support systems sometimes have

difficulty

dealing with marital

breakup, divorced persons would stand

to benefit

from a mass media campaign desiqned to promote relief.

area chosen to conduct the study was Box Elder County, Utah.
was chosen because the experimenter
in the area and had been writing

newspaper articles

and producing radio
It

concluded that Box Elder County was not significantly

characteristics
industries,
structure,

areas--reliance

predominance of one religion,
limited services,

was also

different

addition,

on one or tv,o major
simpl e organizational

and lack of a minority population

Box Elder County does not differ

divorce rate,

from

Many of the

& Reeve, 1978)--were also true of Box Elder County.

Jeffrey

either

areas in the United States .
of rural

This site

had ready access to the mass media

shows in the county weekly for more than two years.

many other rural

annual marriage rate,

The

significantly

or per capita

the State of Utah or the United States

The fact that more than 75% of the residents

personal

in general

(see
In

in annual
income from
(see Table 1).

of Box Elder County were

members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

(Mormons)
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Table 1
Divorce, Marriage, and Personal Income: Rox Elder County,
State of Utah, and the llnited States

Box Elder
Divorce rate/1000

lJ. S. A.

5.1

5.3

5.2

populationa

10. 9

11. 5

10. 6

incomeb

$7200

$7200

$7810

populationa

Marriaqe rate/1000
Per capita

Utah

personal

autah Department of Health (1981).
bsrinkerhoff

(1980).

was a matter of concern to the experime nter.
to analyze the results

by religious

Mormonchurch membership was a factor
Selection

affiliation

to determine whether

in the study.

were selected

by obtaining

the names of all couples whose divorces

from the county clerk's
became final

Elder County between June 1, 1980 and May 31, 1981.
divorces
tial

A total

· Each subject's

name was written

and the cards were placed in alphabetical

order.

The subjects
in two ways.

equal numbers of males and females were assigned to each group,

to insure equal representation
groups.

of 123

on a 4" X 6"

were randomly divided into two groups that were stratified
First,

in Box

occurred during the year chosen for study, producing a paten-

of 246 subjects.

card,

it was decided

and Assignment of Subjects

The subjects
office

Therefore,

of the sexes in the two experimental

Second, each divorced couple was divided

and assigned to
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opposite qroups.
variables

This procedure helped balance the two groups for such

as length of marriage,

socioeconomic status

number of children

before the divorce,

and age.

in the marriage,
Assiqnment to qroups

was accomplished by using a table of random numbers to assiqn one
member of the first

divorced couple (in this case, the ex-wife) to

group 1 and the other member (the ex-husband) to grouo 2.
was switched for the second divorced couole.

The process

The ex-husband was

assigned to qroup l, and the ex-wife was assiqned to group 2.
method of alternating

assignment to groups by sex was used until

123 divorced couples were divided into two qroups.

received the media promotinq newsletter.
qroup and did not receive

all

Using a table of

random numbers, group 1 was assigned as the experimental

the control

This

qroup and

Group 2 was assiqned to be
the newsletter.

Locating the Subjects
The success of this study deoended to a great deqree on the
experimenter's
selected
subjects,
lives.

abi lity

to locate and interview the 246 divorced persons

for the study.

Durinq the process of finding the potential

it was noted that divorce is highly disruptive
The primary indicator

of that disruption

encountered finding the divorced persons.

womenchange back to their
telephone
their

one member of the
Many remarry .

Since the subjects

Manymove back into their

parents'

were hiqhly mobile and difficult

steps were taken to locate them:

Some

Many obtain unlisted

numbers, while others do not obtain telephone

new residences .

following

maiden names.

was the difficulty

At least

divorced couple normally moves to a new residence.

to human

service

in

homes.
to locate,

when the names were

the
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obtained from the county clerk 1 s office,
carefully

each public divorce decree was

read for clues to the person 1 s whereabouts.

addresses,

telephone numbers, names of relatives,

properties

were recorded to aid the search.

consult

telephone directories

This produced additional
telephone

information

information
listings,
release

service

experimenter

Fourth,

a local utility
list

called

at the residence

to find current

addresses of

This yielded a few additional
ex- spouses were

who had not been located.

were not found at home, the experimenter
next door to verify that the correct

had been obtained for the subject.
subjects

company allowed the

when it was judged appropriate,

when subjects

new telephone

1

asked to supply addresses for subjects
Finally,

several

The te lephone company s policy is not to

to examine its billing

Fifth,

Third,

for names for whomno

This step yielded

those persons who had not been located.
addresses.

The second step was to

and telephone numbers.

was called

had been found.

addresses.

and addresses of

in the county for the past two years.

addresses

but no addresses.

Current

often

address

This yielded many new addresses for

that would otherwise have been lost for the study.

The above procedures produced the following results:
subjects

refused to participate,

51 (20.7%) reportedly

three

(1.2%)

moved from the

county prior to the beginning of the study, 91 (37.0%) could not be
located by the experimenter,
viewed.

It is possible

missing subjects

and 101 (41.1%) were located and inter-

that a substantial

proportion

had also moved out of the county, since their

did not appear in the telephone company1 s listings
company s billing
1

of the 91

list.

names

nor in the utility

Many may have been living with parents
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or friends,

and a substantial

been remarried.
available
Ethical

At any rate,

and appropriate

number of the missing females may have
the experimenter

was satisfied

means to find the subjects

that ever y

was exhausted.

Considerations

While this study was desiqned to provide help for the subjects,
and no harmful side effects
theless

were foreseen,

keenly aware of the ethical

According to the ethical
Association

(1981), the researcher

welfare of all research
The experimenter
consent.

principles

Each subject

the investiqator

obliqation

to the persons involved.

of the American Psycholoqical
must assume responsibility

began by observinq the principle

of informed

was told that the experimenter

was a student

conductinq research

persons.

was given a choice reqarding

the study.

for the

subjects.

Utah State University,
Each subject

was none-

Those who refused were politely

at

on media use with divorced
participation

in

thanked and not contacted

further.
Since the study administered

a diaqnostic

psychological

SymptomCheck List 90-R), the issue of confidentiality
important.

The investigator

insure confidentiality
naires:

first,

protocols

employed the following

of the subjects'

the subjects'

or questionnaires

test

(the

was also
safeguards

to

responses to the question-

names were never placed on the test
used in the study.

Each subject

represented

by a code number, which was placed on the testing

materials.

Second, all test

protocols

was

were placed in a locked file

the Mental Health Center and were never shown to anyone.

at

In addition,
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the results

of the study are reported

No individual

results

are reported,

in the form of group statistics.
displayed,

or referred

to anywhere

in the study.
Finally,

the issue of responsibility

Since the investigator
lonely and whose social

encountered many persons in the study who were
and sexual lives had been disrupted,

attempted to safeguard the reputations
interviewinq

he

of those involved by

females only with other family members in the house, on

the front porch of the residence,
research

was observed as follows.

or when accompanied by a female

assistant.
Mass Media Campaign

Objectives

and Audience Analysis

The purpose of the media campaign was to help divorced persons
cope with the stresses

commonto divorced

life.

designed to (a) help divorced persons realize
persons are experiencing
ments, etc.,
parenting,

similar

loneliness,

The messages were
that many other divorced

depression,

(b) help them think of new solutions
social

stigma, and family pressures,

to continue to solve their

to their

study utilized
First,
rated
1979).

problems of

and (c) encourage them

problems.

Atkin (1979) suqqested that audience analysis
of any successful

disappoint-

media campaign.

is a necessary

part

The media campaign designed for this

two sources of information

for audience analysis.

the demographics of the local area were considered

and incorpo-

into the planning (Bureau of Economic and Business Research,
Box Elder County is a rural

area with a population

density

of
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5.8 persons per square mile.
approximately

Agricultural

10% of the work force.

of aerospace products,
are well educated .

employment comprises

Thiokol Chemical, a manufacturer

employs 20% of the work force.

Nearly three-fourths

The residents

have completed high school and

over 12% have completed four or more years of co ll ege.
breakdown is 95% White, 2% Spanish-American,
Asian-American.
three-fourths
Saints.

The residents

typical

oriented,

Wedel, 1969).

observed in Box Elder County, i.e.,

reliance

and a majority

of rural

& Reeve, 1978; or

areas (see, for example, Jeffrey

Thus, the key ideas gained from the audience analysis

values,

or manufacturing,

employed in agriculture

and with an average income.

the audience analysis
divorced persons.

was the literature

be oriented

The second source utilized
on the characteristics

Accordinq to the ideas presented

media ·campaign would likely

likely
friends,

loneliness,

and a lingering

be socia lly isolated,
and alienated

be experiencing

failure,

guilt,

having difficulty

anxiety,

in dealing with

relating

They would
to former

from family members. They would likely
alcoholism,

than the general population.

of

persons for the

depression,

frustration

for

by Kitson and

attachment to the ex-spouse.

hiqher incidence of mental illness,
attempted suicides

toward rural

white, well educated,

Raschke (1981) and Bloom et al. ( 1978), the target

children,

low

holding membership in one church, are

would likely

hostility,

Day

on one major employer, predominance of th e

were that the listeners/readers

reliqious,

with more than

beinq members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

density,

white race,

and 1%.

2% American Indian,

are religiously

The characteristics

population

The racial

have a

medical problems, and
In summary, there was
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a high probability

that the intended audience for the media camoaiqn

would be in a state

of crisis

and would be receptive

designed to help them overcome their

to messaqes

difficulties.

Campaiqn Strategy
Flay and Cook (1981) stated
campaigns can be justified,

and will likely

wise, the campaign and research
Previous studies

the county's

residents

experimenter.

that 42% of

justification
area.

for conducting

This section

describes

the lenqth of the campaign, and the
the messages used in the campaign.
had determined that newspapers are

for most Box Elder County residents

it was decided to utilize

newspapers in Box Elder County area.

(see

the available

Editors of the Box Elder News and

Tremonton Leader, and Ogden Standard Examiner were contacted

and asked to participate

in the campaign. They agreed to print the

presented durinq the time frame requested
of 16 newspaper articles
stories

news articles

by the experimenter,

written

by the editor

by the experimenter.

appeared durinq the campaiqn.

Thirteen were feature

written

Other-

usinq the media events produced by the

Since orevious studies

review of literature),

A total

have an effect.

and procedures for developing the campaiqn, including the

a major source of information

articles

to be

will be a waste of valuable

a campaign in the tarqet

procedures for pretesting

Journal,

experiments on media

in Box Elder County indicated

reported

media used, the newsletter,

Media.

efforts

Thus, there was sufficient

and researchinq
the rationale

large-scale

provided the messages are likely

attended to by the audience,

resources.

that

written

by the experimenter,

two were

and one was an editorial

of the Rox Elder News and Journal on the trauma
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of divorce.

The topics

chosen for the newspaper articles

were pat-

terned after the five areas of divorce adjustment proposed by Pais and
White (1979):

emotional,

co-parental,

The topics of the articles
ex-spouse,

economic, and social.

were the cycle of divorce,

dealing with the children,

myths of divorce,

leqal,

dealing with the

dealinq with friends

the emotional effects

of divorce,

and famil y,

buildinq

an

effective

support system, legal aspects of divorce,

religion,

handling finances

divorce.

Copies of the mP.ssages used in the campaiqn are displayed

after

divorce,

divorce and

and building

a future

after
in

Appendix A.
Radio was also an important part of the media campaign.

The

experimenter

produced 10 semi-weekl y 25-minut e radio shows on divorce

adjustment .

Five of the shows were oresented

alone .

The topics

the ex-spouse,

presented were the cycle of divorce,

dealing wi th the children,

family members, and building
ing shows were interviews.

a future
The first

woman. The second interviewed
divorced .

The third

problems.

The fourth

re liq ious leaders.
for divorced,

by the experimenter
dealing with

dealing with friends

after

divorce.

The five remain-

was with a divorced man and

a banker on how to handle finances

was with an at torney on post-divorce
and fifth

shows were interviews

One was with a Baptist

widowed, and single

adults .

plus experience

Each of the 10 shows was presented
radio station

leoal

pastor who conducts qroups
The other was a member of a

counselinq

on station

in Brigham City, Utah.

when

with local

stake presidency of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
has a Ph.D. in counseling

and

Day Sain ts who

divorced persons.

KBUH,a 1000-watt AM/FM

In addition

to the 10 shows, 50+
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one-minute radio spots on divorce recovery were aired during the
five-week media campaign .
Atkin (1979) advised that television
to use in a health-related

campaign .

proqramming was not available

is the most effective

However, local television

to the experimenter.

proqramming had to be utilized.

medium

Thus, pre-existinq

In order to determine what television

proqramming on divorce could be included in the media campaiqn,
contacts

were made with television

and New York City.

proqram directors

Twenty-nine divorce-related

in Salt Lake City

television

were aired durinq the five-week campaign period.

A series

programs
of four

proqrams was presented durinq the last two weeks of the campaign,
titled

"Mr. Rogers Talks with Parents and Children About Divorce."

Also, 25 episodes of "One Day at a Time," a situation

comedy ahout

a divorced family, were aired durinq the five-week period.
Other media included in the campaign were books and magazines.
The local librar y and bookstores were surveyed for worthwhile books on
divorce adjustment.
newsletter

Those books judged as helpful

sent to the experimental

dozens of popular maqazine s (e.q.,

group.

were promoted in the

Also, the latest

Ladies HomeJournal,

issues of

McCalls, and

Redbook) were surveyed prior to and during the media campaign.
However, no helpful
for the campaign.

articles
Therefore,

on divorce were found that would be timely
magazines were not mentioned in the

newsletter.
Newsletter.
the experimental

The mass media prevention

campaign was promoted with

group by sendinq each subject

the media events during the five-week campaign.

a newsletter

outlining

It included a schedule
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of radio shows, a list

of recommended books on divorce recovery,

of newspaper articles

to be published,

mayor of Brigham City.

and a proclamation

mailed to 96 persons in the experimental
on June 25, 1981.

subjects

in the experimental

The newsletter

Sixteen were returned

aroup.

was

group for whomaddresses were

Thus, 80 newsletters

as not deliverable.

from the

He dee l ared July as "divorce recovery month"

and wished divorced persons a speedy recovery.

available

a list

by the post office

potentially

reached the

See Appendix B for a copy of the

newsletter.
Lenoth.
campaiqn.

Two sources were consulted

First,

previous successful

length from the two-year heart disease

for advice on length of the

mass media campaigns ranqed in
prevention

Farquhar (1975) to the one-hour "National Drivers'

(1973).

No guidelines

research

studies

The field

effort

by Maccoby and

Test" by Mendelsohn

concerning length were availab l e from the

on media campaigns.
of advertisinq

to run the media campaign.

was also consulted

for advice on how lonq

Atkin (1979) warned that positive

results

can be reversed when audiences are exposed to a lengthy campaign.
Ostheimer (1970) and Ray, Sawyer, and Strong (1971) conducted studies
on lenqths of advertising
recall,

They found that brand preference,

and brand mention reached an optimal lev el between four and six

weeks after
Ray et al.
increase

campaigns.

the start

of a campaion, then diminished in effectiveness.

(1971) concluded that brand preference

over the first

six exposure groups and a gradual negative

trend in the weeks follo1,Jinq" (p. 15).
planned for this

"takes the form of an

While the media campaign

study was in many ways different

from an advertising
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campaign, the advertisinq
lines available
fore,

research

provided the only practical

for olanning the lenqth of a media camoaiqn.

guideThere-

it was decided to conduct the media campaign for five weeks.
Messaqe evaluations.

constructed,
written

After the divorce adjustment messaqes were

a sample of the messaqes was evaluated

messages (prepared for newspaper publication)

recorded messaqes (prepared for radio broadcast)
group of experts for evaluation.

by two groups.
and two tape-

were presented

The group consisted

Two

to a

of three Ph.D.

psychologists

and one D.S.W. social

worker, all of whomwere oracticinq

psychotherapy

in Box Elder County.

The qroup members' years of

experience

dealing with divorce-related

Each expert judge listened
comp leted a ratinq

problems ranqed from two to 10.

to two tapes,

form on each.

The possible

f r om 1 to 6, with 1 the most negative
most positive

possible.

read two messaaes,

The results

presented

in Table 2.

of the judges'

influence

ratinqs

The high ratings

the opinion of the expert judges,

possible

was

and 6 the

for each messaqe was obtained

from each judge, and the means were calculated
message.

range of ratinqs

evaluation

A mean ratinq

and

(all

across judges for each
on the four messaqes are
above 5) indicate

that,

the messages would positively

the adjustment of divorced persons in Box Elder County.

copy of the rating

scales

in

used is presented

The messages were also evaluated

A

in Appendix C.

by a qroup of four divorced

persons who live in Box Elder County, but were not in the sample chosen
for the study.
written

The group listened

to one taped message, read one

message, and rated the messages on scales

by the expert judges.

Appendix D contains

similar

to those used

a copy of the scales

used.
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The results,

shown in Table 2, indicate

that the divorced persons als o

rated the messages positivel y i n all areas.

Thus, from the ratings

both the expert judqes and the divorced persons,
the messages would likely

of

it was concluded that

promote adjustment to divorce.
Table 2

Ratinqs of Messages by Judqes and Divorced Persons
Group
Expert judqes
Divorced persons
Expert judges
Divorced persons
Expert judges
Exper t judges

N

Messaqe

Medium

4
4

A
A

3
3

B

Taped
Taped
Writ ten
Written
Taped
Written

B

c
n

4
4

In summary, the prevention

proqram for this

Mean ratinq
5.59
5.54
5.89
5.45
5.75
5. 96

study was a five-

week media campaign on adjustment to divorce that consisted
newspaper articles,
29 television

of 16

10 radio shows, 50+ radio spot announcements, and

shows .

A newsletter

was sent to 96 divorced persons in

order to promote the media campaign.

The campaiqn was pretested

both expert judge s and divorced persons and was rated excellent

with
by both

groups.
Data and Instrumentation
Four areas of measurement were utilized
dernoqraphic characteristics

in this study,

of the sample, utilization

including

of the mass

media campaign, attachment to the ex-spouse,

and emotional adjustment

to divorce.

the instruments

The following

measure these variables.

sections

describe

used to
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Demographic Characteristics
A number of demographic and divorce-related
measured in the study.
religious

preference,

subiect's

custody,

divorce,

variables

They included age, sex, current
number of children,

number of confidants

the divorce,
divorce,

family's

the partner

sessions

attitude

available

marriage,

and the family's

variables

were measured partially

by a questionnaire

attitude

length of the

toward the marriage.

completed by the subjects.

toward

length of the

suggested the divorce,

by a personal

in the

during the past

since the divorce,

attitude

status,

to talk about the

toward the divorce,

who initially

marital

number of children

number of hours spent with those confidants

month, number of counseling

were

These

interview

and partially

Appendix E presents

the

measure used to obtain the demographic information.
Utilization

of the Campaian

The major dependent variable

of the study, reported

utilization

of

the mass media divorce adiustment campaign, was measured by asking:
"During the month of July,
newspaper articles,

how many (radio shows, television

magazine articles,

watch, read) about divorce? "
validity

of the results,

with a follow-up question
activities

of the subject.

all the articles
interviewer
recall

shows,

books) did you (listen

In order to verify

the interviewer

to,

and check on the

followed each positive

to secure more information
For example, if a subject

answer

about the media
answered, "I read

that came out in the paper a few weeks ago," the

then asked "Do you recall

which newspaper?" and "Do you

any of the ideas from the articles?"

If the subject

was able to

give the name of the newspaper and some idea concerning the content of
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the articles,

media use was scored positively.

each subject was determined by totaling
about divorce the subject
second media-related
received

variable

the newsletter

was asked the following:
receive

reported

The media use score for

the number of media events

utilizing

during the campaign.

measured whether each subject

sent to the experimental

or negative response was recorded and later

in the "newsletter"
received

had

Each subject

"Durinq the last week of June, did you

a ne1t1sletter about divorce recovery?"

whether a newsletter

group.

A

The subject's

compared with the record of

was sent t o that subject.
condition

positive

Subjects were included

only when they verified

that they had

the newsletter.

Atta chment to Ex-Spouse
Weiss (1976) characterized
the ex-spouse that continues

attachment as a persistent
even after most other feelings

composed of five items that "describe
respondent reports
The possible

being emotionally

scores on the test

Brown et al.

(1980) reported

study.

attachment questions

attached to the spouse" (p. 308).

a high degree of attachment.

an alpha reliability

measure of attachment.
in this

the degree to which the

range from 5 to 13, with 5 representing

minimal attachment and 13 indicatinq

utilized

coefficient

of .80

The Brown measure of attachment was

Each subject

was administered

the five

in both posttest

and retrospective

pretest

A copy of the attachment measure is presented
coefficient,

have

Brown et al. (1980) developed a measure of attachment

diminished.

for their

bonding to

used to estimate

scored items (Anastasi,

reliability

in Appendix F.

form.
The alpha

for one-sample, multiple

1976), was calculated

for the pretest

and
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posttest

attachment results,

for estimatinq

reliability

and the Kuder-Richardson formula was used
of the change scores.

for the

posttest,

retrospective

Table 3.

It was concluded that the attachment measure had produced an

acceptable

pretest,

Reliabilities

and change scores are presented

in

deqree of reliability.

Table 3
Reliability
Results for Measures of Attachment,
Depression, Anxiety, and Hostility
Retrospective
pretest

Post test
reliability

Measure
Attachment
Depression
Anxiety
Hostility
Reported media use

.61
.93
.94
. 89
.92

Chanqe
scores
.76
.98
.97
.97

.61
.94
.93
. 88

Emotional Adjustment to Divorce
The review of liter ature established
tions commonly associated
hostility

that three emotiona l reac-

with divorce are depression,

(see Bloom et al.,

anxiety,

and

1978; or Hackney &Ribordy, 1980).

The

SymptomCheck List 90-Revised (SCL-90-R) was used to measure depression,

anxiety,

and hostility

multidimensional
It consists
respondent.

self-report

of 90 statements

ideation,

The SCL-90-R is a

inventory developed by Derogatis
concerninq the emotional state

It measures the degree of intensity

on nine dimensions:
sensitivity,

for this study.

somatization,

depression,

anxiety,

and psychoticism.

of the

of emotional problems

obsessive-compulsive,
hostility,

(1977).

interpersonal

phobic anxiety,

The SCL-90- R met several

paranoid

requireme nts that
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were necessary for this

study.

that can be administered
necessary.
for this
testinq

First,

it is a relatively

quickly with little

detailed

brief measure

explanations

Second, it includes the three emotional dimensions chosen
study (depression,

anxiety,

and hostility).

Third, previous

on the SCL-90-R has produced convincing reliability

validity

data.

depression,

For the purposes of this

anxiety,

and hostility

and

study, only the scales

were measured.

of

Appendix G presents

a copy of the SCL-90-R.
The SCL-90-R was tested
coefficients

for internal

depression,

anxiety,

respectively.
anxiety,

reported

coefficients

by Deroqatis for the

reoorted

for depression,

The reliability

results

The

obtained for this research

usina the alpha coefficient

from .88 to .98.

The alpha

were .82, .80, and .80 respectively.

of the SCL-90-R results

were estimated,

by Derogatis.

scales were .90, .85, and .84

and hostility

and hostility

formula.

consistency

The test-retest

reliability

for reliability

study

and the Kuder-Richardson

are pr esented in Table 3 and ranqed

It was concluded that the SCL-90-R results

of this

study produced a hiqh degree of reliability.
The val idit .v of the SCL-90-R has been estimated
sions,

includinci factorial

tive validity,
invariance

and construct

validity.

concurrent

validity,

dimen-

discrimina-

Deroqatis defined factorial

as "constancy in composition of a dimension as one moves

across significant
class"

invariance,

on several

(p. 16).

subject

parameters such as age, sex, or social

His investigation

of invariance

between males and females produced invariance
and .85 for the depression,

anxiety,

on the SCL-90-R

coefficients

and hostility

scales

of .84, .60,
respectively.
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Concurrent validity

of the SCL-90-R was estimated

the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality

between the SCL-90-R and corresponding
.75.

The discriminative

"excellent"
a military

ability

in studies

surgery patients

with depression.

SCL-90-R was tested

empirical

MMPIscales ranged from .41 to

of the SCL-90-R was found to be
drug abusers,

resignees

persons with sexual disorders,
The construct

validity

from

and

of the

by Derogatis and Cleary (1977), usinq the principal

components method of factor
symptom constructs

Inventory (MMPI). Correlations

of cancer patients,

academy for cheating,

by comparing it with

analysis.

They concluded that

11

all nine

showed at least moderate levels of theoretical-

agreement" (p. 988).

Thus, it was concluded that research

the SCL-90-R had produced convincing evidence of reliability
validity,

makinq it a useful tool to measure depression,

hostility

for this

on

and
anxiety,

and

study.
Data Analysis

The results

from each questionnaire

and interview

schedule were

coded and punched onto BO-column computer cards for automated analysis.
The depression,

anxiety,

converted to.!._ scores,
10.

The conversions

and hostility

with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation
were produced by referring

established

by Derogatis

Descriptive

and inferential

statistics

Computer Center.

Steinbrenner,

of

to a table of standards

(1977) on a non-psychiatric

VAXcomputer and the Statistical
Hull, Jenkins,

scores from the SCL-90-R were

were calculated

population.
utilizing

the

Package for the Social Sciences (Nie,

& Bent, 1975) at the Utah State University
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Before the data analysis

beqan, the experimen ter considered

whether to use parametric

or nonparametric

analysis.

the decision

Traditionally,

has been based on whether the

data meet assumptions such as interval
variance,

normal distribution

1979).

However, social

the relative

effects

or ratio

of scores,

and random assignment to treatment

methods for statistical

homoqeneity of

random selection

conditions

science researchers

of violating

data,

of subjects,

(Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs,
have recently

investigat ed

the above assumptions.

many experts have advocated usinq parametric

statistics,

As a result,
even when the

assumptions cannot be fully met (see, for example, Anderson, 1972;
Boneau, 1972; or Labovitz,
information

1967).

They have emphasized that valuable

can be lost when distribution-free

analysis.

In summary, parametric

statistical

employed when the following conditions
observations

in each cell

distributions

is greater

methods are used for
methods can be safely

are met:

(a) the number of

than 15 (Boneau, 1960), (b) the

of the various comparison groups are similar,

even though

they may be skewed (Boneau, 1960), and (c) the number of observations
is equal (Boneau, 1960; Dretzke, Levin, & Serl in, 1982;

in each cell

Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1972).
observations

in the cells

heterogeneous,
increases
violations

are unequal and the variances

data transformations,

separate

in the number of observations

variance

statistics,

number of observations

are
formulas,

and

can be used to avoid gross

of the assumptions underlying parametric

For the purposes of this study,
parametric

Even when the numbers of

statistics.

it was decided to proceed with

with the following

precautionary

measures:

in each cell was kept high and as equal as

the
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possible.

The F-Max test

for all variables
heterogeneity

for homogeneity of variance was calculated

included in the hypothesis

of variance was found, a separate

the t test was used to test

the hypothesis

homogeneity of variance results
with the t-test

results

Reliability
methods.

anxiety,

alpha coefficient

Kuder-Richardson

and retrospective
and hostility

formula.1

1976).

1975).

of

The

are presented

pretest

along

for reliability

with the

The emotional chanqe and media use
with a special

[

n-1

by two

scores for attachment,

adaptation

The formula is presented
n

where r = the reliability

adaptation

study was estimated

were tested

for reliability

r

(Nie et al.,

When

in the next chapter.

(Anastasi,

scores were tested

(Winer, 1962).

variances

for each variable

of measurement for this

The posttest

depression,

tests

Y(n-X)
ns2x

below.

J

n = the total

coefficient,

of the

number of

pos s ible point s on the measure, X = the observed mean of the measure,
and s2x

=

the observed variance of the measure.

to estimate
scores,

reliability

depression

change scores.

for reported

change scores,

The reliability

This formula was used

media use, attachment change

anxiety change scores,
results

are presented

and hostility

in Table 3.

Hypothesis Tests
Hypothesis 1 was tested
the control

group on reported

by comparing the experimental
utilization

group with

of the media campaign.

The

lThe formula was obtained from Dr. James Shaver, Professor of
Education at Utah State University, who reportedly verified the formula
through personal correspondence with Dr. L. J. Cronbach.
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t test

for independent samples was used to determine the siqnificance
between the means (Winer, 19n2).

of the observed differences
hypothesis

1 was directional

use in the experimental
of siqnificance
for testing

(i.e.,

it predicted

group than in the control),

reported media

a one-tailed

1979).

was emoloyed (Hinkle et al.,

hypothesis

qreater

The alpha level

by comoarinq the liqht

reported media use

group with the heavy reported media use group on reported
depression,

anxiety,

and hostility.

desiqn,

the researc her should calculate

scores on the retrospective
then apply statistical
was utilized
tested

for this

for reliability

submitted to at

test

pretest

test

and the oosttest

for significance

of significance

of difference

That procedure

they were

between

Since hypothesis 2 was directional,

1979).

was used (Hinkle et al.,

a

The

2 was also set at .05.

Analyses

A number of demoqraphic and divorce-related
measured in this
relationships

study.

The researcher

among those variables,

independent and dependent variables

of the study (reported

variables

was interested

were

in the

as well as how they related
of the study.

of supplementary analyses were completed.
variables

between

for each subject,

(Table 3) and homogeneity of variance,

alpha level for hypothesis
Additional

the difference

Once the chanqe scores were obtained and

independent means (Winer, 1962).
one-tailed

pretest,

analyses to the change scores.
study.

chanqes in

Howard et al. (1979,

pp. 20-21) recommended that when using a retrospective
posttest

test

1 was set at .05.

Hypothesis 2 was tested

attachment,

Since

First,

Therefore,

a number

the dependent

media use, attachment change,

to the
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depression

chanqe, anxiety chanqe, and hostility

in several comparison groups, including
of psychotherapy,
reliqious

affiliation,

confidants.

involved.

use of local media,

of confirlants,

two-tailed

tests

were made for these additioal

of significance

were employed (Hinkle et

Second, a 2 x 2 analysis
liqht

was to observe possible

use and time with confidants.
amonq all major variables

of variance was calculated

method of correlation

was used.

The purpose of this
between reported media

Third, correlations

in the study.
intervals,

with discrete

The results

were calculated

Where the data were continuous
the Pearson product-moment

was used (Hinkle et al.,

were correlated

with

vs. heavy reported media use, and

interactions

and had produced equal-appearinq

coefficient

and time spent with

credictions

time spent vs. time not spent with confidants.

variables

use

of variance was used when three or more qroups were

two independent variables:

analysis

status,

was used when two groups were compared, and a

Since no a priori

al ., 1979).

sex, aqe, marital

for divorce,

availability

The t test

one-way analysis

analyses,

person who filed

change) were analyzed

1979).

variables,

When continuous

the point-biserial

of these analyses are presented

in

the following chapter.
Finally,

a number of other statistical

tests

and presentations

were prepared as aids for helping the reader further
findings

of the study.

The results

connection with the hypothesis
(a) an analysis

of covariance

test

of those tests
results

(Kerlinger

are presented

in

and include the followinq:

& Pedhazur, 1973) with

reported media use as the independent variable,
as the dependent variables,

understand the

emotional change scores

and length of marriaqe,

length of divorce,
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attitude

toward the divorce,

covariates;

(b) an analysis

the independent variable,
variable,
distribution

and pretest
tables

and oretest

emotional scores as the

of covariance with reported media use as
posttest

emotional scores as the dependent

emotional scores as the covariate;
of the dependent variables

attachment change, depression

media use,

change, anxiety chanqe, and hostility

change); and (d) a non-parametric

statistical

Both the Mann-Whitney U and the median test
compare the experimental

(reported

(c) freauency

and control

analysis
(Siegel,

of hypothesis

1.

1956) were used to

groups on median reported

media

use.
Since the analyses of covariance
directional
employed.
significance

hypotheses,

one-tailed

and non-parametric

interpretations

All other analyses were two-tailed.
was set for all the additional

tests

involved

of significance
The .05 level of

analyses.

were
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CHAPTER
IV
RESIJL
TS

The results
including:

of this

study are presented

in six major divisions,

(a) demographic characteristics

variables;

(b) reported

of hypothesis

1, includinq

media, correlations
the results,
hypothesis

utilization

of the media campaiqn; (c) the test

the .!_-test results,

with other variables,

and non-parametric
2, including

and divorce-related

statistical

overall

a breakdown by type of

a frequency distribution
results;

(d) the test

analysis

of covariance results,

of the emotional change scores;
variables

reliqious

availability

preference,

of confidants,

with other

and frequency distributions

(e) analyses of the major dependent

according to sex, a.ge, marital

divorce,

of

emotional changes, emotional chanqe

diff erenc es for the reported media use qroups, correlations
variahles,

of

status,

person who filed

for

local media use, use of psychotherapy,

and time spent with confidants;

and (f) a

summary of the major findinqs.
Demoqraphics and Divorce-Related
The 101 subiects
males.

The proportions

Variables

included 54 (53.5%) females and 47 (46.5%)
of age ranges represented

in the sample

included 5.7% under aqe 20; 37.2% 20-29; 31.4% 30-39; 20.0% 40-49; and
5.7% 50 and over.
population

The racial

distribution

was similar

to the general

of Box Elder County, with 88.1% Caucasian, 4.9% Hispanic,

4.0% American Indian,
(71.4%) were still

2.0% Oriental,

divorced,

and 1.0% Black.

The majority

while 18.6% were married to a new person,

and 10.0% were remarried to their

former spouses.

The subjects

had a
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median of two children
presently

living

(ranqe:

0-9), with a median of one child

at home (range:

0-5).

included 68.1% Mormon, 13.0% Protestant,
no reliqious

preference.

marriages,

that their

neutral

families

bringing

families

had been opposed; and

toward their

up the idea of divorce,

of the sample had initiated

divorce proceedinqs,

attitudes.

The majority

f or divorce,
as verified

55.0%

by the

(82.0%) of the proceedings were

toward the divorce were measured, including

attitudes

and the subjects'

perceptions

More than half (54.3%) of the subjects

toward divorcing
subjects

that their

by females.

Attitudes
subjects'

42.9% reported

The remaining 21.4% said the

When it came to filing

initiated

marriages.

while 35.7% reported

divorce was a mutual idea.

Office.

favored their

the idea of divorce,

spouses brought up the idea first.

County Clerk's

and 14.5% with

Over half the sample

had initially

family reactions

When asked who had initiated
first

4.4% Catholic,

2 months to 39 years).

whereas 27.1% said their

18.6% reported

preferences

They had been married a mean of 9.9 years

prior to divorce (range :
(54.3%) reported

The reliqious

their

ex-spouses,

perceived that their

of their

the
families'

were favorable

while less than half (41.4%) of the

families

were favorable

toward their

divorce.
Utilization

of the Media Campaiqn

One of the major objectives

of this

study was to determine

whether recently

divorced persons would make use of a divorce-related

media campaign.

The results

subjects

interviewed

reported

showed that 78 (77.2%) of the 101
utilizing

one or more media events.
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Reported media use is presented
into type of media utilized
production.
events,

in Table 4.

and local vs. national

The 101 subjects

reported

2.38 of which were locally

presentations)
(television

The results

utilizing

are divided

oriqin

of media

a mean of 3.90 media

produced (radio and newspaper

and 1.52 of which were produced outside the local area
presentations,

were reportedly

maqazine articles,

and books).

Newspapers

the most heavily used medium, followed in decreasing

order of reported

use by television,

radio,

maqazines,

and books.

Table 4
Reported Use of the Divorce Adjustment Media Campaign
by Recently Divorced Persons (N = 101)
Events utilized
Type of media event

Mean

Median

Ranqe

Locally produced campaiqn:
Newspaper articles
Radio shows
Total local events
Nationally

1. 75

0

.63

0

0-10
0-16

2. 38

produced media events:

Television shows
Magazine articles
Books
Total national

events

All media events combined

_g7

.36
.19

0

0-20
0-3
0-3

2

0-25

0
0

1. 52

3.90
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Test of Hypothesis 1:
The first

hypothesis

promoting newsletter

Newsletter

stated

that subjects

would report

rationale
section

test

in Chapter III).
reports

t-Test

by computing a!

for independent samples was used (see
In addition

to the t-test

of the reported

analysis

test

media use means of the two

results,

a breakdown by type of media reportedly

frequency distribution
non-parametric

It was tested

between the reported

A one-tailed!

groups.

who received a media-

using more media events than subjects

who did not receive a newsletter.
for the difference

and Reported Media Use

this

used, a

media use data,

and a

of the reported media use data.

Results
The results

the newsletter

of the!

between the reported

and no newsletter

Those who received
events,

test

groups are presented

the newsletter

reported

The difference

significant.

The experimental

to the!

group reported

a point-biserial

of newsletter

correlation

correlation
coefficient

was

variable).

variable)

The result

one-tailed).

with newsletter
in reported

of newsletter.

receipt.

was a

The

was then squared to determine the proportion

in media use associated

or nonreceipt

correlation

of .18 (e__<.05,100 ~.

showed that 3.2% of the variance
receipt

58.7% more

(which is a discrete

and reported media use (which is a continuous
point-biserial

utilizing

group .

test,

calcu lated between receipt

using

reported

between the two means was statistically

media events than the control
In addition

in Table 5.

attend ing to 4.95 media

while those who did not receive the newsletter

3.12 events.

variance

media use means of

of

The results

media use was associated

In summary, while the common

with
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variance for the two variables

was low, the difference

of the two groups was in the direction
that the difference
5%. Thus, limited

predicted,

between the means

and the probability

between the two means was due to chance was less than
support was found for hypothesis

1.

Table 5
Reported Media Use in the Experimental and
Control Groups: Test of Hypothesis 1

Group

n
-

Experimental
(newsletter)

43

Utilized
one or
more
events

X media

79.1%

events
reported

SD

4.95

6.22

Fmax

62. 39a

3.02*
Control (no
newsletter)
Total

58

75.9%

3.12

3.58

101

77. 2%

3.90

4.94

tb

df

-1.73*

asince heterogeneity of variance was found, a separate variances
method was used to calculate the t test.
The degrees of freedom were
calculated according to a formula-presented by Nie et al. (1975).

if=

bwith

62.39, .!_.o5

= 1.671

(one-tailed).

*.e_
<. 05.
Breakdown by Type of Media
In addition

to overall

(newspapers, television,
separately

radio,

media use, each mass medium

magazines, and books) was analyzed

to determine whether receipt

with any particular
Table 6.

reported

reported media use.

of the newsletter
The results

While the means for over all reported

significantly

different,

no statistically

was associated

are presented

in

media use were

significant

differences

were
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Table 6
Reported Use of Newspapers, Television, Radio , Magazines,
and Rooks by the Experimental and Control Groups
Type of
media

n

Mean

SD

Experimental

43

2.05

2.40

Control

58

1.53

2.36

Experimental

43

1.53

4.14

Control

58

.55

1.13

Experimental

43

.86

2.60

Control

58

.47

1.48

Experimental

43

.33

.72

Control

58

.41

.82

Experimental

43

.23

.53

Control

58

.16

.62

Group

Newspaper

Fmax

1.04

13.48*

Television

Radio

Magazines

Books

t

99

-1. 07

46.64

-1.52

3. 09* 61. 95

-.90

1. 31

99

.57

1. 36

99

-.66

aThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point are for
analyses of variables that did not meet the homogeneity of variance
assumption. They were calculated accordinq to a formula presented by
Nie et al . ( 1975) .
*..e_
<.05.
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found between the experimental

and control

newspapers, television,

magazines, or books.

coefficients

radio,

were also calculated

media and receipt

7.

The corr e lations

newsletter

media were correlated
s ignificant
strongest

use.

The results

with the t-test

relationship

results.

However, when reported

with total

relationships

r eported television

Correlation
use of the types of

of

No siqnificant
use of the various

reported media use, several

were noted.
t o total

use of

are shown in Table

between reported media use and receipt

were found.

use of

as well as between reported

reported

are consistent

relationships

between reported

of newsletter,

types of media and total

groups in reported

Newspapers demonstrated the

r eported media use, closely

followed by

and radio use.
Table 7

Correlations Between Reported Media Use
and Receipt of Newsletter

Reported newspaper useb
Reported television

useb

Reported radio useb
Reported magazine useb
Reported book useb
aoichotomous variable.
bcontinuous variable.
*.e_<.005.

Received newsletter
or not a

Total reported
media useb

.11

.69*

.17

.66*

.10

.55*

-.06

.30*

.07

.15
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Frequency Distribution

of Results

In order to further

clarify

1, the data are presented

the results

in frequency distribution

As noted from Table 5, the variances
groups were heterogeneous.
similar.

The results

experimental

of the experimental

Thus, the two distributions

and control
were not likely

There was a gap between 14 and 21 in the

of the experimental

scores between 21 and 25.
for the heteroqeneity

As discussed

It is likely

that those three scores account

Results

in the analysis

the decision

of data section

above (see Chapter

was made to analyze the data with appropriate

statistical

tests.

with the researcher's

and for the sake of illustratinq
non-parametric

group, and there were three isolated

of variance between the two groups.

Non-Parametric Statistical

disagreed

form in Table 8.

qroup was from Oto 25, while the range in the control

distribution

parametric

of hypothesis

in Table 8 show that the ranqe of scores in the

qroup was from Oto 17.

III),

of the test

analyses,

However, for the reader who may have
decision

to use oarametric

differences

two additional

tests

analyses,

between parametric
are presented.

and
First,

the data were analyzed using a Mann-Whitney U, which is recognized as
the most powerful non-parametric

test

for analyzing differences

medians for two independent groups (Siegel,
presented

in Table 9.

1956).

As noted from the results,

between the two medians was not significant.
not supported by the first

non-parametric

The results

are

the difference

Thus, hypothesis
analysis.

in

1 was
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Table 8
Frequency Distribution of Reported Media Use
by Experimental and Control Groups
Group
Number of media
events reported

Experimental
(Newsletter)
n = 43

Control
(No newsletter)
n = 58

Total
N = 101

f

f

f

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

1
1

1
1

1

1

11

2

1

9

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1

l

1

10

1

1

1
3
1
1
2
2
7
1
3

2
2
4
2
4
8

10

4
9

12
14

1
3
3
2
1
4
4
11

3
7
18
16
23
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Table 9
Mann-Whitney U Results for Reported Media
Use in Experimental and Control Groups
Group

Median

Experimental

3

43

Control

2

58

One-tailed
probability

z

n

1.37

Second, for the most conservative

researcher,

.09

who may not believe

that the reported media use data met the requirements

for use of the

Mann-Whitney U, the data were submitted to a Median Test (Siegel,
1956).

The results

of this

second non-parametric
support hypothesis
of statistical

analysis

analysis

1.

used (! test,

produced comparable probability

ful,

the results

was not significant
significance

in Table 10.

was also not significant

It is interesting

analysis

with the same data.

are oresented

and did not

to note that the three methods
Mann-Whitney U, and Median Test)

levels

(.05,

.09, and .13 respectively)

Also, as the method of analysis

more nearly approached significance.

became more powerThe Median Test

(..e_= .13), while the Mann-Whitney U test

(..e_= .09),

and the!

The

test

was significant

approached

(..e_<.05).

Table 10
Median Test Results for Reported Media Use
in Experimental and Control Groups

Group

Median

n

Experimental

3

43

Control

2

58

Chi-square

1.26

One-tailed
probability

.13
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Test of Hypothesis 2:
Hypothesis 2 predicted

Media Use and Emotional Chanqe

that subjects

who reported

heavy use of

positive

emotional chanqes

the media campaign would experience greater
than those who reported
retrospective
anxiety,

pretest

liqht

and posttest

and hostility.

by splittinq
Thirty-five

events),

by submittinq

reported media use group

and 35 were placed in the heavy
or more reported

the mean reported

the heavy and liqht reported
groups.

events).

depression,

The results

emotional change scores from

use groups to a.!_ test

anxiety,

for independent

of the test

and hostility.

of hypothesis

2 are presented

Overall emotional chanqes from the retrospective
are reported

first.

The t-test

pretest

After the hypothesis

for the purpose of clarifying

tests,

additional

change scores,
scores.

results

and frequency distributions

that

are presented

analyses

are presented

and expandinq the results.

analyses of covariance of both the posttest

as follows.
to the

and correlation

provide support or lack of support for the hypothesis
next.

Hypothesis 2

This was done for each of the emotional dimensions:

attachment,

posttest

depression,

at the median score for reported media use.

media use qroup (three

was tested

completed the

measures of attachment,

were placed in the light

(two or fewer reported
reported

Seventy subiects

The 70 were divided into two media use groups

the subjects
subjects

use.

They include

scores and the emotional
of the emotional change

Non-parametric analyses are not presenteci for the emotional

change hypothesis,
reason for this

as they were for the test

of hypothesis

1.

The

is that the median change score for the two reported

media use groups on each emotional dimension was 0.

Thus, to run a
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statistical

inference

on differences

between medians seemed pointless,

when the medians were the same.
Reported Overall Emotional Chanqes
Before proceedinq with the test
whether the subiects,

of hypothesis

taken as a total

2, it was determined

group, reported

chanqes in

emotional adjust ment from the beqinning of the media campaign to its
end five weeks later.

The degree of reported

determined by comparinq the retrospective
posttest

means, usinq a!. test

correlated
correlation

pretest

for significance

groups (Winer, 19n2).
was calculated

emotional change was

of difference

between the pretest

emotional change are presented

The first
group reported

and posttest

hostile

significantly

The results

for

in Table 11.
as a

lower emotional scores on the posttest
pretest.

That is, the subjects

themselves to be more attached,

depressed,

apparently

anxious,

and

before the media campaiqn than at the close of the campaign

five weeks later.

However, the degree of change on each of the

emotional dimensions needs to be more closely
attachment measure, which has a possible
13 (most attached),
change of only .51.

the subjects

of 10, the subjects

of one standard deviation

examined.

On the

range of 5 (least

attached)

reported moving from 7.37 to 6.86,

On the depression,

measures, which are standardized
deviation

scores to

findinq to note from Table 11 is that the subiects

than on the retrospective
considered

between

Also, a Pearson product-moment

determine the degree to which they were related.
reported

means with the

anxiety,

to
a

and hostility

with a mean of 50 and a standard

reported

changing approximately one-third

(or, from 3.38 to 3.68 points--see

Table 11) .
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Table 11
Pre-Post Emotional Chanqes Durinq the Five-Week
Media Campaiqn for All Subjects Combined
Emotional
dimension

Measure

~ean

Retro-pre

7.37

Mean
diff.

SD

-.51
6.86

Retro-pre

56.09

Retro-pre

57.03

Anxiety
53.64

Retro-pre

56. 54

Hostility

1.12

.91*

69 -3.5 0*

1.13

.90*

69 -3.34*

1.09

.88*

69 -3.55*

19.24
18.0G

18.11
-3.68

Post

69 -3.2 4*

18.28

-3.39

Post

.87*

19.36
-3.38

Post

1.16

t

df

2.47

59.47

Depression

-r

2.66

Attachment
Post

Fmax

52.86

17.36

*.E_<.005.

A second important finding from the emotional chanqe data is that
the subjects
depression,

as a group reported
anxiety,

low to moderate degrees of attachment,

or hosti 1ity.

Both the pretest

and posttest

measures of attachment were at the low end of the range (7.37 and 6.86
on a scale of 5-13).

The reported

depression

approximately one standard deviation
population.

The reported

oretest

less than one standard deviation
reported
slight

pretest

mean was

above the mean for a normal

means for anxiety and hostility
above the mean.

Therefore,

subiects

changing from a moderate deqree of emotional disturbance
deqree of disturbance.

were

to a
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Finally,

the correlations

between pretest

the emotional measures were strikingly

high (.87 to .91).

finding,

which will be discussed more fully

indicate

that the emotional states

the subjects

and posttest

scores on
This

in the next chapter,

measured were very stable,

gave the same answers on the retrospective

could

or that

pretest

as they

did on the posttest.
The Test of Hypothesis 2
The t-test
Table 12.

results

for the test

The F-max test

heterogeneity

2 are presented

for homogeneity of variance

formula for t he t test

Therefore,

groups on all

a separate

was employed for the analysis.

showed no significant

difference

in

indicated

of variance between the two experimental

the measures of emotional change.

results

of hypothesis

variances
The t-test

between the reported

attachment change means of the high and low reported media use qroups.
Also, the point-biserial

correlation

between media use group and

attachment change was .11, which was not significant.
squared showed that approximately

1% of the variance

The correlation
in reported

attachment change was assoc iated with media use or nonuse .
The results

of the depression

Table 12, indicated

a significant

change hypothesis
difference

heavy reported media use groups in reported
mean reported depression
reported
group .

depression

media use group than it was in the light
positive

E._<.05) between media use group and depression
The corre lati on squared indicated

displayed

between the light

change was significantly

There was also a significant

test,

change.

greater

and
The

in the heavy

reported media use

correlation

(..!::._=

.20,

change (see Tabl e 13).

that 4% of the variance

in

in reported
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Table 12
Emotional Change Differences for Media Use Groups:
The Test of Hypothesis 2

Emotional
dimension

Reported
media use
group

n

-

Mean
change a

SD

Liqht

35

-.37

.94

Heavy

35

-.66

1. 62

Light

35

-1. 77

4.69

Heavy

.35

-5.00

10. 29

Liqht

35

-1. 46

4. 29

Heavy

35

-5.31

10. 97

Light

35

-1. 86

5.61

Heavy

35

-5.51

10. 73

Attachment

Depression

Anxiety

Hostility

(i.e.,

dfb

tC

2.98*

54.51

-.90

4.81*

47.55

-1. 69*

6.54*

44.16

-1.94*

3.66*

51. 28 - 1.79*

Fmax

aA minus (-) value indicates changes in a desirable direction
decreased attachment, depression, anxiety, or hostility).

bThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point are for
variables that do not meet the homogeneity of variance assumption.
They were calculated using a formula presented by Nie et al. (1975).
cwith df = 40, .!...o
5 = 1.684 (one-tailed).
*.e_<.05.
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Table 13
Correlations

Between Reported Emotional Change and
Other Variables (N = 70)
Depression
changea

Anxiety
changea

Host i 1ity
change a

.07
-.01
.08
-.17
.03

.20*
-.06

.18
.13

.08
.24*
.12
.14

-.21*
.07
-.04
.06
.22*
.14
.12

.06
-.16
.09
-.15
.07
. 06
.01
.35*
.16
.24*

.14

.05

.16

.01

- .13
.11
.04
.11
-.03
-.08
-.02
.05
.11
1. 00

-.10
.13
.07
.00
.04
.08
-.06
.06
.20*
.63*
1.00

-.14
.06
.04
.01
.03
.06
- .11
.04
.23*
.53*
.86*
1.00

.09
.15
.06
-.05
.07
.00
-.03
.03
.21*
.45*
.70*
.74*

Attachment
changea
Agea
Sexb
Length of marriagea
Length of divorcea
Number of childrena
Number of children at homea
Number of confidantsa
Hours spent with confidantsa
Use of psychotherapyb
Attitude toward divorcinga
Family attitude toward
divorcinga
Family attitude toward
marriagea
Received newsletterb
Reported radio usea
Reported television usea
Reported newspaper usea
Reported magazine usea
Reported use of booksa
Total reported media usea
Media use groupb
Attachment changea
Depression changea
Anxiety changea
Pretest attachmenta
Posttest attachmenta
Pretest depressiona
Posttest depressiona
Pretest anxi etya
Posttest anxietya
Pretest hostilitya
Posttest hostilitya
acontinuous

variable.

bDichotomous variable.

*.Q.<.
05.

-.04
.08
.10
-.29*
-.11
-.13
.18

.24*

-.13

.18

.39*
-.12
.34*
-.09
.36*
-.09
.32*
-.16
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depression

change was associated

the t test

and correlation

hypothesis

2, the magnitude of the relationship

use and reported

with reported

were statistically

depression

The mean reported

use group was significantly
light

reported

significant

for hypothesis

2 are also shown in

anxiety chanqe in the heavy reported

indicated
associated

Also, from Table 13, the correlation

(_c = . 23, 12_
<.05).

that 5% of the variance

anxiety change was
The correlation

in reported

with reported media use.

squared

anxiety change was

Again, the hypothesis

supported by the .!_-test and correlation
the relationship

results,

was

but the magnitude of

was small.

Hypothesis 2 was also supported by the reported hostility
results.

The data analysis,

mean reported

hostility

was significantly
the liqht

reported

greater

than the mean reported

associated

while statist

ically

Covariance Analysis of Posttest

methods of data analysis

change.

in reported

with reported media use.

The reader may recall

media use group

hostility

change in

As noted in Table 13, a siqnifi-

hostility

that 4% of the variance

two variables,

that the

(_c = .21, 12_
<. 05) was found between reported

correlation

media use group and reported
indicated

change

in Table 12, indicated

change in the heavy reported

reported media use group.

cant positive

media

higher than the mean anxiety change in the

media use group.

and positive

and supported

between reported media

between reported media use group and reported
significant

Thus, while

chanqe was minimal.

The anxiety change results
Table 12.

media use.

The correlation
hostility

change was

Thus, the relationship
significant,

squared

between the

was minimal.

Scor es

from the Methods section
were available

that two possible

to the experimenter.

The
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first,

advocated by Howard et al . ( 1979), was to analyze change scores.

That met hod was employed by the experimenter , and the t-test
are presented

above in Table 12.

The second method, advocated by

Campbell and Stanl ey (1963), was to analyze posttest
pretest

as a covaria t e .

For the sake of interest,

complete both analyses and compare the results.
presented

with reservation,

results

using the

scores,

it was decided to
The second analysi s is

since the analysis

of covariance

can be

misleading when random selectio n of subject s and random assi gnment to
experimental
1963).

are not possib l e (see Campbel l & Sta nl ey,

conditions

Therefore,

caution shou ld be used in interpreting

the following

results .
The oosttest
(heavy vs. light)
emotional states

covariance

analyses

included reported

as the independent variable,
(attachment , depression,

the dependent variab l es , and reported
(attachment , depression,

reported

anxiety,

pretest

media use group
posttest

and hostilit

y) as

emotional states

anxiety , and hostility)

as the covar iat es .

The resu lt s are repor ted in Tables 14 through 17.

The analyses of the

main effects

no siqnificant

difference
siqnificant
(..e_= .05),

(reported

medi a use groups) indicated

between the groups for posttest
difference

between the two groups for posttest

and probabilities

close to significant

depressio n (.£ = .08) and posttest
effects

hostility(.£=

emotional states)

The covariates

accounted for significant

by significant£.

anxiety

for posttest
.07).

accounted for approximately 1% of the variance,

the E2 values in the tables.

indicated

attachment (..e_= .63), a

(reported
proportions

The main
as indicated

by

pretest
of variance,

values and high E2 (.75 to .83).

This

as
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Table 14
Summaryof the Analysis of Covaria nce for
Reported Posttest Attachment Scores

I:

Proportion
of
variance

Source

SS

df

ms

F

Siq.

(E2)

Covariates
Pretest

attachment

.75

317.42

1

317.42

206. 90

.00

.01

.36

1

.36

.23

.63

.24

102.79

67

1. 53

1.00

420.57

69

6.10

Treatments
Media use qroups
Error
Tot al
II:

Reported media use qroups
Light use

Heavy use

Original mean

6.63

7.09

Adjusted mean

6.93

6.79
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Table 15
Summaryof the Analysis of Covariance for
Reported Posttest Depression Scores

I:

Source

Proportion
of
variance
(E2)

SS

df

ms

F

Sig.

Covariates
Pretest depression

.83

19054.31

.00

122.92

1

122.92

. 17

3888.26

67

58.03

1.00

23065.49

69

334.28

1 19054.31

328.33

.00

2.12

.08

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Total
I I:

Reported media use groups
Light use

Heavy use

Orig i na 1 mean

55. 60

56.57

Adjusted mean

57.42

54.66
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Table 16
Summaryof the Analysis of Covariance for
Reported Posttest Anxiety Scores

I:

Proportion
of
variance
(E2)

Source

SS

df

ms

F

Sig.

Covariates
Pretest

anxiety

1 18161.23

291. 62

.00

1

172.31

2. 77

.05

4127.53

67

62.28

22461. 07

69

326.18

.81

18161. 23

.01

172.31

.18
1.00

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Total
II:

Reported media use groups
Light use

Heavy use

Original mean

53.20

54.09

Adjusted mean

55.22

52.06
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Table 17
Summaryof the Analysis of Covariance for
Reported Posttest Hostility Scores

I:

Proportion
of
variance

Source

SS

df

ms

F

Sig.

(E2)

Covariates
Pretest

hostility

.78

16124.92

.01

151. 65

1

151. 65

.21

4514.00

67

67.37

1.00

20790.57

69

301. 31

1 16124.92

239.04

.00

2.25

.07

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Total
II :

Reported media use grou12s
Light use

Heavy use

Original mean

52.31

53.40

Adjusted mean

54.34

51.38
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findinq

aqrees with the high correlation

pretest

and posttest

coefficients

observed between

emotional measures (see Table 11).

A comparison can be drawn between the method of analysis
test

the hypothesis

sake of interest

(posttest

and anxiety results
main effect

(change scores)

and the method reported

with pretest

were similar

as covariate).

for the

The attachment

for the two analyses.

A significant

was found for anxiety but not for attachment.

the depression

and hostility

produced significant
the covariance

results,

differences

analysis

However, for

the chanqe score analysis

between the comparison groups, while

of the depression

approached significance.

used to

and hostility

The analyses of covariance

results

only

yielded

information

that was impossible to obtain from the t test.

information

included the proportion

of variance

accounted for by the

groups and the proportion

of variance

accounted for by the

treatment
pretest

That

scores.

Covariance Analysis of Chanqe Scores
A second set of analyses of covariance
of interest
results.

and further

interpretation

of the reported

for the sake
emotional change

They include reported media use groups (heavy vs. liqht)

the independent variable,
depression,

anxiety,

four covariates:
depression,
the divorce,
are presented
results

is presented

emotional changes (attachment,

and hostility)

reported

anxiety,

reported

as the dependent variables,

pretest

emotional states

and hostility),

and attitude

in Tables 18 through 21.

the ex-spouse.

The reported

no significant

and

(attachment,

length of the marriage,

toward divorcinq

(see Table 18) indicated

as

length of
The results

attachment change

main effect.

However,
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Table 18
Summaryof the Analysis of Covariance for Reported
Attachment Change During the Media Campaign

I:

Source

Proportion
of
variance
(E2)

SS

df

ms

F

s i g.

Covariates
Length of divorce
Length of marriage
Attitude toward
divorce
Pretest attachment

.08
. 01

9.699
1.306

1
1

9. 699
1.306

7 .236
.975

.01
.33

.05
.17

6.344
20.927

1
1

6.344
20.927

4.733
15.612

.03
.00

.00

. 078

1

.078

.058

.41

.69

85.789

64

1.340

1. 00

124.143

69

1. 799

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Total

Reported media use groups

I I:

Light use
Original

mean

Adjusted mean
aA minus (-) value indicates

Heavy use

-. 37a

-.66

-.48

-.54

decreased attachment.
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Table 19
Summary of the Analysis of Covariance for Reported
Depression Change During the Media Campaign

I:

Proportion
of
variance

Source

SS

df

ms

F

Sig.

(E2)

Covariates
Length of divorce
Length of marriage
Attitude toward
divorce
Pretest depression

.03
.00

123.317
18.732

1
1

123.317
18.732

2 .184
.332

.14
.57

.03
.12

149.157
523.170

1
1

14CJ.157 2.642
9.267
523.170

.11
.00

.02

106. 637

1

106.637

1.889

.09

.80

3613.227

64

56.457

1. 00

4534.240

69

65. 714

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Tot al

Reported media use groups

II:

Light use
Original

mean

Adjusted mean
aA minus (-) value indicates

Heavy use

-1. 77a

-5.00

-2.14

-4.64

decreased depression.
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Table 20
Summaryof the Analysis of Covariance for Reported
Anxiety Change During the Media Campaign

I:

Proportion
of
variance
(E2)

Source

SS

df

ms

F

Sig.

Covariates
Length of divorce
Length of marriage
Attitude toward
divorce
Pretest anxiety

.04
.03

223.174
131.795

1
1

223.174
131.795

3.830
2.262

.05
.14

.03
.12

174. 902
572.072

1
1

174.902
572. 072

3.002
9.818

.09
.00

.03

139.561

1

139. 561

2.395

.07

.75

3729.207

64

58.269

1.00

4970.711

69

72. 039

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Total

Reported media use groups

II:

Light use
Original

mean

Adjusted mean
aA minus (-) value indicates

Heavy use

-1. 45a

-5.31

-1. 96

-4.82

decreased anxiety.
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Table 21
Summaryof the Analysis of Covariance for Reported
Hostility Change During the Media Campaign

I:

Proportion
of
variance
(E2)

Source

SS

df

ms

F

Sig.

Covariates
Length of divorce
Length of marriage
Attitude toward
divorce
Pretest hostility

.03
.03

172.723
152. 716

1
1

172.723
152. 716

2.809
2.484

.10
.12

.07
. 12

357.217
624.210

1
1

357.217
624.210

5.810
10 .153

.02
.00

.02

125.367

1

125.367

2.039

.08

. 73

3934.825

64

61. 482

1. 00

5367.058

69

77. 780

Treatments
Media use groups
Error
Tot al

Reported media use groups

II:

Light use
Original

mean

Adjusted mean
aA minus ( - ) value indicates

Heavy use

-1. 86a

-5.51

-2.33

-5.05

decreased hostility.
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three covariates
and attitude

(reported

pretest

toward the divorce)

of variance

in the analysis

attachment,

accounted for significant

of reported

Table 19, there was no significant
media use groups on reported
(reported

pretest

the variance
analysis

of covariance

for reported

Table 20, also indicated
media use groups .
of the divorce)
the analysis.
Table 21.

chanqe.

of reported

Two covariates

depression

difference

(reported

accounted for a significant
The reported

One covariate

hostility

The mean reported

hostility

(reported

pretest

accounted for significant
of reported

hostility

hostility

proportions

The
presented

amount of the variance

change scores are presented

in
in

chanqe scores for the two
different.

and attitude
of the variance

Two

toward the divorce)
in the analysis

Frequency Distributions
a frequency distribution

attachment change scores.
chanqe" category.

distributions

of the reported

Over 50% of the scores were in the "no

Also, with the exception of the one hiqh reported

change score (-8) in the heavy reported

media use group, the

of scores in the two media use groups were nearly

identical.

The above factors

differences

indicated

account for the lack of siqnificant

by the statistical

in

anxiety and length

chanqe.

Table 22 presents

of

between the reported

pretest

reported media use groups were not significantly
covariates

proportion

change.

anxiety change scores,

no siqnificant

As seen in

between the means of the

accounted for a significant

in the analysis

proportions

attachment change.

difference

depression

depression)

length of the divorce,

analyses.
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Table 22
Frequency Distribution of Attachment Change Scores,
Subdivided by Reported Media Use Groups
Reported media use group
Degree of
changea

Light
( n = 35)

Heavy
(n = 35)

(N = 70}

f

f

f

1

1

-8

Total

-7

-6
-5
-4
-3

1

2

3

-2

4

3

7

-1

5

7

12

0

23

18

41

+l

1

4

5

+2

1

aA minus change indicates

improvement in attachment.

1
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A frequency distribution
presented

in Table 23.

distribution
reported
light

(10 .29 and 4.69 respectively).

use group had a greater

The frequency

in dispersion.

The heavy

range of scores (+5 to -46) than the

use qroup (+10 to -11).

qroups were different,

in Table 12 that

of the heavy and light reported media use

helps explain this disparity

reported

change scores is

It was noted from the results

the standard deviations
groups were different

of the depression

the differences

Although the ranges of the two
between the two groups were

minimized by the fact that the median and modal scores for each of the
groups were 0.
Table 24 pre sents a frequency distribution
change scores.
depression
reported
light

The dist r ibution was similar

change scores.

The dispersion

use group was greater

reported

of the reported

to that of the reported

of scores in the heavy

(+12 to -39) than the dispersion

use group (+7 to -19),

anxiety

in the

and the median and modal scores

were O for both groups.
The frequency distribution
scores,

of the reported

shown in Table 25, showed a different

heavy reported

hostility

change

distribution

for the

media use group (+3 to -40) than for the light reported

media use group (+20 to -14).

The median and modal reported

change scores for both reported media use groups were also 0 .

hostility
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Table 23
Frequency Distribution of Depression Change Scores,
Subdivided by Reported Media Use Groups
Reported media use qroup
Degree of
changea

Light
35)

Heavy

Total

( n = 35)

( N = 70)

f

f

-46

1

1

-25

1

1

-19

2

2

1
1

1

(n =

f

-18

-17
-16
-15
-14
-13
-12

1

-11
-10

1

1

-9

1
2
1

17

1
2
1
1
3
3
4
3
1
39

1

1

2
1

2
1

-8

-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0

+l
+2
+3
+4
+5

+10

aA minus change indicates

2
3
1
1
22

1
3
1
1

2

1

improvement in depression.

1
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Table 24
Frequency Distribution of Anxiety Change Scores,
Subdivided by Reported Media Use Groups
Degree of
changea

Reported media use group
Light
Heavy
(n = 35)
(n = 35)
f

Tota 1
(N = 70)
_f

-39

f
1

-35

1

1

-27

1

1

-22
-21
-20
-19
-18
-17
-16
-15
-14
-13
-12

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1
1
1
19

3
2
1
1
1
3
1
45

1

1

1

1

1

-11

-10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
+5
+6
+7
+12
aA minus change indicates

1
2

1
1
2
26

1

1
1

improvement in anxiety.

1
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Table 25
Frequency Distribution of Hostility Change Scores,
Subdivided by Reported Media Use Groups

Degree of
changea

Reported media use grouQ
Light
Heavy
( n = 35)
( n = 35)
f

Total
( N = 70)

f

f

-40

1

1

-32

1

1

-26
-25
-24
-23
-22
-21
-2 0
-19

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-14

3

3

-10
-9

1
1

1

-8

2

-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
+l
+2
+3
+20
aA minus change indicates

1
1
1
1

2

1

3
1

1
3

1

1

2
1

2

2
3

22

20

42

1
1

1
1

1

improvement in hostility.

1
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Additional
The following results
findings,

to increase

Analyses

are presented to further

general knowledge about divorce adjustment and

media use, and to generate

ideas for future

was found for both hypotheses of this
of reported

research.

While support

study, the statistical

analyses

media use accounted for only 3-5% of the variance

emotional changes and reported media use.
are presented

aqe, marital

status,

presentations,
confidants,

These additional

in

findings

to help explain part of the 95-97% of variance

unaccounted for by the hypothesis
religious

use/non-use
reported

analyses,

tests.

The analyses

affiliation,

Since no a priori
all probabilities

include sex,

use/non-use

of psychotherapy,

time with confidants,

time with confidants.
additional

explain the major

of local media

presence/absence

of

and reported media use X
predictions

reported

were made on the

are two-tailed.

Sex Differences
Emotional changes and reported media use were compared between the
males and females of the sample.
There were no differences
measures.

are reported

in Table 26.

between the sexes on the emotional change

On reported media use, there was one significant

difference.
articles

The results

Females reported

using siqnificantly

sex

more newspaper

than did males.

Age Differences
The subjects

were placed into five aqe categories:

20-29, 30-39, 40-49, and 50 and over.
was calculated

A one-way analysis

under 20,
of variance

for each of the emotional change dimensions and for
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Table 26
Tests of Sex Differences in Report ed Media Use
and Emotional Changes

X media
Variable

Sex

Use of a 11
media combined
Reported
radio use
Reported
television

.'.!.

events

so

F

54

4. 67

5.88

M

47

3.02

3.41

F

54

.69

2.59

M

47

. 57

1.10

F

54

1.11

3. 54

M

47

.81

1. 80

F

54

.39

.79

M

47

.36

.76

F

54

. 24

.61

M

47

.13

. 54

F

54

2. 24

2.50

M

47

1.19

2.12

use

Reported
magazine use
Reported use
of books
Reported
newspaper use

Fmax

dfb

2.98*

86.90

1. 75

5 . 56* 73. 54

. 29

3.86*

81.00

.55

1. 06

99

.18

1. 30

99

.98

1.38

99

2.26*

2.20*

47.98

1. 67

68

.05

1. 41

68

.47

1. 54

68

1. 36

X changea
Attachment
changes
Depression
changes
Anxiety
changes
Hostility
changes

F

40

-. 43

1.08

M

30

-.63

1. 61

F

40

-3.43

7.20

M

30

-3.33

9.30

F

40

-3.80

9. 12

M

30

-2. 83

7.69

F

40

-4. 90

9.38

M

30

- 2. 07

7.54

aA minus ( - ) value indicates chanqes in a desirable direction
( i .e. , decreased attachment , depression, anxiety , or hostility).
brh e degrees of freedom that include a deci mal point are for
variables that do not meet t he homogene ity of variance assumption.
They were calculated according to a formul a presented by Nie et a 1.
( 1975).
*£.< .05.

-.61
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reported

media use.

age differences

As reported

in Table 27, there were no significant

in reported media use or emotional change.

noted in Table 13, age was positively
anxiety change.

While the correlation

ship between the two variables

correlated

Also, as

(.!:_= .20, _E<.05) with

was significant,

the relation-

accounted for 4% of the variance.

Marital Status
The sample was divided
divorced,

into three marital

status

groups:

married to someone new, and remarried to the former spouse.

A one-way analysis

of variance was run on the marital

means to determine differences
use and emotional changes.
There were no differences
change or reported

status

group

among the three groups on reported media

The results
among ~arital

are displayed
status

in Table 28.

groups on emotional

media use.

Person WhoFiled for Divorce
Table 29 reports

the results

media use for those who filed
for divorce.
county clerk's

for divorce vs. those whose spouses filed

The divorce filings
office.

for emotional changes and reported

were verified

by records at the

There were no statistically

emotional change or reported media use differences
filed

significant
between those who

for divorce and those whose spouses filed.

Religious

Affiliation

As stated
that religious
study,

in the Methods section,
affiliation

the researcher

was concerned

may have been a confounding variable

since more than two-thirds

in the

of the sample were members of the
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Table 27
Tests of Age Differences in Reported
Media Use and Emotional Changes

Variable

Age group

Meana

SD

n

-

Fmax

F

-

Reported
media use

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

2.00
3.73
5.68
5.43
3.00

2. 71
3.55
6.43
7.33
4.08

4
26
22
14
4

7.32

.77

Attachment
change

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

-1.00
-.50
-.45
-.50
-.50

1. 41
.95
1.06
2.28
.58

4
26
22
14
4

15.58*

.14

Depression
change

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

-3.25
-3.54
-1. 64
-5.43
-5.00

6.29
6.80
5.17
13.55
7.57

4
26
22
14
4

6.87*

.51

Anxiety
change

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

-1.75
-1. 77
-3.23
-6.50
-5.50

3.50
6.17
7.36
13.16
11.00

4
26
22
14
4

14.14*

.80

Hostility
change

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50+

-2.75
-3.08
-4.45
-3.21
-6.00

3.78
6.92
8.88
11. 89
12.00

4
26
22
14
4

10.11

.16

aA minus (-) value indicates
*p<. 05.

changes in a desirable

direction.
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Table 28
Tests of Marital Status Differences in Reported
Media lJse and Emotional Changes

Variable

Marital

status

Meana

SD

-n

Fmax

F

Reported
media
use

Divorced
Remarried, new person
Remarried, ex-spouse

4.84
3.00
5.29

5.32
3.34
5.85

50
13
7

3.07

.66

Divorced
Remarried, new person
Remarried, ex-spouse

-.56
-.31
-.57

1. 51

Attachment
change

.63
.78

50
13
7

5. 77*

.19

Depression
change

Divorced
Remarried, new person
Remarried, ex-spouse

-3.38
-3.15
-3.86

8.54
5.40
10.04

50
13
7

3.46

.02

Anxiety
change

Divorced
Remarried, new person
Remarried, ex-spouse

-3.22
-1. 31
-8.43

7.63
8.91
12.48

50
13
7

2.68*

1.67

Hostility
change

Divorced
Remarried, new person
Remarried, ex-spouse

-3.76
-3.85
-2.86

6.81
11.04
15. 66

50
13
7

5.28*

.04

aA minus ( - ) value indicates
*.E_
<.05.

changes in a desirable

direction.
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Table 29
Tests of Reported Media Use and Emotional
Chanqes by Person WhoFiled for Divorce

Variable
Reported
media
use
Attachment
change

Depression
change

Anxiety
chanqe

Host i 1ity
change

Who
f i 1ed?

-n

Meana

SD

Self

40

5.30

6.44

Spouse

28

3.36

3.64

Self

40

-.40

1. 01

Spouse

28

-.68

1. 72

Self

40

-2.3 0

6.45

Spouse

28

-5.1 8

10.08

Self

40

-3.05

8.27

Spouse

28

-4.11

9.15

Self

40

-4.05

8.49

Spouse

28

-3.43

g.3 6

aA minus ( - ) value indicates

Fmax

dfb

t

3.13*

63.6

1. 58

2.92*

39.9

- . 77

2.44*

42.3

-1. 33

1. 22

66

-.50

1. 21

66

changes in a desirable

direction.

bThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point were
calculated due to heterogeneity of variance.
*.2_
<.05.

.28
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Mormonchurch.

Therefore,

it was decided to analyze the results

to

determine whether the reported media use and emotional chanqes of
Mormons were different
results,

presented

from those of the rest of the sample .

in Table 30, indicate

church was not a statistically

The

that membership in the Mormon

siqnif icant factor

with reported media

use or emotional changes .
Use of Local Media
The experimenter
usinq the locally
articles)
report
indicate

report

greater

emotional chanqes than those who did not

the local media.

that those who reported

in reported

depression,

utilizing

in whether those who reported

produced media events (radio shows and newspaper

reported
utilizinq

was interested

The results,
utilizing

anxiety,

the local media changed more

and hostility

the local media.

shown in Table 31,

than those who did not

There was no difference

between the

two grouos on attachment change.
Use of Psychotherapy
Recently divorced persons were asked whether they souqht
psychotherapy for assistance

with adjusting

showed that more than one-third
therapy since the div6rce.
differences

in reported

(35.7%) of the subjects

The results

The results
reported

in Table 32 indicate

having

no

emotional changes or reported media use between

those who saw professional
Availability

to divorce.

counselors

and those who did not.

of Confidants

The subjects
members, neighbors,

were also asked whether they had friends,

family

or co-workers in whomthey could confide about
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Table 30
Tests of Religious Affiliation
Differences in
Reported Media Use and Emotional Chanqes

Variable

Religious
affiliation

Reported
media
use

Mormon

Attachment
change

Mormon

Depression
chanqe

Anxiety
change

Hostility
change

n

Meana

s[)

47

4.62

5.50

Non-Mormon 23

4.39

5.46

47

-.40

1. 01

Non-Mormon 23

-.74

1. 82

47

-2.6 8

6.3 8

Non-Mormon 23

-4.83

10.85

47

-2.51

7.47

Non-Mormon 23

-5.17

10.21

47

-3.94

8.36

Non-Mormon 23

-3 .17

9.52

Mormon

Mormon

Morrnon

aA minus (-) value indicates

Fmax

t

1.01

68

.16

3.20*

28.9

-. 82

2. 89*

29.7

-. 88

1.87

68

-1. 24

1. 30

68

.34

chanqes in a desirable

direction.

bThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point were
calculated due to heteroqeneity of variance.
*.E_
<.05.
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Tabl e 31
Tests of Reported Emoti onal Changes by Reported
Use/Nonuse of Loc al Medi a

Variable
Attachment
change

Depression
change

Anxi ety
chanqe

Hostility
chanoe

!Jse lo cal
media?

-n

Meana

No

24

-. 38

Yes

46

-. 59

No

24

- 1.08

2. 34

Yes

46

-4 . 59

9. 67

No

24

-1. 00

2 . 77

Yes

46

- 4 . 63

10.1 0

No

24

-1. 21

5. 96

Yes

46

-4 . 98

9. 63

aA minus ( - ) value in dicates

SD

df b

Fmax

. 92
2 .6 3*

66. 0

-. 73

17. 10*

54.3

- 2.33*

13. 33*

56. 6

- 2.28*

2.6 1*

65. 9

-2 . 02*

1. 5

changes i n a des i rab l e di rectio n .

bThe degrees of freedom that include a dec i mal poi nt wer e
calculated due to heterogenei t y of var i ance.
*o<.05.

t
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Table 32
Tests of Reported Media Use and Emotional Chanqes
According to Use/Nonuse of Psychotherapy

Variable
Reported
media
use
Attachment
chanqe

Depression
change

Anxiety
change

Host i l it y
change

Use psychotherapy?

n

-

Meana

SD

No

45

4.22

5.82

Yes

25

5.12

4.76

No

45

-.33

.91

Yes

25

-.84

1.84

No

45

-2.69

6.63

Yes

25

-4.64

10.27

No

45

-2.49

7.04

Yes

25

-5.00

10. 59

No

45

-2.67

8.06

Yes

25

-5.52

9.63

aA minus ( - ) value indicates

Fmax

dfb

t

1.50

68

-.66

4.14*

30.6

-1. 29

2.40*

35.4

-. 86

2.26*

36.l

-1. 06

1. 43

68

-1. 32

chanqes in a desirable

direction.

bThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point were
calculaterl due to heterogeneity of variance.
*_e_
<.05.
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their

divorce-related

subjects

reported

problems.

problems.

The sample reported

that the subiects

changed significantly
who reported

(68.6%) of the

havinq one or more persons to confide

0-20 and the standard deviation
indicate

More than two-thirds

a mean of 3.7 confidants.
was 4.35.

who reported

(statistically)

no available

in about their

The results

The range was
in Table 33

having confidants

available

more in attachment than subjects

confidants.

There were no differences

between the two groups on other emotional changes or on reported media
use.
Reported Time with Confidants
The subjects
confidants

estimated

(if available)

They reported

during the month prior to the interview.

spending a mean of 58. 8 hours with confidants

previous month.
one-third

the number of hours they spent with

The range was 0-400 and the median was 9.

(35.7%) reported

into two qroups (those who reportedly

those who did not),

which were compared for differences

media use and emotio nal changes.

The results

between the two groups in reported

those who spent time with confidants
positive

changes in attachment,

those who did not report

More than

spending no time with confidants.

sample was divided

difference

durinq the

reported

depression,

The

spent time and
in reported

in Table 34 indicate
media use.
siqnificantly
anxiety,

However,
greater

and hostility

spending time with confidants.

Reported Media Use X
Time with Confidants
From the results
significantly

related

presented

above, two variables

to emotional changes:

no

have been

reported media use and

than

l 02

Table 33
Tests of Reported Media Use and Emotional Chanqes
According to Availability
of Confidants

Variable
Reported
media
use
Attachment
chanqe

Depression
chanqe

Anxiety
change

Hostility
chanqe

Confidants
available?

n

No

22

3.55

4.46

Yes

48

5.00

5.83

No

22

0.00

.54

Yes

48

-.75

1. 51

No

22

-1. 41

6.29

Yes

48

-4. 29

8. 72

No

22

-3.41

8.33

Yes

48

-3.38

8.65

No

22

-1.86

8.80

Yes

48

-4. 52

8.61

aA minus ( - ) value indicates

Meana

SD

Fmax

dfb

1. 71

68

-1. 04

7.97*

65.3

-3.05*

1. 92

68

-1.39

1.08

68

.02

1.05

68

-1.19

changes in a desirable

direction.

bThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point were
calculated due to heterogeneity of variance.
*£_<.05.

.1
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Table 34
Tests of Reported Media Use and Emotional Changes
Accordinq to Time with Confidants
Time with
confidants?

n

Reported
media
use

No

25

4.52

6.76

Yes

45

4.56

4.64

Attachment
change

No

25

- .04

.54

Yes

45

-.7 8

1. 55

No

25

-. 72

2.30

Yes

45

-4. 87

9.68

No

25

-.92

4.54

Yes

45

-4.76

9.82

No

25

-.64

5.39

Yes

45

-5.38

9.72

Variable

Depression
change

Anxiety
change

Hostility
change

aA minus (-) value indicates

SD

Fmax

dfb

t

2.12*

36.9

-.02

8.29*

60.0

-2. 89*

17.71*

52.4

-2.74*

4.69*

66.4

-2.23*

3.25*

68.0

-2.62*

changes in a desirable

direction.

bThe degrees of freedom that include a decimal point were
calculated due to heterogeneity of variance.
*..e_
<.05.
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whether time was reportedly

spent with confidants.

It was decided to

analyze the two variables

in combination to observe possible

interactions.

Therefore,

the data were submitted to a 2 X 2 analysis

of variance.

The results

the interactions

are presented

were siqnificant,

in Tables 35 and 36.

indicatinq

reported media use and time with confidants

that the effects
were likely

None of
of

independent.

Table 35
Mean Emotional Changes by Time with Confidants
and Media Ilse

Emotional
dimension

Was time spent with
confidants?

Media
use qroup

No
Attachment
change

Liqht
Heavy
Margina 1 means:

Depression
change

- .19 (16)a -.53 (19)
+.22 ( 9) - . 96 (26)
-.04 (25) -.78 (45)

Light
Heavy

Hostility
change

Marginal
means
-.37 (35)
-.66 (35)

-2.47
-6.62
-4.87

-1. 77
-5.00

-2.21
-6.62
-4.76

-1.46
-5. 31

Marginal means:

-.56
-1.56
-.92

-2.95
-7.15
-5.38

-1.86
-5.51

Marginal means:

-.56
-.78
-.64

-.94
-.33
Marginal means:

Anxiety
change

Yes

Light
Heavy

-. 72

Li qht
Heavy

aThe numbers in parentheses

represent

n.

l 05

Table 36
Analysis of Variance Summaries for Emotional Changes
with Time with Confidants X Media Use
Variable

Source of variation

df

MS

F

Attachment
change

Media use
Time with confidants
Media X confidants
Residual
Total

1
1
1
66
69

.35
7.67
2.70
1.66
1. 76

.21
4.61*
1. 62

Depression
change

Media use
Time with confidants
Media X confidants
Residual
Total

1
1
1
66
69

105. 32
199.26
85.09
61. 54
65.63

1. 71
3.24
1. 38

Anxiety
change

Media use
Time with confidants
Media X confidants
Residual
Total

1
1
1
66
69

174.71
150.78
43.98
68.45
72. 07

2.55
2.20
.64

Hostility
chanqe

Media use
Time with confidants
Media X confidants
Residual
Total

1
1
1
66
69

134.33
261. 02
60.18
70.60
75.58

1. 90
3.70
.85

*E_
<. 05
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Summaryof Results
1.

Seventy-eiqht

reported utilizing
reported

(77.2%) of the 101 subjects

one or more media events.

using 3.9 media events,

interviewed

The average subject

2.39 of which were locally

produced

(radio and newspaper presentations).
2.

Newspapers were the most heavily utilized,

subjects•

reports.

were television,
3.

The other media reported
radio,

magazines,

Subjects who received

used, in descendinq order,

and books.

a media-promoting newsletter

usinq a mean of 4.9S media events,
utilizinq

while subjects

newsletter

reported

difference

between the two means was statistically

However, the correlation

according to the

who did not receive

a mean of 3.12 media events.

between receipt

media use was .18, which indicated

reported
a

The

siqnificant.

of newsletter

and reported

a commonvariance of 3.2% between

the two variables.
4.
subjects

At-test

analysis

combined indicated

depression,

anxiety,

of the pre-post

that the posttest

and hostility

lower than the retrospective
5.

depression,
6.

anxiety,

group.
results.

(statistically)

means for the same measures.

positive

and posttest

correlations

(ranging from .87

scores on measures of attachment,

and hostility.

There was no difference

the heavy reported

means for attachment,

were significantly

pretest

There were significant

to .91) between pretest

emotional changes for all

in reported

attachment change between

media use qroup and the light

reported media use

Hypothesis 2 was not supported by the attachment change
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7.

The reported

depression,

anxiety,

and hostility

change means

of the heavy reported media use group were significantly
the reported
light

depression,

anxiety,

and hostility

reoorted media use group.

depression,

anxiety,

correlational

for reported

changes were statistically
that reported

results.

While the t-test

depression,

significant,

and hostility

the correlations

A significant

neqative correlation

squared showed

was found between length of

changes in attachment.

The same relationship

found between length of divorce and positive

attitude

anxiety,

and

with reported media use.

divorce and positive

9.

change means of the

emotional change had only 3% to 5% commonvariance that

was associated
8.

tha n

Hypothesis 2 was supported by the

and hostility

results

greater

A significant

positive

toward divorcing

correlation

the ex-partner

was

changes in anxiety.
was observed between

and positive

changes in

hostility.
10.

No significant

differences

were found between males and

females in reported media use of emotional changes, with one exception:
females reported

usinq siqnificantly

more newspaper articles

than did

males.
11.

No siqnificant

differences

emotional changes or reported
12.

No significant

were found among age groups in

media use.

differences

in reported

media use were found among divorced persons,

emotional changes or

persons remarried to

someone new, and persons remarried to the former spouse.
13.

No significant

differences

in reported

media use were found between persons who filed
whose spouses filed

for divorce.

emotional changes or
for divorce and persons
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No siqnificant

14.

differences

were found between Mormons and

non-Mormons in emotional changes or reported media use.
15.

Subjects who reported

utilizing

the locally

of the media campaign (newspaper articles
significantly
hostility

greater

produced campaign.

and radio shows) reported

improvements in depression,

than subjects

produced segment

who did not report

anxiety,

utilizing

There was no significant

and

the locally

difference

between the two

groups on attachment change.
16.

There was no significant

difference

change or media use between the subjects
psychotherapy
utilizing

who reported

emotional

using

for divorce recovery and those who did not report

psychotherapy.

17.

Subjects who reported

having one or more confidants

to talk with about divorce-related
greater

in reported

problems reported

improvements in attachment than subjects

confidants

available .

There were no significant

available

significantly

who reported
differences

the two groups on reported media use or changes in depression,

having no
between
anxiety,

or hostility.
18.

Subjects who reported

spending time with confidants

prior month reported

significantly

greater

depression,

and hostility

than subjects

anxiety,

spending time with confidants.

19.

There was not a significant

use and reported

who did not report
difference

media use.
interaction

time spent with confidants

emotional change measures.

changes in attachment,

There was no significant

between the two groups on reported

during the

between reported media

on any of the reported
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20.

The greatest

also reported
smallest
light

emotional changes were reported

by subjects

heavy media use and time spent with confidants.

emotional changes were reported

by subjects

or no media use and no time with confidants.

who

The

who also reported
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CHAPTER
V
DISCUSSION
This chapter presents
the results

of this

study.

campaign by recently
receiving

the conclusions
The topics

divorced persons,

the newsletter

that have been drawn from

include reported

use of the

the relationship

between

and reported media use (the test

1), emotional changes (includinq

the test

of the study, proposed directions

of hypothesis

for future

of hypothesis
2), limitations

research,

and a

conclusion.
Reported Use of the Camoaiqn
One of the primary objectives

of this

whether the media campaign was utilized
recently

divorced persons.

study was to determine

by the target

Atkin (1979, 1981) concluded that one of

the most commoncauses of failure

with media information

that the message does not reach the receiver.
constructing
findings,

a successful

utilize
audience.

campaiqns is

His advice for

campaiqn, taken from previous research

included the following:

audience, construct

audience--

define and analyze the target

messages that meet the needs of the receivers,

times and communication channels that are accessible
Atkin's

advice was followed for this

showed that 77.2% of the sample reported
the campaign.

The 101 recently

of 3.90 media events.

to the

The results

usinq one or more seqments of

divorced persons reportedly

Newspaper articles

heavily used segment of the campaign.
to the experimenter.

study.

and

were reportedly

These results

used a mean
the most

were encouraging

It was concluded that the divorce adjustment
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media campaign apparently

reached a substantial

portion of the audience

for whom it was intended.
The Newsletter
The first

hypothesis

and Reported Media Use

predicted

that recently

who received a promotional newsletter
more media events than recently
newsletter.

The results

compared, the newsletter

would report

supported hypothesis
group reported

1.

When the means were

the newsletter.
test

results

between the two variables

The t-test

results

were not.

Also,

indicated

3.2% of the variance in reported media use was associated
or nonreceipt
newsletter
receipt

of the newsletter.

Thus, the relationship

the recently

caused any increase

divorced persons,

The statistically

on reported

use of television,

.004 to .029.
association

radio,

restricted
that

Any generalizations

to a multi-media

information

is limited to any one medium.

for all media

and no newsletter

groups

were small, ranging from

from this

receipt

results

newspapers, maqazines, or books.

coefficients

between newsletter

if

medium. There were no

between the newsletter

Moreover, squared correlation

Therefore,

in reported media use among

parametric

combined did not hold for any individual
differences

with receipt

it was not a major factor.

significant

significant

that only

between the

and reported media use appears to be limited.

of newsletter

a

using 1.83 more media events

but the nonparametric

the squared correlation

using significantly

divorced persons who did not receive

than the group that did not receive
were siqnificant,

divorced persons

study about the

and reported media use must be
campaign, and not to a campaign
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A media campaign designer may be interested
newsletter

to members of a target

of persons who will utilize
indicate

audience will increase

a campaiqn.

that a newsletter

in whether sending a

The findings

will not likely

do so.

Table 5, showed that 79.1% of the newsletter

the percentaqe

of this

study

The results,

group reported

seen in

utilizinq

one or more segments of the campaign, while 75.9% of the no newsletter
group reported
reported
Therefore,

utilizing

one or more seqments of the campaign.

3.2% increase

in use by the targeted

if a camoaign designer

radio or newspapers, the newsletter
if a designer

desires

member will utilize

aroup was small.

is interested

size of the audience or in increasinq

The

only in buildinq

use of a specific
would not likely

the

medium such as

be helpful.

Even

to increase the number of times each audience
a multi-media campaiqn, the results

suqgest that small effects

of this study

might be anticipated.
Emotional Chanqes

According to DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach (1982), the impact of mass
media on the emotional states

of the audience is one of the least

explored areas of media effects
contribute

to that area.

under three subtopics:
total

research.

The emotional chanqe results
levels

of chanqe reported

group, support for hypothesis

additional

The results

of this

study

are discussed

by subjects

2, and implications

as a

of the

analyses.

Reported Emotional Changes
for All Subjects Combined
A number of conclusions
emotional states.

First,

can be drawn about the subjects'

the respondents

were reportedly

reported

in a range of
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fair-to-good

emotional adiustment on the retrospective

mean reported

level of attachment was 7.37.

pretest.

Their

The attachment scale,

developed by Brown et al. (1980), ranges from 5 (the lowest degree of
attachment possible)

to 13 (the highest possible

From a sample of 192 separated

persons,

degree of attachment).

Brown reported

a mean

attachment score of 8.18, which is comparable to the results
the pretest

of this

study.

The depression,
retrospective
adjustment.

found on

anx; ety,

pretest

and hostility

also indicated

The pretest

results

on the

a moderate degree of emotional

means, based on a standardized

scale with a

mean of 50 and a standard deviation

of 10, ranged from 56.54 for

hostility

From these reported

to 5g_47 for depression.

results,

it can be concluded that the subjects

moderately well adjusted

emotionally

emotional

appeared to be

at the beginning of the media

campaign.
A second conclusion
is that the subjects

that can be drawn from the emotional measures

as a group reportedly

changed to a higher level of

emotional adjustment durinq the five weeks of the study.
attachment mean was 6.86,
to the ex-spouse.
for hostility

The pre-post

all statistically

the subjects
results

The posttest

in emotional attachment

also indicating

changes in reported

significant
conclusion

a decrease

means on the SCL-90-R ranged from 52.86

to 56.09 for depression,

improvements.

The third

indicatinq

The posttest

emotional

emotional states

(..e_<.005).

drawn from the emotional change results

as a group is that the retrospective

were highly related.

were

pretest

of

and posttest

That was evidenced by significant
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positive

correlations

between the pretest

attachment (..c_= .87), depression
(..c_= .88).

hostility
relationship

question

(..c_= .91),

anxiety (..c_= .90), and

explanation

and posttest

results?

is that the subjects

on the emotional measure similarly,

progressed

down the paqe.

measure.

A visual examination of the questionnaires

gave the same answer to all questions
Another possible

emotional states

while the pretest

on the emotional

reason for the high correlations

and posttest

and posttest

that since the posttest
the subjects

out discriminating

standard deviations

of this explanation

A final

and retrospective

However, the
different,

were nearly identi-

possible

pretest

answered the pre-post

between present

is that the

means were siqnificantly

arques aqainst this explanation.

toqether,

Only four of the 70

being measured were extremely stable.

fact that the pretest

cal,

answered every

without changing as they

produced evidence against the above explanation.
subjects

scores on

What could account for this extremely strong

between the pretest

One possible

and posttest

explanation

were administered

questions

similarly

and past emotional states.

can be seen in Tables 22 through 25.

withEvidence

The frequency

distributions

of the emotional change scores show that a majority

the subjects

(41 of 70 on the attachment measure, 39 of 70 on the

depression

of

measure, 45 of 70 on the anxiety measure, and 42 of 70 on

the hostility

measure) answered the retrospective

they answered the posttest.

Yet, even this

pretest

were extremely stable.
correlations

the same as

evidence is not conclusive,

and could support the idea that the emotional states

pre-post

is

being measured

Thus, the reason for the extremely high
is not clear from the evidence available.
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The Test of Hypothesis 2
Another major objective

of this

study was to determine the

emotional impact of the media campaiqn.
predicted
qreater

that heavy reported

The second hypothesis

users of the carnpaiqn would report

emotional improvements than light reported

of the parametric
depression,
results.

analyses of means supported hypothesis

anxiety,

and hostility

However, in all cases,

results,

The results
2 for the

but not for the attachment

the medians and modes were identical

for the two reported media use groups.
low correlations

users.

These results,

alonq with the

between reported media use and emotional change, raise

seri ous questions

about the parametric

In the cas e of the significant

analy ses.

parametric

results,

can it be

concluded that the media campaign caused emotional improvements?
a conclusion
hypothesis

cannot be drawn for the followinq reasons.
2 was not tested

"nonequivalent

control

with a true experimental

qroup" design.

assiqned to groups or to experimental
themselves

into groups by their

campaign.

From the results

conclude that recently

The subjects

First,

design,

but with a

were not randomly

treatments,

reported

Such

but selected

utilization

of the media

found, it would be just

as logical

to

divorced persons who experienced emotional

improvements sought out media events to reinforce

their

changes, so

that emotional changes caused media use, as to argue that the media
campaiqn caused emotional improvements.
A second reason aqainst
the variables
and light

inferrinq

a causal relationship

is that as noted above, the differences

reported

between

between the heavy

media use groups were not as great as the means and
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t tests

indicated.

25) indicated

The frequency distributions

that the rrodal and median reported

scores were zero for both the heavy and light
groups.

(see Tables 22 through
emotional change

reported media use

By the same token, the shared variance between the media use

groups and reported
squared correlations
variances

emotional changes was relatively
between the two variables

ranging from 4 to 5%, indicating

between reported media use and reported
In summary, statistically
between heavy and light
ments in depression,

anxiety,

yielded common

a very weak relationship

differences

were noted

media use groups on reported

and hostility

in the dependent variables

independent variables

was limited,

associated

and a causal relationship

analyses were to add to general

knowledge about divorce adjustment and mass media effects,
ideas for future

research,

Since the tests

commonvariance

and to clarify

the results

to generate

of the hypothesis

of hypotheses accounted for low proportions

analyses were conducted to explore what other variables

A majority
significant

of

between reported media use and emotional improvements,

have accounted for the significant

changes.

cannot be

Analyses

The purposes of the additional

further

with the

between reported media use and reported emotional changes.

Additional

tests.

improve-

when means were analyzed.

However, the variance

inferred

The

emotional changes.

significant

reported

small.

of the additional

relationships

reported

may

emotional improvements.

analyses revealed no statistically

between the variables

For example, there was no relationship

and reported

emotional

between reported

emotional chanqes and sex, age, lenqth of marriaqe,

number of children
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in the marriage,
filed

number of children

for divorce,

family s attitude
1

the family 1 s attitude

results

toward the marriage,

or the

was concerned that since more than 65% of the

sample were reportedly

members of the Mormonchurch, the results

in generalizability.

the differences

person who

toward the divorce.

The experimenter

be limited

living with the subject,

Therefore,

it

would

was decided to analyze

between the Mormons and non-Mormons in the sample.

showed no statistically

significant

differences

between the two

groups on any of the emotional measures or on reported media use.
was concluded, therefore,
s ignificantly

different

The

It

that the Mormons studied were not
from the non-Mormons around them concerning

these divorce adjustment variables.
Another area of interest

was the relationship

emotional improvement and reported
divorce recovery.

in that area.
reported

evidence on the effects

The results

of this

of psychotherapy on

study may be some of the first

They showed no significant

utilizing

of psychotherapy for

Kitson and Raschke 1 s (1981) review of divorce

research found no available
divorce recovery.

utilization

between reported

differences

between those who

psychotherapy and those who did not on any of the

emotional improvement measures.

Thus, it was concluded that

psychotherapy did not apparently

have an effect

attachment,

or hostility

depression,

anxiety,

A number of siqnificant

relationships

emotional chanqes and other variables.

First,

attitude

to reported

hostility

related

positive

toward divorcing

attitude

of the subjects.
were discovered

divorce was significantly
initial

on the reported

between

toward the
change.

A

the ex-spouse was associated
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with greater
negatively

hostility
related

improvement.

to reported

Second, length of the divorce was

changes in attachment and anxiety.

is, the longer the period of the divorce,
attachment and anxiety.
divorce,

the greater

anxiety.

Conversely,

the reported

From these results,

the less the improvement in

the shorter

the time s i nee the

improvement in attachment and
appears that greater

it

That

anxiety and attachment were reported

by the subjects

stages of divorce than during the latter

changes in
during the initial

part of the first

year of

divorce.
The strongest

relationship

changes and other variables

observed between reported emotional

in this

and time spent with confidants.
time with friends,

The subjects

family members, lovers,

reported

significa ntly greater

anxiety,

and hostility

with confidants.

study was between emotional changes

than subjects

who did not report

depression,

spending time

ranged from 4.8% to 12.3%. Since a true

design was not used for this

relationship

cannot be inferred

moderately strong relationship

exists

and

between those two variables.
was related

with the findings

They found that attachment

building new relationships.

a causal

However, it can be concluded that a

fact that involvement with confidants
attachment is consistent

analysis,

between time spent with confidants

reported emotional improvements.

with those reported

also

between emotional changes and

experimental

al. (1980).

spending

or other confidants

improvements in attachment,

The commonvariance

time with confidants

who reported

The findin~s

by Chiriboga et al.

The

to improvements in

of Weiss (1976) and Brown et

improvements were linked to
of this

study are consistent

(1979), who found that 60% of
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persons involved in marital

breakup turn to significant

others for help

with recovery.
The final

emotional change finding

the relationship
confidants .
significant
reoorted

between reported

A two-way analysis
interaction

media use and time spent with
of variance

independent.

no statistically
The effects

time spent with confidants

that the greatest

improvement was for those who reportedly
used the media campaiqn.

were

spend time with confidants

confidants
results

spe nt time with confidants

and who reported

little

or media use on emotiona l improvement.

or no use of the

However, these
friends,

and other

purveyors of commonsense have advocated for divorced persons:
and seek information

did not

cannot be claimed for

support the same advice that professionals,

your friends

and

On the other hand, those who reported

Again, a causal relationship

time with your friends

(see

mean reported emotional

the lowest mean emotional improvement were those who reportedly

media campaign.

of

However, when the means were inspected

Table 35), it was discovered

heavily

indicated

between the two variables.

media use and reported

apparently

on which comment is needed is

about divorce.

"Spend

Being with

will provide comfort and keep your mind off yourself.

Seeking information

about divorce will help you realize

not alone in your suffe ring.

Eventually,

that you are

you will feel good

again."
Limitations
A number of limitations

of this

the study was based on self-report
the subjects

reported

study were recognized.

data.

For the test

First,

of hypothesis

the number of media events utilized

during the

1,
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campaiqn.

While the experimenter

distortions

(e.q.,

employed safeguards

asking each subject

to elaborate

use by naming the medium used and describinq
messaqe), there remained the opportunity
Conversely,

campaign, but forqot,

or refused to disclose

interviewer.
positive

on reported media

the content of the

for subjects

extent of media use.

subjects

against

to exaggerate the

may have utilized

the media use to the

Thus, bias due to self-report

was possible

in both

and negative directions.

The second hypothesis
questionnaire

was also tested

completed by the subjects.

demand characteristics
been more socially

may have influenced
acceptable

with self-report
It is possible

data from a
that social

those results.

for the subjects

It may have

to appear emotionally

improved at the end of the five weeks than to have revealed
negative chanqes in their
the subjects

did report

that not all respondents

emotions.

on the self-report

neqative changes on the measures demonstrated
answered with socially

measures.

First,

acceptable

the interviewer

subj ects of anonymity and confidentiality
them not to write their
interviewer

of this

qroup" design was used to test

utilize

(reported

by instructing

Second, the

to answer the questions

hypothesis

2.

honestly.

on the subjects'

conditions.

control

Because the independent

the campaiqn, the subjects

assiqned to the experimental

assured the

study is that a "noneauivalent

media use) relied

or not utilize

responses.

of contamination

of the results

names on the questionnaires.

encouraged each subiect

A second limitation

actual

However, the fact that several of

Two steps were taken to decrease the possibility

variable

the

choices to

could not be randomly

While the nonequivalent
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control

group design is superior

(Campbell & Stanley,
the results.

to a design that lacks a control

1963), it nevertheless

restricts

qroup

interpretation

For example, since the design was not truly

of

experimental,

it cannot be concluded that heavy reported media use caused the
reported

change in depression,

The results
The target
a rural

of this

population

area.

anxiety,

or hostility.

study are also limited

was divorced less than one year and was living

The generalizability

is further

qeographic area in which to conduct the study.
be different

from rural

West Virginia,

campaign may help to sensitize
in rural

characteristics

(i.e.,

reliance

on agriculture

in

limited by the choice of
Rural northern !Jtah may

northern Vermont, southern

Alabama, easte r n Oregon, or another rural

persons living

in generalizability:

the thinking

area.

of recently

areas that have similar
western-midwestern,

However, a similar
divorced

demographic

high educational

level,

plus one major employer for employment,

pr edominance of a fundamentalist
incidence of minority groups).

religious

orientation,

Generalizability

and low

is also limited by the

fact that the study was conducted using only those persons available
for interviewing.

As stated

in the methodology section,

41% of the

persons in the county who were divorced within the past 12 months were
interviewed.

One percent refused to participate,

21% had reportedly

moved from the county, and 37% could not be located.
not reflect

the reported

emotional changes or media use patterns

those who were mobile, remarried,
unavailable

for study.

The study does

livinq with parents,

of

or otherwise
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Future Research
The findinqs
research.

First,

needs further

of this study generated several
the use of a newsletter

investigation.

of newsletters

ideas for further

to promote a media campaign

Future studies

could increase

sent in order to determine whether a greater

promotion attempts will increase reported media use.
need to be tested

with other topics

qeneral statement

can be made about the utility

promoting media information

among recently

number of

Also, newsletters

on other tarqet

groups before a

of a newsletter

for

campaigns.

A second area that needs further
between receiving

the number

research

is the relationship

divorce adjustment messages and emotional changes

divorced oersons.

The results

of this

study have left

unanswered the question of whether the campaign messages promoted
emotional improvement.
recruiting

That question could be further

a group of recently

them into two groups.

investigated

by

divorced persons and randomly dividing

The experimental

group would be qiven a series

of divorce adjustment messages (both in newspaper format and on audio
tape to simulate

radio format) to take home and use as they would

normally use other media offerings.
series
similar

of messages unrelated

The control

to divorce adjustment,

to those given the experimental

of the messages could be verified,
for emotional changes.
conclusions

group.

to use in a way

After five weeks, use

and the two groups could be compared

Such a procedure would allow more definitive

about the effects

emotional states

group could be given a

of recently

of adjustment-related
divorced persons.

messages on the
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Additional

research

emotional changes after

is also needed to improve measurement of
divorce.

of the strong relationship
unexplained.

between the pre-post

Future investigations

and posttest

emotional states

from the posttest.

later,

by separating

the phenomenon

emotional results

could distinguish

One possibility

immediately after
pretest

This study also left

between pretest

the retrospective

would be to administer

the campaiqn, then administer

when the memory of the posttest

pretest
the posttest

the retrospective
answers has faded.

Another approach would be to use a more conventional

pretest-posttest

approach, expanded into a Solomon Four design (Campbell & Stanley,
1963) to factor

out the effects

of the pretest.

Another need in the

ar ea of measurement is to develop measures that rely less on selfreport.

One possibility

would be to utilize

others for measuring adjustment to divorce.
observable behaviors

reports

of significant

Another is to measure

from which emotional states

can be inferred.

Also, improvements in knowledge can be tested

to determine whether

information

level is an important intervening

variable

in emotional

another area that needs further

research

is the

change.
Finally,
relationship
recently

between the use of media and time spent with confidants

divorced persons.

This study found that both reported media

use and time spent with confidants

were related

improvement.

questions

A number of research

Did the confidants

utilize

did the campaign influence
regarding divorce?

by

arise from those findings.

the media campaign?
their

to emotional

If so, to what degree

knowledge, attitudes,

Did they utilize

and behaviors

information from the campaign in
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their

conversations

co-workers,

with divorced family members, lovers,

or neiqhbors?

investigated

These and other research

by interviewinq

could be asked to identify
informational,

attitudinal,

divorced persons,

a group of recently
their

confidants.

emotional,

the confidants

knowledge, attitudes,

friends,

questions

could be

divorced persons who

After testing

and behavioral

could be located

the

states

and tested

media use, and helping behaviors.

of the
for

Such a study

could help determine the deqree to which a media campaign can help
confidants

assist

their

divorced friends

or family members.

Conclusion
Bloom's (1978) challenge,
candidate for preventive
successfully
that

presenting

intervention

met in rural

divorce as "an irresistible

programs ...

northern Utah.

" (p. 888) was

A five-week media campaign

included 10 radio shows, 50+ radio spot announcements, and 16

newspaper articles,
adjustment.

was produced for the purpose of promoting divorce

The reported

among recently

divorced persons.

Rokeach's (1982) idea that
(such as divorce),
experimenter

in times of heightened change and conflict

media use is increased.

reported

An earlier

utilizing

experiencing

was divorce adjustment,

the chanqe and conflict

media use was 77.2%.

study by the

found that 42% of the

local on-going psycho-educational

on the radio and in the newspapers.

of the media offerings

(77.2%)

This supported DeFleur and Ball-

( see Chapter I I, "Loea 1 Studies")

local residents
offerings

use of the campaign was substantial

However, when the topic
and the audience was

surrounding divorce,

reported
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Support was also found for DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach's
assertion

that "the process of mass communication is itself

complica ted" (p. 254).
tripartite

interaction

analyzing the effects
example, this

The results

of this

study illustrate

model (individual-media-society)
of a mass media information

emotional improvement was related
limited degree.
behaviors,
narrow.

to reported

Had the variables

the conclusions

of this

the divorce (a time-related

were studied

factor),

interpersonal
effects

must be studied

audiences"

fields

attitude

between
showed that

media use, but to a ver y

would have been

and discovered

to be

They included length of
toward the divorce

(a

(a social-

in a way that takes into account "interaction

the media system, and the people who compose media
1982, pp. 253-254).

this study combined orientations

of clinical

For

This study supported the idea that mass media

(DeFleur & Ball-Rokeach,

Finally,

The results

and time spent with confidants

factor).

among the society,

factor),

how thei r

study been limited to media

important to emotional adjustment to divorce.

cognitive

campaign.

drawn from the results

However, other factors

dreadfull y

is useful for

study attempted to discover the relationship

reported media use and emotional improvements.

(1982)

and expertise

from the

psycholoqy and mass communication to add to the

knowledge of preventio~

of mental disorders,

mass communication effects.

Its contributions

ries of the new branch of psycholoqy called

adjustment to divorce,
fall

and

within the bounda-

"media psycholoqy. 11 2

2The Association for Media Psychologists was formally
organized on February 4, 1982, in San Diego, California.
This was
confirmed in a telephone conversation with Jacqueline Bouhoutsos,
Ph.D., president of the Association.
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The results
specialists,
conditions

of this study should aid media psychologists,
and media experts
of society.

prevention

as they attempt to improve the
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THECYCLEOF DIVORCE
By James C. Gardiner
"I can't believe it happened to us. Only a year ago we were
saying, 'Why can't other couples be like us?' We were happy ...
at
least I thought he was. He must have had something else on his mind,
because one day he came home and said 'That's it, Jenny. I'm leaving.
I want a divorce.'
I couldn't believe it was happening."
"I wish she would let go and realize that our marriage is over.
must get five or six calls a week from her, wanting me to fix a door or
decide about the kids' teeth.
Can't she see that I'm finished with
her?"
"Some days I feel true love for him, and really miss him. Other
days I would like to find him and tear him apart.
He's so smug with
his leather jacket and the new truck he bought with the money he is
supposed to be sending to support me and the kids. Whodoes he think
he is?"
"She's the one who has it made. She has the house and gets to be
with the kids every night.
She has no idea how lonely I am. I've lost
my family and everything I've worked for in the last 12 years."
"I hear he's found a cute young secretary and is living with her
up in a mountain cabin.
I tried for years to get him to buy a cabin,
but he said he hated the mountains. Nowwe know how he really felt."
"Last night I drove by the house and Harry's truck was there.
I
didn't want that dirty creep around my kids, so I went in and dragged
him out of there."
Whenyou're divorced, it's hard to think straight.
Many
conflicting thoughts and emotions flood your mind, and sometimes you
can't sort them out.
But your feelings didn't get into that state of disarray
overnight, and you won't likely get over it by the next day. You soon
learn that divorce has a number of stages.
You experience a downward
cycle as the relationship
dies.
Then there's a difficult
climb ahead
as you attempt to rebuild your life.
Disappointment.
The first stage in the downward spiral of your
marriage comes with the realization
that things are not as you had
hoped and dreamed they would be. You didn't know that he would be so
sloppy at the table or so impatient with the kids. You had expected
him to take you out to dinner at least once a week, and now it has been
five months since the two of you went out alone.
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You didn't realize that she was so dependent on her father, and
that she would take more stock in his advice about buying cars than she
would in yours.
You thought her complexion was naturally beautiful,
and didn't know how much time and money would have to be invested in
her makeup.
Many couples who hit the disillusionment
stage sit down and talk
over their fears and disappointments.
They resolve the differences and
their relationship
grows stronqer.
Others, however, let their marriage
go on downhi11.
Erosion. Like the soil that washes away with the rain, the dying
relationship
dissolves a little
at a time.
It begins when you avoid
talking about issues, or secretly store up resentment against your
partner.
The spirit of cooperation and love that you had in the beginning
gradually deteriorates
into conflict.
You stubbornly resolve to prove
him wrong on every issue he brings up. You develop the habit of
leaving and joining your friends down at the club every time she is in
a bad mood.
There is a nagging feelinq inside you that something is going
wrong, but you tell yourself, "I have my pride," and put off making the
first move to change things.
Detachment. Eventually you turn away from each other and seek
meaning and adventure from other persons.
You wake up to realize that
all your efforts are directed toward the children, and that he is no
longer an important part of your life.
You start counting back to the
last time you made love, and you can't even remember when it was.
You find a beautiful young friend down at the club who listens
patiently to all your concerns.
You suddenly feel like a man again,
and you would do anything for her.
It becomes a st andoff
Back home, however, the cold war continues.
to see who wi 11 leave first.
You vaguely sense that the breakup is
coming, but you don't want to face the fact.

The split.
Parting is normally the most traumatic stage in the
divorce cycle.
After the split, you can no longer put up a front for
your friends or family.
You now have to explain things to the
children.
You now have to worry about supporting two households.
Regrets haunt you: Maybe I shouldn't have been so tough on him
about the broken pitcher.
Maybe I shouldn't have picked up that girl
at the golf course.
To top it off, you have a legal decision to make:
do we divorce or don't we?

Inceci sior . After t he sp i t , a o,e-hate relaticnsh ip cfte n
develops. )ne day yJu feel macl y in lol'e with her anc sh)w LP on rier
doorster Hi:h fl owers . The next day you "e2l deep di sgus: and w·s, ycu
could get t,e flowers back and thr ow them at her .
Trie debat e wi :hi n _y
our)el f conti ues: v.e can wrk i:
it ' s hJ~e-ess. :f 01ly I had cone t1 in~s differen-ly ...
and Jn. Eventu a 1 l; you can lock b1c< w' t h a mere 1uTi
cr ous
abou: ,cw you fira · ly decd=d th e narriage 11asove". Some

out. NJ,
enc on
pers pec: ive
2xa111
p e)

"I knew it was Jver wh=n she invited m2 t c he" place tJ celeb "at e
our 15th anniJe nar y, ard I walked i1 or a Jeer pa"ty w' th 1er new
boyf·i2nd . 11
"I krew it was )Ver when re kep· dri vi1g ~ast my hcuse ....
ith his
girl:rienc,
c1ecking t::i make sur e no mer we"e vi si:i ng me ."

"[ krew it v,as Jver when she got drunk for the first t irre in ,e ,.
life j1st befJr e we wer e su~pJsec :o get t oJet rer 1nj t cl k chirg s
over."
" [ krew it v,as JVer when he t o1d me ther2 wcs m mcney for the
kics ' :lat hes, U.er :oJk of: Jn c ,·acati or with one Jf ris "rirnos."
" [ krew it 1,1asov2r when I or ov2 SCOmi l2s to visit he· where s,e
was st:i.yi g wit1 her parert s , anc when l go: there e,eryone i1 her
f arri ·y carre 01t to meet me bu: her."
" <rev, it ....
as ov2r ,,.hen h2 came ome dr Jnk eve··y ri ah: and ca11ed
me by soTieore else 's name as [ DLt h'm t o bed."
"'. <new 't ....
as ov2r v,hen I as ked 1er i f she m·s sej me si1ce our
111
separa:iJn end she s ai j 'ro t · eall _y .
11

:

<nev,
· 't was ov2r v,hen I ga\e him 111
y s:r ::irg 00111or mj he said,
i:'s a l ' t:12 t oo late . "

'If _y
o u 1 "e tr :ti1g t o be asser:iJe,

,,. <new ·t ....
as over v,hen after we rrace love sre said '· 1ave ne1e"
enjoJed you. I only do it fo · your sa<e. '"
... <ne1,1' t was over 1,1henI called hirr at hi s no:h=r's ho1s2 ard
his 14-year-o'd sist er said , May l t e l l rim whJ's callins?"
tell

The irioecisi::in stag2 f 'nally ends W1Enyou get up t he co1rage to
you··self , 1 It 1 s t·m2 tc see a l aw.1e"!"

Deni al. The derial stEp usuall y riaJpers earl y ·n t'lE di•1o"ce
cycle. :t is so ::lifficult to f:J.Cewha: is rapp2nirg to ycu tha t ycu
let your mind play l it t l2 tricks o .:101.
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One commontype of denial is the "yahoo" syndrome. Even though
you are hurting desperately, you kick up your heels and shout, "I'm
free at 1ast ! " You go out on the town, meet new peop1e, and have the
time of your life.
But underneath, the pain continues.
Another type of denial is called "now we're friends."
You and
your ex start dating again, and announce "that divorce really did the
trick.
~le are now closer and more friendly than when we were married!"
You soon realize that you are fooling only yourselves.
Your friendship
follows the same dead end path as your marriage.
Mourninq. Whenthe full weight of the divorce finally crashes
down on you, and you feel a great sense of loss, you are in the
mourning stage. You feel depressed, defeated, hopeless, and bitter.
You think there is nothing to live for. You think you can't go on.
Yet, you know you won't kill yourself, because there's the kids
and the possibility of that new job. Maybe there's even a better life
ahead without all the fighting, if you can ever get your ex cleared out
of your system.
Eventually the depression lifts.
You can sleep, and you feel like
eating again. You even gain some hope for the future.
Anger. One of the signs that the mourning phase is about over is
when you start expressing the anger you have felt all along. "Why
should I wallow here in my room while he's out there living it up with
his girlfriend?"
The anger seems to come out in every meeting with her. You blow
up at her because you thought she was unreasonable about your visit
with the kids.
Eventually you learn that angry feelings are a natural part of
divorce, and you discover that you can channel your feelings into
tennis or running. You soon regain control.
Acceptance . Until now you've been bouncing from fury to fear,
from denial to depression, and from ecstasy to exasperation.
You
wonder if you will ever settle down and stop cycling through the
emotional stages of divorce.
Ultimately, however, you learn to accept what happened. You know
you have adjusted when you can see and talk with him without getting
angry or having an anxiety attack.
A friend can mention her and you
talk calmly rather than swear and call her names.
In short, you finally say to yourself, "I am okay. I was married
to him (her) and it didn't work out. I am not blaming him (her) and I
am not blaming myself. I learned a lot from my marriage that will help
me in the future.
I will make it."
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Taking new risks.
The final stage in the divorce cycle is
learning to risk yourself again. You may decide to start a new career,
or just take a class in photography. You start believing in yourself
again.
You even get interested in members of the opposite sex again, but
for the right reasons.
You aren't exploiting, playing games, or
desperately searching for closeness.
You are whole again, ready to
give again, and much wiser from what you've been through.
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DEALING
WITHYOUREX
By James C. Gardiner
Once you adored that person, and now you can't stand to be around
him. A few short years ago you were dating.
You thrilled to be in her
presence, and hoped that some day she would be yours.
You waited for his phone calls,
Whenhe called, you were tongue-tied
important person in your life.

and turned down all other dates.
and silly.
He was the most

Whenyou got married, you had all the hopes and dreams in the
world holding you up there on cloud nine. You resolved that everything
would be perfect in your haven of love.
You wouldn't be like all the others you knew who fought or
bi ckered or played silly games like "separation and reconciliation."
And certainly the word "divorce" never entered your vocabulary.
Divorce was reserved for the soap operas, or that alcoholic couple
across town. They must have hated each other from the beginning, you
told yourself.
Then it got closer.
A distant relative got divorced. You
thought, well, they obviously weren't giving their marriage a full
effort.
They could have worked it out.
Then divorce moved into your circle of friends.
The couple who
you thought had everything, who went on the Acapulco honeymoon, whose
daddy put a down payment on their house, and whose kids were the cutest
you had ever seen, got divorced.
"Whycan't they be like us?" you asked. "We have such a great
thing going." You asked your divorced friends, "Whycouldn't you just
work things out?" They shook their heads and said, "You don't
understand."
Then divorce started tapping gently at your door. Maybe it
started with the second job that kept him away six nights a week, or
the feeling of resentment over her being so close to her best friend,
or the disagreement about which church the children would be raised
in.
A few neglectful months or years later, you found your
relationship in deep trouble.
Those nagging doubts about him turned
into hostility.
After a fight you caught yourself saying, "Do I really
hate her? What made me say those awful things?"
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You felt confused, betrayed, and resentful.
It wasn't supposed to
happen to you. Your marriage went sour and turned into a battlefield.
Maybe you even came to physical blows. Or maybe the two of you just
gave up, walked away, and the marriage died on the vine.
Whenthe person you committed your life to finally left, you found
yourself feeling confused. Once you deeply loved him. When he was
gone, the feelings turned to resentment, anger, and even though you
didn't want to admit it, sometimes hate.
You once trusted her with your thoughts, feelings, dreams, and
even your car. After things went bad, you felt like you couldn't even
tell her you were going to the post office.
He was always the one who turned you on. One look at him, and you
felt yourself melting.
As it ended up, you cringed with cold disgust
whenever he came near you.
She was the most beautiful girl in
beauty contest and had the best legs in
experiences with her, she seemed cheap.
between what you once had with her, and
with.

the world. She even won a
town. But after your
You found your feelings mixed
what you eventually got stuck

After the divorce, many of your feelings toward your ex turned to
their opposites:
love to hate, attraction to repulsion, and liking to
disliking.
However, one feeling stuck with you. It was the feeling
that the two of you still belonged together.
Whenyou were separated from him, you felt like half of you was
missing. You wanted to search him out, bring him back, and feel
complete again.
Dr. Robert Weiss, a Harvard divorce counselor, calls that feeling
"attachment."
His research found that most divorced couples continue
to long for each other, even after feelings of love, respect, and
sexual attraction have died. Dr. Weiss found that attachment continues
as long as divorced couples continue seeing each other.
It dies only
when couples stay apart, form new relationships,
and let time take its
healing course.
Another question you asked as you were adjusting to divorce was,
"Whydo I act the way I do around my ex?" You felt awkward around her,
and didn't know what to do or say. You came off like macho man, even
though you didn't mean to.
Once when he brought the kids back on Sunday night, you met him at
the door wearing his favorite low-cut sweater.
"Whydid I do that?"
you asked. "It didn't make sense, because he certainly doesn't turn me
on anymore."

1LJ

Ycu t "i eo t o a: t na:u--al aromj her, Jut you ....ere s:rain ·ng so
hard tc be natura· that _101 fElt l i<e .)'Ou l'/erE ac:i'1g ou: 3. sce ne frcm
a J oh1 Wc.y
ne rro\i e.
Jne day after 1 lcn g se"iOLS t1lk w' t n him, :h2 t110o" ycu deci dec
t r a: you could te gooj fri enjs, even trough you wer~ divor ed. You
were Jotr ex it Ed. mj he 1s<ed you out ' o · the nex:: Fri da.1 riigrt .
AftEr he left, yJu ~a' d tJ you·s2lf , ' W1at an [ dcing' I j ust
divorced Hi s Tian, anj new I 'm so' ng to cat e hirr?
Tiust be out of my
mine! " An'j'Way, Frida/ ni ght carre and he d·d1 ' t s how Jp.
Ev=ntca· l y ycu fou1c the ans11er ::o sa ur q.1estion cDcut ,,ihyycu
acted SJ a"'kwa~dly crou1d your ex. You" d·scoTifort w=i.s~art of
l earn ' nj t c unlo~E anot1 er per :;ori. You rac :o untang le the nixed
emJtions. S' nce no one hac ev=r tr ai nej ycu 01 hew t o acccmplish t ha:,
you had tJ do it by t r hl end ~rror .
Finally you gJt
wa1t to r~late tJ TI)
an:l hc.te, attr ac:iJn
ke'.Jt _y
ou :;o conf1s2d

· o t1e bo:tJrr · ine quEsti on, wrich "'as ' How co I
ex i1 tre f1ture°" Ycur nixed feeli ncs o: lcve
and r epcl siJn, or =i.ttachmencard d~tachnent tiac
that yoL hadn't really thouJht abo1t the :u ture.

Then yJL facej tre iss ue and asked yJur5e ·f, "Pm I will 'ng to si , e
up t '1is per son t hat I one~ l cved?" He a1swer wis "yes ." He n you
made 2 ·; st of r esJl utions that we1t sone:hirq l ik2 tte fJllcw ' ng:
RE~OLV:D, tha: I w' l l et my ~x le ad hi s(re·) owr ·i e, and will
neve" seel: Jut, sp_1Jn, o· interfe~e "'ith my e, .
R:SOLVED,tra : [ wi l ' :alk over rry res=ntrrent s ard feeli nss auout
my ex l'litr a friend Jr c. co1nsel cr , and w' l l lcy m_t Jad feelincs t o
rest.
R:SOLVED,t r at :
se~ara:e fr om my e>.

,.,n·

build a new life of m_yow,, conplete l y

RES)LVED
, t hat if rry ex shJulc in-erfer e i1 my ,e,., l'fe, I 'lli.l b2
as sert ·v2, even to t he point of obta'ning a l~gal rest ra iri ng orcer, if
nece ssary.
RES)LVED
, :hat
wit h my ex.

will re ve~ use m.1cr i .dre1 t c pu1isr or fight

RESOLVED,
:hat from no"' on I '.Ii · 1 r~fer to hirr as my E).- hu:;bard
(not m_yhusband\ Jr to h2r cs m_t :X-\lli:e (net m/ Nife).
RESOLvED
, :h=i.t I will si,e e3.ch new P2rson I rreet a fresh :;tart ,
and wil l n~ver compare him or her tJ my ex.
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YOUR
CHILDREN
ANDYOUR
DIVORCE
By James C. Gardiner
Back when you were in the heat of your marriage, you told yourself
that the kids would certainly be better off when you got out of that
miserable situation.
You wanted to stop the fighting and make a
peaceful life for you and the children.
But you didn't know what you were in for then. After the divorce,
five-year-old Andy cried every night for his daddy. It was very
difficult
to get him settled down and to sleep.
Seven-year-old Andrea
wouldn't eat most of the time. You even thought she was giving up on
life.
And 13-year-old Millie's foul mouth was unbearable.
She
criticized
everything you did and accused you of driving her father
away. Your life with the children was unlivable at times.
You asked yourself, "Howwi 11 my children turn out? Wi11 they
suffer from this experience for the rest of their lives? What kind of
marriage partners will they be? Will they even want to get married?
What can I do to make their lives happier, and survive this ordeal?"
Then you found a book by Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly titled
Surviving the Breakup, and learned that after five years of research on
60 divorced families, they have many good ideas to help divorced
parents.
Wallerstein and Kelly found that children who experienced a good
outcome from divorce had certain things in common. First, they had a
close relationship
with the parent who had custody (usually the
mother). The successful parent was psychologically stable and spent
time with the children.
She was warm and supportive, and instilled
self-confidence
in her children.
Second, the successful children had regular visits with the absent
parent (usually the father), and continued to have a close relationship
with him. The researchers found that as divorced children became
teenagers, they needed their fathers even more.
Third, the children who were well adjusted had a strong support
system of friends, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, and teachers.
They knew that a network of people out there cared about them.
Fourth, the happy children
divorced families had financial
not feel destitute or deprived.
security.

were economically stable.
While most
difficulties,
the adjusted families did
They felt a sense of financial
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With this information in mind, you were able to set the groundwork
for helping your children through the divorce.
You kept a good
relationship
going between you and them, you promoted regular visits
with the absent parent, you encouraged interaction with the rest of the
family and friends, and you struggled to make your limited income work
for your family's needs.
Your relationship
with the children was easy to control.
You
spent time with them, showed your love for them, and thoughtfully
answered all their questions about the divorce.
Things went well with
them, except for the times when you were tired, moody, or depressed.
But that was okay. Everyone has those times.
But what about the visits with their father?
They were not the
best.
The children enjoyed it when he came for them, but he was
unpredictable.
When he did come, he tried to seduce you, or the two of
you erupted into a fight.
It was a bad scene.
Then you decided that you could make improvements. You wrote a
lett er t o your ex and proposed a new visitation
schedul e . The visits
would be frequent and regular, so the children would benefit from his
influence.
To your great surprise, he agreed on the plan! Then you strictly
followed it through. At 6:30 p.m. the next Friday the children were
ready, properly equipped, and waiting out front for their father to
pick them up. You watched from the kitchen window.
When he drove up, they went to meet him and you stayed in the
house. Whenhe came to the door, you answered, but did not invite him
in. When he started talking about you, you changed the subject to the
children.
He soon got the idea that you had a plan and would stay with
it.

Soon the new arrangement became routine, and you noticed how the
children enjoyed their father more, and seemed more settled when they
arrived home. You also felt relieved, once the visitation
problem was
under control.
As a father, you also learned things to help your children through
the divorce.
Your visits became more regular and you thought of more
activities
to plan with the children.
At first you took them over to
your new apartment and visited.
But they got tired of sitting there
watching you make out with your new girlfriend,
and you stumbled onto a
new idea that worked wonders.
One day you asked the children what they would like to do on their
visits.
Billy said he wanted to work on a model airplane, so the next
time you scheduled that.
Sue wanted to go to the park, and that made a
fun outing for everyone.
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:vertu al l y ycu fJunc :h:it ice T=am, no,1ies , e<p2ns ' ve gifts . :inj
exc ' t ing tri ps ~ere n)t ~hat t hEy w1nted, even though }OL =eit you )Wed
it t o t hem to do soneth i rg sJectacu l a". They jLst ,,.a:1teo :o be w·t,
you, :o ra,e yJu l i st=n to t1en, and to feel t hct you consider them
impor:ant. llhen you learned ho1ttt o dJ Ua t , )QL sa'>Jncn_yno"e smil:s.
~s ci ,o· c=d ra re1ts , yo1 fcund i c wcs V=rYd·f=i :u lt :o step using
the c1ilcren tJ f 'ght hith e:ic other. She took yo1 f er eve"ytri ng Y)L
had . There I s 10 ~ay you c an get back at her , excep: to tu ·n thE ki js
aga ' nst rer. , e ci sg"aced y)u, ard f3el s no re~ret) about w1at he ji j .
You wit nho·d t1 e ch' ljre r ~rJm rin, w1enEv
er YJL·e~ l li ke i t .
OncE he pl anred :i trip ~o the ic= stow Nitr he chi ·dre1. You
fe lt bit ter rnj rEsentfu l t h'lt ca_y, r3merrbering the tirre you caLght hirr
wit h ~i s g'r lf--ierd before t,e chor e=. On t he spur of t he nanEnt you
pac ked up the :h i ldren ard went tr :h= ~cunt:iins ·o· a p' cni : , so t1e y
wou·dn 1 t be : h=re whe1 hE cal l20 fo· therr. _atEr you fe lt asharred )f
what J OJ hcd dJne , and cc l .ed to , polJ gi 2e. Arlcthe· figrt star te d, a1c
you felt more nisErab le cf t e"ward.
"oJ fcund yoL we~e ~t · 11 try'ng t o rr ov: her wro19. voJ lEarned
that she t cl d :r eedy 'le couldn't ra ve thE new oic_yc le he wanced becrnsE
he wasn't ta ki1g care of the yard . With gre:1t rl easure .)'Ou Jresented
Freed ; Nitr :h: bi cyc l e, r ·gnt in f ro1t cf her.
Fi'l al ly , )ne day YJL bo: h came tJ ycur se1ses rnj ec1 · ej a tru ce
on ex-sJ ouse W'lrfcr e 1ia t he c1ilcr en. Pft e· tra t ;01 ccnce1trc t ed 01
your ow1 relationsh ·p with e1c1 cri ·d, ard never nentionEd yJur e1 :o
the children. ThE chi ldre r have l ikej trat 1r cn~ene1t, and yoL ha'le
had a l ) t more fur wi :h them si ncE ~h= bctt l e stopped.
ves, the <ids \ili l l rrake it tco. / OJ kep: te l l i ng y(nr self. -hey
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DIVORCE,FRIENDS,ANDFAMILY
By James C. Gardiner
What happens to your social life when you get divorced? !,,Jell, you
know the stereotypes about divorced persons.
People think you are
always out on the town, falling into bed with a different partner every
night, and having the time of your life.
But you know what really happens, don't you? You work hard all
day, come home exhausted to find the baby sitter didn't bother with the
dishes, the dirty clothes, or the giant pile of toys in the living
room. You spend your evening torn between spending time with the
children and tackling one of the 16 messes staring you in the face.
Or, if you don't have children, you could be deciding which bar to
go to, where the least undesirable people hang out, so you can drink,
relax, and ease the pain of loneliness.
You may even spend a quiet evening at home alone, sick of the TV
but watching it anyway. You may just wallow in bed, feeling sorry for
yourself, trying to decide whether to call someone to get together for
the evening.
Finally bedtime arrives and you give up for the night.
Thinking back, you wonder what happened to the close circle of
friends and family you had when you were married.
You mentally run
through your list of old friends, most of them married.
Gary was your best friend.
You fished together.
Whenyou got
divorced, he brought his truck over and helped you move. That night he
said, "Just call me if there's anything I can do for you." Once he and
his wife brought you a covered dish for dinner, but they seemed kind of
distant.
Every time you've called him, he's been busy, and he has
never called you. Things have changed between you and Gary.
You think back to Will and Sarah. You and the ex used to take
vacations with them, and the four of you would check out the new
restaurants
in town together.
Nowwhen Sarah calls to invite people to
her dinner parties, she doesn't know whether to invite you or your ex.
So, she calls neither of you, and you both get left out.
You're thankful for Andy. Since the divorce, he has never let you
down. Many a night he and Fran opened their home and hearts to you for
a consoling talk into the wee hours, a good rest in their guest
bedroom, and a hot breakfast to send you off the next day. You know
you'll never be able to make it up to them, but some day you'll pass
the favor on to a friend in need.
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However, when you looked back on your married life, you realized
that you were lonely then also. You went to sleep in bed, while he
went to sleep in front of the TV. You spent your evenings at the
bowling alley, while she was at the bridge club. There was always a
newspaper or book separating you. You talked only when it was
necessary for the survival of the household.
Whenyou finally separated from
your loneliness.
Then you were both
face the fact and start to solve the
loneliness came from within, because

your ex, it became harder to deny
alone and lonely.
That helped you
problem. You discovered that your
you didn 1 t like yourself.

To solve the loneliness problem, you started doing the things you
always wanted to accomplish, like taking guitar lessons or reading that
series of books on Norway, or finishing the rock wall that you started
six years ago in the back yard.
Eventually you
in your abilities.
alone without being
belonged. You built
yourself.

began liking yourself again, and gained confidence
You became content.
You found that you could be
lonely.
You could be in a crowd and feel that you
back your most valuable asset - -a belief in

You were ready to face any situation that came up wit h your family
or friends.
You had faced yourself, accepted what you saw, and were
ready to proudly present that person to the world.
But you wondered, where can I go to meet new people? Certainly
married persons aren t excited to make friends with a divorcee.
Divorced persons seem to have a limited sphere of influence in our
society.
1

You tried the bars and found them superficial
and limited for
meeting people. Many persons were there medicating their anxieties and
depressions with alcohol.
Others were playing silly boy-girl games,
searching desparately for human closeness through one night stands.
Still others were there to exploit, and take out their angry feelings
toward their ex on some poor victim.
You found the bar a dangerous and
painful scene.
Finally you disc6vered that the place to meet new people was
wherever you happened to be. You found that being friendly and open to
conversation were more important than knowing where to prowl for
meeting people.
You went to the library and met someone at the card catalog.
You
commented on her hand tooled leather purse, and she said her ex-husband
made it.
You stumbled onto a new relationship.
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You enrolled in a class for sinqle parents, and shared your
experiences with the group. After class, you talked with another
person who had the same problems with his children.
Friendliness counts more than fate in finding and meeting new
people. You discovered that you could practice your newfound
friendliness
anywhere, from the gas station to the swimmingpool, from
the laundromat to church, or from the P.T.A. to the park.
Thus, you shed the destructive labels of "divorced," "despondent,"
and "desperate."
You took on a new attitude that commuicated "I am
okay," "I am friendly," and "I like you." As a result, you found new
friends waiting at every corner.
In summary, you learned that when you got divorced, your
relationships
with friends and family changed. You found who your true
friends were. Others rejected you when you needed them most. Most
important of all, you learned how to make new friends, to win back your
family, and to build a support system that was stronger than before.
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YOURFUTURE
AFTERDIVORCE
By James C. Gardiner
When you first were divorced, you may have passed through the
You believed that all
"yahoo" stage, when you felt free and excited.
your troubles were over, and life was beginning again. That was a
great fee 1ing.
Then difficulties
piled up and you got depressed.
You wondered if
you had done the right thing, getting divorced.
It was harder to be
divorced than you had expected. The children were not adjusting well,
and you didn't know your ex could be so unreasonable, sarcastic,
or
unpredictable.
After a few weeks of misery, you asked yourself, "How long does it
take to get over a divorce? Whenwi 11 I feel normal again? Wi11 I
ever be able to just let go and have fun? Do I have a happy future
ahead?
You decided to read some of the research studies on the long-range
effects of getting divorced.
You found that Mavis Hetherington of the
University of Virginia studied the adjustment patterns of 48 couples
over a two-year period.
She found that most couples had extreme
difficulty
adjusting to the first year of divorce.
However, the second
year brought about a dramatic improvement for most divorced persons.
The second study you read was done by Judith Wallerstein of the
University of California.
She studied 60 divorced families for a
five-year period and found that it took most men two years to recover
from a divorce.
The womentook an average of three years to overcome
the problems faced in a divorce.
You found those results discouraging and resolved that you
wouldn't take that long. You wondered, how can I speed up the process
and start feeling good again?
You began by developing an attitude of acceptance.
You accepted
yourself, along with your strengths and weaknesses. You even began to
like yourself.
Then, you accepted your divorce as a part of your life.
It was not what you planned, expected, or even wanted. But it
happened, and there was nothing you could do after the fact to change
it.

You even accepted your ex as a different
is no longer my husband," you told yourself.
can have a life of his own.
11

person in your 1if e.
He
"He is a single man and
11
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"She is no longer my wife," you finally admitted, "and I have no
claim over her. She can do as she pleases. 11 You finally accepted
those new arrangements as a fact of life.
Once you learned to accept your divorce, you took an even longer
step toward your new future when you asked, 11 What did I learn from my
marriage and divorce?"
You began by looking back and comparing yourself with the way you
were a month, a year, or five years before. You found you had learned
a great deal about 1ife. You were wiser on many issues.
You knew
what you would have changed, if you had it all to do over.
As you looked back, you found that your marriage got into a rut.
You grew comfortable with always preparing the same dinner, always
sleeping in until after he left for work, and always watching the same
TV shows in the afternoon.
Whenyou analyzed your relationship with her, you remembered the
times you took her for granted. You forgot to thank her for all the
wonderful baking she did. You never noticed how careful she was to get
your laundry just right.
You thought back about how divorce made you feel so unattractive,
so unwanted, so undesirable.
You wondered whether anyone of the
opposite sex would ever look at you again. But then you lost 30
pounds, saved for some attractive clothes, and started taking pride in
your appearance again. You soon found that you could feel attractive
again.
Without a doubt, the most important thing you learned from your
divorce was that you can do more than you ever dreamed. You didn't
know you could get a master's in microbiology, but you did it! You had
no idea that you could have custody of the children, hold down a
demanding job, and still keep the family intact.
There were times when
gloom surrounded you, and you didn't think you would make it. But
somehowyou pulled through and found you had great strength as a
result.
After your feelings stabilized and you started dating again, you
asked another critical
question:
"Will I ever remarry?" The immediate
answer, of course, was "ABSOLUTELY
NOT! But after a number of
attractive persons passed through your life, you began to look more
seriously at the possibility
of marrying again.
11

You pondered the fact that four out of every five divorced persons
remarry, and most of them do so before age 30. You also considered
that most divorced persons marry other divorced persons. You learned
that while 33%of all first marriages end in divorce, nearly 50% of all
second marriages fail.
That scared you.
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But then you realized that there are two kinds of remarriages.
The first is the "rebound" type, in which the person is lonely and
desperate and will accept any arrangement that looks promising.
The person on the rebound has not reached the acceptance stage of
the divorce cycle. Unfortunately, this person will have to recover
from the divorce while also trying to adjust to a new marriage.
It can
be done, but it is a monumental task.
The second kind of remarriage is the "adjusted" type. As an
adjusted person, you go into a new marriage for the right reasons.
The
battles of the past have been fought and finished.
Your new partner
gets 100%of the new you. You are refreshed, able to give, and strong
from the suffering you have experienced with the divorce.
As a person who has learned from the previous marriage, you can be
a better marriage partner this time. You know what pitfalls
to look
for. You realize that when you feel irritated
by the way she handles
the children, you had better talk with her about it.
You are confident
that the resentful feelings you have about his exotic business trips to
Nevada can be resolved if you talk them out.
You are grateful for a second chance, and you make this marriage
count. You go out together on a date every weekend. You think of her
throughout the day and call her during the afternoon.
You get up extra
early, fix his lunch, and put a love note in his lunch box. Your new
partner greatly benefits from what you learned in your previous
marriage.
Yes, your visit to the world of divorce often ends with a new
If you took time during the divorce to experience your
marriage.
feelings, to accept the divorce, and to learn from your experience,
your next marriage can be the one you always hoped for.
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THEMYTHS
OF DIVORCE
By James C. Gardiner
As the divorce rate has continued to grow, so have the number of
myths about divorce. Here are some new and old ideas about those
myths.
#1: DIVORCE
IS FUN, EXCITING,ANDROMANTIC.Divorce can
MYTH
look very appealing to the unhappily married person. Divorce offers
the prospects of dating, freedom from family responsibility,
and the
single life again.

However, as divorce researcher Mavis Hetherington has said, "few
are prepared for the traumas and stresses they wi 11 find." Divorce
certainly is not fun. It is traumatic and can destroy a person's
self-confidence.
MYTH
#2: DIVORCED
PERSONS
AREIRRESPONSIBLE
ANDUNSTABLE.The
stereotype of the "wild divorcee" has hurt the reputation of many good
persons. Our society needs to correct this error in thinking and
consider another view of the divorced person.
She may be the gal just down the block who goes to work everyday,
tries to live on $550 a month, rushes home to be mother and father to
three children every night, tosses and turns half the night trying to
get to sleep, and wonders whether her depression will ever lift.
He may be the guy out driving half the night in his truck, lonely
and confused, missing his children, sick of restaurants and
macaroni-and-cheese dinners, and looking for a better-paying job.
MYTH
#3: THEMANHASIT MADE
IN DIVORCE
WHILETHEWOMAN
SUFFERS.
Recent studies by Judith Wallerstein and by Mavis Hetherington have
shown that both men and womensuffer from the effects of divorce. The
womensuffer from an overload, as they attempt to be breadwinner,
mother, father, homemaker, etc. The men suffer as they leave the
familiar surroundings and learn to live without children, a wife, or a
home they have worked to established.
In the long run, womenappear to benefit more from divorce.
Judith Wallerstein's study of 60 divorced families showed that women
agonized, organized, beautified, educated, and generally bettered
themselves from the divorce experience.
On the other hand, men tended to coast through the divorce. They
felt just as devastated, depressed, defeated, and guilty about divorce
as the women. However, not as many men went through soul-searching,
agon1z1ng, and changing from their situation.
Thus, they did not grow
as much as the womendid.
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MYTH
#4: FIGHTINGIN A MARRIAGE
IS WORSE
ONTHECHILDREN
THAN
GETTING
A DIVORCE.Many couples rationalize that 11the children would
be better off if we got a divorce. 11 However, Wallerstein's study
showed that the children suffered far more from the divorce than they
did from the fighting that took place before the divorce.
Even though the children sensed the problems between their
parents, they felt more secure and better taken care of before the
divorce than they did after the breakup. Thus, the old saying, ''let's
stay together for the sake of the children, 11 is given new life by
modern research.
MYTH
#5: LET'S GETMARRIED,
ANDIF THINGSDON'TWORK
OUTWECAN
EASILYGETA DIVORCE.Manyengaged couples who are not sure of each
other decide to get married anyway. They think that divorce is as
simple as seeing a lawyer, going to court, then walking away free
again.
However, few couples realize the degree of pain the divorce
pathway holds. Hetherington concluded that there is no such thing as a
victimless divorce. At least one member of the divorced family suffers
untold agony. Divorce is seldom the easy way out.
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THEEFFECTSOF DIVORCE
By James C. Gardiner
While viewing divorce as a statistic
or undesirable social
problem, it is easy to overlook the divorced person. Howdoes divorce
affect those involved? Each divorce experience is unique to the
persons who go through it.
However, researchers have found that most
divorced persons are deeply affected emotionally, as parents, legally,
economically, and socially.
Emotional effects.
For many, divorce brings on strong feelings of
defeat, failure, shame, regret, and guilt.
Most experience a degree of
loneliness never felt before. They feel as though there is nowhere to
turn for comfort.
Feelings of anger, hostility,
and frustration
are also common.
Depr ession, helplessness,
hopelessness, and anxiety are close
companions of the divorced person during the early stages of recovery.
Given those traumatic emotional effects, it is not surprising that the
suicide rate among divorced persons is twice that of married persons.
Parentinq effects.
Divorced parents face many difficulties,
including telling the children about the divorce, keeping from using
the kids as a weapon against each other, worrying about the effects of
the divorce on the children, and arranging suitable visitation
for the
children and absent parent.
The divorced mother, who usually gains custody of her children, .
experiences a significant
change of roles.
She suddenly becomes
mother, father, breadwinner, housekeeper, maintenance person, etc. for
her family.
The divorced father, on the other hand, is normally separated from
his home, wife, and children.
He feels a deep void in his life and
must find new activities
to fill in. He feels awkward about returning
to visit his children and often decides to stay away.
Legal issues.
Separating persons who decide to divorce must agree
on a legal settlement that will be comfortable to live with in the
future.
This is a difficult
task, particularly
for someone in an
unsettled state of mind. Many persons sign divorce papers hastily,
without looking down the road to the results of the agreement they have
signed.
For example, "reasonable visitation"
with the children may mean
48 hours a week to the hopeful father and four hours a month to his
disgusted ex-wife.
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Divorced persons also must untie all former joint ownerships and
commonbusiness dealings.
When not completely dissolved, those ties
can cause later embarrassing moments or bitter fights.
Economic effects . The first effect on the economy of a divorced
person is a substantial
loss of income. The average income of a
female-headed family is roughly one-third that of an intact family.
Whenthe family is headed by a single male, the income is roughly
two-thirds that of a family with both mother and father.
The divorced parent's income-producing ability is also hampered,
as babysitting,
child support, and alimony payments bite into the
take-home pay. In addition, many employers view divorced persons as
bad employment risks and pass over many good workers who desperately
need the job.
Social effects.
Probably the most devastating effect of divorce
is the social stigma placed on the divorced persons.
Former friends,
even family members, often grow cold and distant to the divorced
I don't want to catch
per son, as if to say "don't come near me ...
what you've got" or "you've disgraced us."
Prior to divorce, the couple was invited to many parties and
get-togethers.
Once they are separated, friends don't know which one
to invite and don't want to take sides.
Usually neither person gets
invited, and both lose the support of their friends.
Thus, divorce affects many aspects of a person's life.
The
emotional, parental, legal, and social effects can be overwhelming to
the per son who didn't plan to be divorced in the first place.
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GETTING
H~LPFORDIVORCE
RECOVERY
By James C. Gardiner
The needs of divorced persons vary from finances to furniture,
from self-esteem to a shoulder to cry on, from repairs to relief from
the kids, from a place to live to a plan for the future.
While still
problems arose.
together.

married, the person could turn to a companion when
They were a problem-solving team who had a future

Even after separating, however, the first tendency was to turn to
the estranged spouse for help with problems. Dr. David Chiriboga of
the University of California found that roughly one-third of separated
persons turned to their spouses for help, even after the separation.
However, those persons soon realized that the spouse was no longer
a companion, a team member, or a helper.
Chiriboga discovered that
only about 1%of the separated persons found their spouses helpful in
solving problems.
Eventually, the divorced person learns the value of a "support
system," which is the total package of help ava"ilable to a person who
needs it. The person who successfully recovers from divorce will build
a new support system and will skillfully
use it to survive.
For one person, a support system may include an understanding
father, a neighbor who helps with repairs, jogging, a class in single
parenting, and an inspirational
book or two.
Another person 1 s system may be a deep religious
brings strength, a spiritual
leader who truly cares,
close friend who is available day or night.

conviction that
painting, and a

Still another person may have a satisfying job, a supportive group
of co-workers, a counselor who listens and guides, and a garden that
pays dividends in fruits, vegetables, and a sense of accomplishment.
Whatever the makeup of the support system, the recovering divorced
person will need to use the system wisely. Even sources of help can be
worn out, if overused.
Friends, for example, have been rated as the most turned to and
the most helpful sources of support for divorced persons. However,
seeing the same friend night after night and re-hashing the same
mournful problem into the early morning hours can send a friend over to
the enemy list.
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The recovering person must have a variety of help sources
available, so that an important friend or family member won't be worn
out. If the problems get too burdensome for the persons involved,
professional help can be sought.
In short, the traumas of divorce dictate that few can survive the
ordeal alone. Each divorced person must assess his or her needs and
design a support system that will sail through the difficult
times.
Meanwhile, the rest of us can caringly
support systems.

participate

in those
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DEALING
WITHDIVORCE
By James C. Gardiner
To close this series on divorce, we turn to several local leaders
for advice on how to deal with a dissolved marriage. These persons
have advised many divorced persons on legal, religious, financial, and
psychological issues.
First, attorney Reed Hadfield observed that many unhappily married
persons expect divorce to solve their problems. However, they find
that divorce merely changes the focus of the difficulties.
Whatever
the issues were before the divorce, after the breakup the conflict
usually centers around alimony, child support, custody, or visitation.
Hadfield stated that if couples are to survive divorce, they must
develop a mature attitude and be willing to make the best of the
difficulties
and inconvenient situations that arise.
Pastor Robert Copeland of the First Baptist Church commented that
the greatest need divorced persons have is to regain a sense of
self-worth.
He advised divorced persons to draw closer to God and to
rely on their religious beliefs to overcome feelings of guilt and
worthlessness.
Pastor Copeland also challenged divorced couples to react calmly
to each other when handling child support and visitation
issues.
Even
though one temper may flare, fights can be averted when the other
person reacts peacefully.
President Jerry Twitchell, First Counselor in the Brigham City
South LOSStake, concluded that divorced persons need love and
acceptance from their peers, friends, and family members. He advocated
that those around the divorced person give plenty of positive feedback.
He said to emphasize their good points and tell them what you
appreciate about them. Twitchell stated that everyone needs at least
three instances of positive feedback for every instance of negative
feedback.
In the financial area, Vice President Ferrin Lovell of the First
Security Bank stated that divorced persons can bring back feelings of
self-worth by handling finances effectively.
He advocated establishing
a budget to give better financial control and a sense of where the
money is going. He also stated that everyone should habitually save,
even if it is a dollar from each paycheck. Seeing money grow will help
recover good feelings.
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Finally, Nels Sather, Administrator of the Bear River Community
Mental Health Center in Box Elder County and marriage and family
counselor, said that divorced persons need to build a strong support
system in order to survive.
"Even more important," he stated, "is th at
divorced persons know that the anguish they experience is normal, and
that the discomfort will end, given time and effort."
This series has shown that divorce is traumatic, devastating, and
difficult
to deal with when it comes to children, friends, family,
finances, and emotions. However, given time, a strong support system,
and a belief in yourself, divorce can be conquered.
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C. KNU DS ON

MAYOR

P R O C L A MA T I O N
GIVEN THE RISING DIVORCERATE IN

Box ELDER

COUNTYJGIVEN THE UNTOLDAMOUNT
OF SUFFERINGTHAT
DIVORCEDMENJ WOMEN
ANDCHILDRENIN OUR COUNTYHAVE
ENDUREDJ AND GIVEN OURDESIRE TO HELP EASE THAT SUFFERINGJ WE HEREBYDECLAREJULY AS

DIVORCE
RECOVERY
MONTH.
IN NO WAYDO WE DESIRE TO GLAMORIZE
OR PROMOTE
DIVORCEBY THIS PROCLAMATION,WE CALL ALL CITIZENS OF

Box ELDER COUNTYTO SEEK SPECIAL UNDERSTANDING
OF THE
PLIGHT OF DIVORCEDPERSONSAND THEIR CHILDRENJAND TO
ENCOURAGE
THOSE PERSONSAS THEY RECOVER, WE EXTENDA
SPECIAL INVITATION TO DIVORCEDPERSONSWHOMAYFEEL
AND TAKE A
ISOLATEDIN THEI_R SUFFERINGTO COMEFORWARD
LONGERSTEP TOWARDRECOVERY
DURINGJULY,

FINALLYJ WE

ISSUE A CHALLENGETO ALL FAMILIES IN OUR COUNTYTO
STRENGTHEN
THEIR TIESJ AND THUS PREVENTDIVORCEFROM
GROWING
AS IT HAS IN THE PAST,
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MESS/\GE RATDIG SCALE

Please

rat e

th e message

the

scale

after

l.

The message
l

3.

4.

5.

6.

r ead

t he

following

to

understand.

was easy

appropriate
Box Elder

5
Moderately
agree

S li ghtly
agr ee

The message

was consistent

with

6
Strongly
agr ee

5
Moderately
agr ee

Slightly
agre e

The message
Cou nty.

would

1
Strongly
di sag r ee

2
Modera t ely
disagree

The writing

(or

6
Strongly
agr ee

5
Moderately
agr ee

Th e writer

Comments

(or

spe aking

spe aker)

2
Moderately
disagree

regarding

the

hcu.rd ) b '! circling

4

6
Strongly
agree

likely

(or-

numb e r on

to the
County.

s tat e of

S li gh tly
di sag r ee

th e divor

4

3

Slightly
di sag r ee

Slightly
agree

) was polished

and

4

well

3

Slightly
agr ee

was believabl
3

Slightly
disagree

message:

you !

St ro ngly
.igr ce

s , tastes,

Slightly
disagr ee

knowle dge

2
Moderately
di sa gr ee

ced

persons

5
Moderat e ly
agr e e

and

1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

4

to

Moderately
agree

s tandard

Slightly
disagree

t he current

be hel pf ul

G

5

S li ght ly
agree

4

Thank

one

s tat eme nts .

Slightly
disagree

The message
was ge nerally
valu es of t he citizens
of

1
Stron gly
disagr ee

7.

yo u just

of

2
Moderately
disagree

Strongly
disagre e

2.

each

on divorce.

S tr ongly
di sag r ee

of

Box Elder

6

Str ongly
agr ee

done.
2
Mod e rately
disagree

1
Strongly
disagree

5
Mode rately
agree

6
Strongly
agree

e.
4
S li gh tly
agree
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MESSAGE RATING SCALE

Please

rate

the

you

just

each

the

following

statements.

understand

.

scale

1.

The message

was easy

1
Str ongly
disagree

Moderately

2.

3.

4.

5.

after

message

the

1
Strongly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

The message

was very

read

(or

3
Sll.ghtly
disagree

disagree

told

about

thing

s that

to

were

very

similar

would

6
Strongly
agree

S
Moaerately
agree

4
slightly
agree

The writing

(or

was polished

2
Moderately
di sag ree

The writer

(or

speaker)

5
Moderately
agree

Strongly
agree

have

any

comments

to

number

on

6
Strongly
agree

my experience

5
Moderately
agr ee

6
Strong l y
agree

s li gh tl y
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

1
Strongly
disagr ee

me .

The message

speaking)

one

Slightly
agree

s

probably

circling

5
Moderately
agree

4

Moderately
agree

Do you

by

4

3
Slightly
disagree

helpful

heard)

Sll.ghtly
agree

6
Str ongly
agr ee

6

7.

to

2

The message
with divorce.

1
Strongly
disagree

6.

of

slightly
agree

be helpful

to

other

3
Slightly
disagree

Slightly
disagree

and

well

divorced

persons.

2
Moderately
disagr ee

1

S trongly
di sagree

done.

4
Slightly
agree

5
Moderately
agree

6
Strongly
agr ee

3
Slightly
disagree

2
Moderately
disagree

Strongly
disagree

was believable.
4
Slightly
agree

regarding

Thank

the

you!

message?

1
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DIVORCEQUESTIONNAIRE
l.

2.

What is your present

l>qe:

marital

19 or under
-2029
30 - 39

3.

Sex:

Female

4.

Religious

preference:

None
-- Catholic
Jewish

6.

How many children

7.

How many of your children

8.

How many persons

9.

Approximately

____

vears,

do you have? ___

professional

approximately

with you? ___
you feel

counseling

how many sessions

l'ihat was your family' s attitude

----------

_

comfortable

since

talking
persons

with about your divorce?
during

you got divorced?

July? _____

have you attended?

toward your marn .age in the first

1 to 3
4 or more

place?

(check one)

Totally in favor
-- Somewhat in favor
-- Neutral or undecided
-- Somewhat opposed
Totally opposed
12.

Who first

brought

up the idea of getting

a divorce?
--

What was your family's

attitude

toward your divorce?

I did
ex did
We l::oth did
My

-13 .

(check one)

'Ibtally in favor
-- Somewhat in favor
-- Neutral or undecided
-- Somewhat opposed
Totally opposed
14.

At the time of your separation,

what was your attitude

Totally in favor
-- Somewhat in favor
-- Undecided
-- Somewhat opposed
Totally opposed

_

Yes
--

11.

Protestant
Other

_

now live

do you have that

l.J)S

---

months

----

how many hours did you spend with those

Have you sought

to someone new
to the same person

Male

How long were you married?

If yes,

Divorced
-- Remarried
-- Remarried

40-49
50-59
60 or over

-

5.

10.

status?

toward getting

a divorce?
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DIVORCEQUESTIONNAIRE--2
1.

2.

3.

Which of the following

statements

I feel

free

I feel

empty inside

Which statement

test

free

I felt

empty inside

like

test

4.

like

descrites

test

__ 1he past
5.

I feel

like

test

Which statement
I felt

like

test

descrites
my life

deal

5

4

deal

How would you descrite
(check one)

5

4

how you felt
wasn't

3

2

2

your present

Not much of anything
--Not
liking much anymore
Hating
10.

How would you descrite
your feelings
last June?
(check one)
--

Not much of anything
Not liking much anymor e
Hating

forward

in my last

marriage.

(check one)

to the future.

over what happened

in my last

marriage.

(check one)
all

the time.

going anywhere .

changing

3

to the future.

over what happened

today?

at the end of June?

for the tetter

going

1

1

all

(check one)

the time.

anywhere.
now?

(circle

one)

Not at all

How much did you miss your ex-husband/ex-wife
A great

9.

isn't

forward

the tetter

How much do you miss your ex - husband/ex-wife
A great

8.

my life

for

(check one)

off my shoulders.

at the end of June?

how you feel

a new person

I was in a rut;
7.

I keep going

changing

.

(check one)

me and I am locking

descrites

(check one)

my shoulders

of me was missing.

me and was locking

a new person

I am in a rut;
6.

part

was always on my mind; I kept going

Which statement

today?
off

at the end of June?
had been lifted

how you felt

tehind

lifted

of me is missing.

how you feel~?

tehind

descrites

__ I had put the past

part

a weight

an important

how you feel

has teen

how you felt
like

is always on my mind;

\~hich statement

descrites

a weight

an important

and relieved

__ I have put the past
__ 1he past

like

descrites

I felt

Which statement

test

and relieved,

at the end of June?

(circle

one)

Not at all

feelings

toward your ex-husband/ex-wife?

--

Liking bu t not loving
Loving alot
Both loving and hating

toward your ex - husband/ex - wife at the end of

---

Liking but not loving
Loving alo t
Both hating and lovi ng
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Appendix_~
Depression,

Anxiety, and Hostility

Measure

SCL-90-R
Technician: ____
Location: ______________
Age:_____

___

Sex: M___

F ___

_

Date: ___

Visit No .:____
_

ldent. No. ________

_
Nar __

Mode: S-R ___

_

Remark~--------------

INSTRUCTIONS
8elow is a list of pro blems and complaints that people sometimes have. Read each one carefully, and select one of the
numbered descriptors that best describes HOW MUCH DISCOMFORT THAT PROBLEM HAS CAUSED YOU DURING
THE PAST
INCLUDING TODAY. Place that number in the open block to the right of the problem. Do
not skip any items, and print your number clearly. If you change your mind, erase your first number completely. Read the
example below before beginning, and if you have any questions please ask the technician.

EXAMPLE
Descriptors

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY:

O Not at all
1 A little bit
2 Moderately
3 Quite a bit
4 Extremely

Answer

Ex. Body Aches ....

Headaches ....

........

Ex.

[I]

. ..............

.....

...

Nervousness or shakiness inside . . .......

Descriptors

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY:

.......

..........

Repeated unpleasant thoughts that won't leave your mind ..
Faint ness or dizziness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loss of sexual interest or pleasure ..................
Feeling critical of others ........................
The idea that someone else can control your thoughts

....

Feeling others are to blame for most of you r troubles .....

D

Trouble remembering things .....................
. Worried about sloppiness or carelessness . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Feeling easily annoyed or irritated .. .. .. .. . .. ......
. Pains in heart or chest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Feeling afraid in open spaces or on the streets . ........
. Feeling low in energy or slowed down . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Thoughts of ending your life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Hearing voices that other people do not hear .......

.' . .

. Trembling .................................
. Feel_ingthat most people cannot be trusted . . . . . . . . . . .
. Poor appetite

.........

.......

...

. ...

.. ...

..

. Crying easily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Feeling shy or uneasy with the opposite sex . . . . . . . . . . .
. F-eelingsof being trapped or caught . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Suddenly scared for no reason

...... .. . . . .. . . . ...

. Temper outbursts that you could not control .........

.

. Feeling afraid to go out of your house alone .........
. Blaming yourself for things

..

.....................

. Pains in lower back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- ,..nnva•-uT

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

28. Feeling blocked in getting things done
29. Feeling lonely ............................
30. Feeling blue . .. . ..............

O Not at all
1 A little bit
2 Moderately
3 Quite a bit
4 Extremely

............

.
.
.. .

.. ........

31. Worrying too much about things .................

.

32. Feeling no interest in things .........

.

33. Feeling fearful

. . . ....

...

...

.. .........
...............

.

34. Your feelings being easily hurt ................

.. .

35. Other people being aware of your private thoughts ....

.

36. Feeling others do not undootand you or are
unsympathetic
. ... .. ......................

.

37. Feeling that people are unfriendly or dislike you .. ...
38. Having to do things very slowly to insure correctness
39. Heart pounding or racing .............

1071:

DV

I

cnAJAan

Q
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PM O

.. .

.. . . .....

40. Nausea or upset stomach ............

.

. .........

.

41. Feeling inferior to others
42. Soreness of your muscles ......................

.

44. Trouble falling asleep ......

. ....

. ....

.. ......

.

45. Having to check and doublecheck what you do ......

.

46. Difficulty making decisions .................

. .. .

47. Feeling afraid to travel on buses, subways, or trains ....

.

48. Trouble getting your breath ............

.

. .. . ....

49. Hot or cold spells ...................

. ......

..

50. Having to avoid certain things, places, or activities because
they frighten you .........
. .. .. ...........
. .
51. Your mind going blank

....

.....

.. .. ....

52. Numbness or tingling in parts of your body.

.....

. .......

PLEASE CONTINUE

ON THE FOLLOW,NG

PAGE

D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D
D

D

D
D
D
D

D

43 . Feeling that you are watched or talked about by othe~ ..

PAGE ONE
(?\

. .

D

.
.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

f>

SCL-90-R
Descriptors

Descriptors

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY:

53. A lump in your throat

O Not at all
1 A little bit
2 Moderately
3 Quite a bit
4 Extremely

......................

55. Trouble concentrating

57. Feeling tense or keyed up

. . ............

............

. .......

58. Heavy feelings in your arms or legs ..............
59. Thoughts of death or dying ....................
60. Overeating

...

. . .........................

61. Feeling uneasy when people are watching or talking
about you ...

D
. D
D
. D
. D
. D
. D
. D

.

54. Feeling hopeless about the future ................

56. Feeling weak in parts of your body

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY:

. ............................

D
. D
. D
. D

,

62. Having thoughts that are not your own ............
63 . Having urges to beat, i1njure, or harm someone

.. ....

64. Awakening in the early morning

. . .. ..

.. . .......

65. Having to repeat the same actions such as touching,
counting, washing ..............
. .. ........
66. Sleep that is restless or disturbed ........

........

. .

D

.

D

67 . Having urges to break or smash things .............

.

68 . Having ideas or beliefs that others do not share ......

.

69. Feeling very self-conscious with others ............

.

70. Feeling uneasy in crowds, such as shopping or at a
movie

D

D
D

D

ONot at all
1 A little bit
2 Moderately
3Quite a bit
4 Extremely

71. Feeling everything is an et.fort ..................
72. Spells of terror or panic

....

.. .. . ...

.
...

....

...

.

73. Feeling uncomfortable about eating or drinking in public .
74. Getting into frequent arguments

................

.

75. Feeling nervous when you are left alone . .. . . .......

.

76. Others not giving you proper credit for your achievements
77. Feeling lonely even when you are with people

. . ....

78. Feeling so restless you couldn't sit still ............

.
.

79. Feelings of worthlessness
80. The feeling that something bad is going to happen to yoLL

81. Shouting or throwing things
82. Feeling afraid you will faint in public ...............

.

83. Feeling that people will take advantage of you if you
let them ......
... .. .............
. . . . .....

.

84. Having thoughts about sex that bother you a lot

......

.

85. The idea that you should be punished for your sins.. .. .
86. Thoughts and images of a frightening nature

.. .. .. . . .

87 . The idea that something serious is wrong with your body ..
88 . Never feeling close to another person .........

. ....

.

89. Feelings of guilt ............................

.

90. The idea that something is wrong with your mind .....

.
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